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Euromart says West Bank
settlements are ‘illegal’
PARIS c APJ . — Foreign ministers of
the European Common Market
yesterday criticized Israel's policy
of establishing settlements on the
West Bank of the Jordan River.
Li another formal declaration,

they urged the Immediate creation
of an international conference on the
Vietnamese refugee problem.
The separate declaration on the

Middle East went further than any
previous statement by the nine-
nation body on the question of Israeli
settlements, French Foreign '

Minister Jean Fraocois-Poncet told
a news conference here after a one-
day political coordination meeting.'
He added that Jerusalem was

among the other issues discussed, as
well as Rhodesia and Cyprus, but he
declined to shed light on the nature
cf the talks on these points.
The declaration on settlements

said. ’The Nine deplore any action
or declaration constituting an
obstacle to the search for peace.

They consider In particular that cer-
tain positions' or declarations of the
Israeli government represent
obstacles is the search for a global
settlement"
The declaration specifically noted

Israel's claim to the territories oc-
cupied-since the 1967 war, which the
ministers said was incompatible
with UN Security Council Resolution
242, and "the Israeli government's
policy of establishing settlements In
the occupied territories. Illegal ac-
cording to international law."
The ministers also underscored

Lebanon's independence, sovereign-
ty and territorial integrity and
"deplored any acts regarded as a
threat to the security of the popula-
tion and Mocking restoration of the
authority of the Lebanese govern-
ment over the whole of Its' territory,

notably in the south of the country."
This was a clear criticism pf

Israeli involvement in Southern
Lebanon, including support for

Lebanese forces opposed to Palesti-
nian activity in the region and direct
Israeli Intervention in South
Lebanon against Palestinian
terrorist bases. .

On the question of Vietnamese
refugees, the ministers said they
would appeal directly to Hanoi and
other, governments in the region

about the situation, which has been
made more urgent by Malaysia*!
recently initiated policy of expelling

refugees (see page 4). They added
that they would immediately can on
the UN High Commissioner for

Refugees to convene urgently an In-

ternational conference “to study
with all parties concerned practical

solutions to resolve the problem/

The ministers underlined their
desire to reinforce and accelerate
the international effort to assist the

refugees, an effortthat untilnowhas
been limited to a small number of
countries, the declaration said.

Farmers — dearer beef or no food
By ALAN EISNER

Jerusalem Post Reporter
TEL AVIV. — Farmers will today
stop supplying the market with milk,
dairy products, meat, poultry,
potatoes and other products, the
Agricultural Centre said yesterday.

The move follows Sunday’s refusal
by the finance, trade and agriculture
ministers to remove subsidies on im-
ported frozen beef. The cabinet Is to
discuss the subsidy next Sunday.

All agricultural and settlement
movements are united in the action.

A spokesman for Tnuva told The
Jerusalem Post yesterday that If the
milk supply was cut off, there would
be no milk in the shops and super-
markets within 24 hours.

The farmers say they are victims
of “inter-governmental disputes and
conflicts between ministers who lack

the' ability to make responsible
decisions." They claim they had
reached an agreement on the sub-
sidy with officials of the three
ministries last Friday, "but when
the ministers themselves discussed
it on Sunday, this agreement was ex-
ploded."
Avraham Bep-Meir, director-

general of the Ministry of
Agriculture, told The Post yesterday
that his ministry fully understood
the farmers. "We.have got ourselves
into an abeurd situation where we
are subsidizing imports against the
interests ofour own farmers without
budgeting for it,” and without a
government decision.
Farmers say they cannot sell

frozen poultry against competition

by imported beef subsidized byH20
a kilogram. This subsidy, which has
not been approved by the Knesset

Finance Committee, has already
cost the treasury same IL220m. this
year, and it is estimated that it will

cost TT.Ib. by the end of the year.
Refrigerated storehouses have

been bursting at the seams with un-
sold chickens for the past two weeks,
and farmers claim there is nowhere
for them to store the chicken now be-
ing produced.
Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon

supports removal of the Imported
beef subsidy but other ministers are
worried about the effect on the con-
sumer price index if beef prices rise
by IL20 per kilogram.
With Finance Minister Simcha

wavering, though he has
said he is opposed to the subsidy in
principle, and with other ministers
calling for a three-month-long price
freeze, the result of a cabinet vote is

by no means clear.

.

Bulldozers clear olive trees

for road to new settlement
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Guarded by armed soldiers, a
bulldozer yesterday roared into an
alive grove near Axzun on the
Kalkllya-Nablus road and began
clearing ground for a road to a new
Jewish settlement.

Some 200 metres of that road pass

through Azzun's cultivated lands and
bvvcral olive treea and bappUng*
were knocked down. But Uii Bar-On,
the coordinator of settlement In

Judea and Samaria, told The
Jerusalem Post that the settlement
— Kamel Shomrtm B — will be es-

tablished only on state-owned land.

There are 7,000 dunams of such land

there, he said.

A spokesman for the World Zionist

Organisation' said that the settle-

ment, on a slope opposite the present
Kamel Shomron, will be inhabit-

ed by i00»to 300 families In the

first stage. But the chairman of the

Ministerial Settlement Committee,
Ariel Sharon, told The Post that he
expects to develop the entire area
Into a town.

Its quarters will be built on the
several hilltops surrounding the pre-

sentKaraei Shomron, he added. The
decision to establish Karnei
Shomron B was taken by Sharon’s
committee

.
on February 20, but

tredgetary difficulties and problems
- connected with the settlement’s loca-
tion delayed implementation.
The first settlers are expected to

move there in -a few weeks, accor-

ding to a source in Sharon's office.

Meanwhile, development works in

the existing settlement include
levellingground for a light Industrial

zone, comprising electronics and
other plants. On the western side of

Karnei Shomron ground has been
levelled tar 75 villas and cottages,

Tehuda Meron. the settlement's
secretary, reported.

MKs still angry following

last week’s slanging match
By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Tempers were still seething in the

Knesset yesterday, after last-

Wednesday's Ellon Moreh debate
and the ugly confrontation in the

plenum between Agriculture
Minister Ariel Sharon and the op-

position.

Speaker Tltzhak Shamir In the

presidium put his foot down and
.refused urgency to all six requests

for urgent debates on the vicious

-scenes last Wednesday. Shamir said

the appropriate bodies should, dis-

‘cuss the phenomenon. In future
rows, he 'said, the session should be
halted At owe to Jet everyone cool

off. The voteV>ouid never have been
split between the various motions,

Shamir said. ah., deputy Speaker
Plnhas Schelnmaii permitted last

Wednesday.
Also In the presidium, Minister

without Portfolio Moshe Nlssim
complained that the opposition all

too often was preventing ministers

from speaking by offensive interrup-

tions.

In the Likud executive. Ronnie

Mil in of the Herat wing said that If

coalition spokesmen were not allow-

ed to have their say uninterrupted
^

“thennobody will be allowed to have
his say."

In the Alignment executive, fire

and brimstone was heaped on the
r.iimd in general and on Sharon in

particular. Chairman Moshe Shahal
said: “The first round has begun In

the struggle for democracy In this

country. The Likud has a plan to

brand the Alignment as a traitorous

fifth column."
Several Alignment MKs charged

(Continued on page 2 ,
coL 4)

BULLETIN
Egypt last night strongly con-

demned Israel's behaviour in disper-

sing a demonstration in Nablus on
Sunday with tear gas while troops

fired shots In the air, Israel Radio

said last night. The Egyptian Middle
East News Agency said that Egypt
would consult with the UA. about the

“deterioration of the situation in the

West Bank," the radio report said.

Begin: all

should take

Viet refugees
By JUDY SIEGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Prune Minister Menahem Begin
yesterday called on heads of state

and government of each of the 151

member countries In the UN to

accept Vietnamese refugees.

At .the ' opening' hi
;

the Zionist
General Council in Jerusalem’s
Binyenei Ha'ooma, Begin said each
country should contact the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees In

Geneva, who would distribute the

refugees according to the size and
ability of each country.
.The premier said international
conferences would not solve the
problem, only talk endlessly. If his

suggestion were adopted, he was
sure Malaysia would stop sending
refugees out to sea, he said.

On settlement in the West Bank,
Begin referred to Mlkve Ylarael,

Petab Tikva, Zichron Ya'acov,
Rishon Lesion and many others, all

established in the heart of Arab
areas. “If we hadn't done it, the

Zionist movement would never have
been realized."
Peace has been established Hefac-

to If not de jure with Jordan, Begin
said, adding that “half the Lebanese
population received with
enthusiasm" his proposal to Presi-

dent Elias Sarkis that they negotiate

a Lebanese-Israell peace treaty.

The premier told his audience that

(Continued on page 2, coL 7)

Israel bombs bases

in South Lebanon
Jerusalem Post Staff

TEL AVTV. — Israel Air Force
planes attacked terrorist bases In

Southern Lebanon at approximately

6 p.ra. yesterday. All aircraft return-

ed safely, the army spokesman an-

nounced.
Beirut radio said at least 10 per-

sons were killed or wounded in the

raids on coastal areas.

The radio, monitored here, said 10
Israel war planes participated In the

40-minute bombing which began at

16:15 GMT (5:15 p.m. Israel time) an
Abul Asswad, Burgbollya, Fadousa
and Kassemiya, near the Southern;

Lebanese port of Tyre.

Carter and Brezhnev seal treaty with a kiss

U.S., Soviets sign SALT-II;
no progress on M.E., Africa

VIENNA (Reuter). - U.S. President Jimmy Carter i

rr
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VIENNA (Reuter). - U.S. President Jimmy Carter and Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev yesterday . ended their first summit
meeting by signing a new treaty limiting their strategic missile

arsenals — and promptly- sealed the agreement with a kiss.

As they shook hands after the signing of the new Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty (SALT II), the two leaders surprised the

American and Soviet delegations and hundreds of reporters witness-

ing the ceremony with the unexpected embrace.
Who was the initiator was not completely clear. But after they had

kissed each other on each cheek, they stood back, grinning broadly,
as applause resounded in the ballroom of Vienna's 13th century
Imperial Palace. (See SALT D, Page 4.)

Presidents Carter and Brezhnev exchange copies of the SALT n
treaty which they had Just signed yesterday In Vienna’s Hofburg
Palace. (UPi telephoto)

In good-will gesture to Carter:

Soviets may release

Shcharansky, others
By JOHN P. WALLACH

Hears* Newspapers

'

Foreign Affairs Editor
Special to The Jerusalem Post

VIENNA — In a surprise move, the
Soviet Union has decided “in prin-
ciple” to release Anatoly
Shcharansky and at least five other
prominent political prisoners as a
goodwill gesture to U.S. President
Jimmy Carter in the aftermath of
the Vienna summit, a senior aide to

powerful politburo Executive
Secretary Constantin Chernenko,
has disclosed.

Itwas the first such high-level con-
firmation by any Soviet official of a
spate of recent rumours that
Moscow would release Shcharansky
and other dissidents to help Improve
chances for U.S. Senate ratification

of the SALT-II agreement signed
here yesterday.

It was also the first time that any
Soviet official has specifically nam-
ed Shcharansky and the other
prisoners who are going to be releas-

ed. They include Url Orlov, one of

the founders of theHelsinki monitor-

ing group; Nicolai Kovalev, a close
friend and associate of physicist An-
drei Sakharov; and the last three
jailed members of the 1970
Leningrad air hiladdng trial — Uri
Feodorov. 35. sentenced to a 15-year
labour camp term that ends in 2985;
Yosef Mendelevich, 81, sentenced to

12 years in labour camp ending in

June 1982; and Alexi Murzhenko, 88.

sentenced to.a 14-year labour camp
term that ends in June 1984.

The unusual, disclosure was made
by an aide to Chernenko, who is con-
sidered the closest personal adviser
to Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev
and a candidate to succeed him, dur-

ing a dinner conversation with
Dmitri Simes, a Russian emigre
scholar in the U.S.
Simes is the director of Soviet

studies at the Centre for Strategic

and International Studies at the

Georgetown University in
Washington. He was in Vienna to

cover the Carter-Brezhnev meeting
for "Washington Quarterly, '* a
publication of the centre. (Earlier

story, page 4.)

UNIFIL vehicles searched

as northern border reopened
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Israeli mechanics unscrewed
parts on UNIFIL vehicles and
peered inside, searching for hidden
arms and explosives, as the
Lebanese border was reopened
yesterday.
The border, which was closed on

Sunday after Nigerian UNIFIL Lt.

CoL Alfred Gom was caught alleged-
ly smuggling arms to terrorists, wan
reopened at 10 flum. yesterday after

arrangements for intensified
searches were completed.

Senior- officers who had been ex-

empt from searches before Gom's
arrest were subjected to inspection

yesterday. But the searches were not
as thorough as those conducted at
Allenby Bridge, an informed source
told The Jerusalem Post.

The searches threatened to create
a major bottleneck at the two
checkpoints — Rosh Hanlkra and
Metulleu Some 480 vehicles and 1,000

soldiers cross into Israel daily at

those points to purchase supplies and
to vacation.
Inan attempt to solve the problem.

IDF and UNIFIL officers met in

Rosh Hanlkra yesterday afternoon
and agreed that UNIFIL will reduce
the number of vehicles it sends into

Israel..- '
-

According to the IDF spokesman,
foodand other supplies purchased by

UNIFIL will be delivered by Israeli

trucks to the border and transferred

to UN vehicles there, unlaw other

arrangements are made assuring
that UNIFIL vehicles are not used
for smuggling.
UNIFU/s commander also agreed

to report to the IDF In writing what
measures they will take to prevent

arms smuggling for the terrorists.

Israel had demanded that letter

because it suspected the UNIFIL
command has. not been sensitive

enough to the problem.

As of yesterday evening, accor-

ding to UN spokesman Hugo Rocha.
UNIFIL Lt.-Colonel Alfred Gom and
UNIFIL civilian Employee Mark
Renerco had not been allowed to see
any UN representative, legal or
otherwise.

A joint communique Issued at the

end of the four-day summitIndirectly
confirmed reports from U.S. officials

that Chrter and Brezhnev had failed

to narrow disagreements on the Mid-
dle East, Africa, Southeast Asia and
other world trouble spots.

The two presidents said that during
their talks they “indicated their

views" on their differing ap-
proaches. But no mention of progress
was made.

U.S. officials said they were adop-
ting a wait-and-see attitude before

deciding If the triumph of SALT U
would be followed by Soviet actions
defusing world tensions and im-
proving overall Sovlet-American
relations.
The presidents disclosed that their

governments would hold talks soon
with the aim of reopening
negotiations on proposals to limit

sales of conventional arms to Third
World countries, and to reduce ar-

maments in the Indian Ocean. They
agreed on the urgency of completing
negotiations, which have been going
on for six years between NATO and
the Warsaw Pact, for a reduction of

forces and armaments in central
Europe.
No progress was recorded in talks

to ban space weapons designed to

destroy orbiting satellites, but the
two presidents said they would con-
tinue to search actively for a solu-

tion.

One agreement announced in the
communique was a ban on the produc-
tion and use of radiological weapons.
A joint proposal is to he presented to
the UN Disarmament Committee
later this year.
The ban will cover radiological

weapons which do not involve a
nuclear explosion and apparently
does not forbid development of the
neutron bomb — a nuclear weapon
which kills people without damaging
property.
Carter and Brezhnev agreed that

responsibility and . restraint must be
exercised to end current world ten-

sions and to ensure that new
problems do not arise.

U.S. officials said this was a major
theme pressed by Carter when he
complained to Brezhnev during the,,

summit about Soviet and Cuban
military activities In Africa and
Moscow's actions in the Middle East
and Southeast Asia. The com-
munique dealt only Indirectly with

Carter's human rights campaign and
U.S. legislation forbidding trade

credits and tariff concessions to the
Soviet Union until Moscow Improves
its treatment of dissidents and eases
restrictions on -emigration.

The two presidents also said they
intended to work, along with Britain,
for success in negotiations for a total
ban on nuclear weapons testa and to
cooperate in attempts to stop the
spread of nuclear weapons to states
that do not have them.
They said Soviet-American sum-

mits were invaluable In the search
for an improved relationship and
agreed that they should be held on a
regular basis, with specific dates to

be determined later. ,
Both Carter and Brezhnev flew

home after SALT n was signed.
The 72-year-old Soviet president

looked fatigued at his departure for
Moscow, walking with short, Jerky
steps which contrasted with his firm
and upright gait when he arrived In

Vienna last Friday.
His appearance differed sharply

from thAt of Carter, is years
younger, who smiled and chatted
easily with officials and diplomats as
he left for Washington.
Both Carter and Brezhnev have

described SALT II — which still

faces a major hurdle in the U.S.
Senate — as a major step towards
curbing the arms race and moving
towards all-round disarmament.
SALT II — which will be followed

by negotiations on a much broader
SALT III — represents the first

agreement between the two super-
powers on actually reducing rather
than freezing weaponry — by
providing tor a reduction of the 2,400
nuclear delivery vehicles permitted
each of the two powers to 2,250 by the
end of 1981.

Senator Jackson warns that

pact means more missiles
SEATTLE. — U.S. Senator Henry
Jackson on Sunday rejected Russian
warnings that changes in the propqs-
ed SAF t.ti treat** would Jrri-* V •;

Soviet arms control ax.* could cave
dangerous consequences for East-
West relations and for the world.
Appearing on the U.S. ABC televi-

sion network's "Issues and
Answers" programme, broadcast
from here. Jackson said that the
agreement would escalate the arms
race rather than slow it.

“We'd be better off without an
agreement," said Jackson, who will
figure prominently in a Senate fight

to revise the arms control pact.
He said that SALT-II, signed

yesterday by President Jimmy
Carter and Soviet President Leonid
Brezhnev, is "unequal" and
“unverlfiable." He said that It would
allow Russia to continue building its

armada of new ICBMs faster than
the U.S.
He noted that Carter already has'

announced the proposed building of
the $30xn. MX mobile missile system
to counter Soviet development of the

much larger Soviet SS-18 and SS-19
'missiles.

Jackson said that the treaty would
v«i:done “lh: mor*. mzssiv-: (aim: t

buildup in hiutory.”
Meanwhile, governments around

the world applauded the arms
limitation agreement, saying they
hoped that It would spur further
attempts to slow the arms race.

"Besides its importance as an
arms limitation and arms control
measure, the agreement offers
further possibilities for progress In
the negotiations on disarmament
and also signifies an Important con-
tribution to the process of detente,
and thus to the security of the world
as a whole," the government of
Finland said.

In London, the British Foreign Of-
fice lauded the signing of the SALT-
II arms limitation agreement in
Vienna.
Japan hailed the signing of the se-

cond SALT treaty as an event that
promotes world peace through the
control of nuclear weapons. (UPI,
AP>

Israel will play

Soviet in finals

of cage tourney
Israel will play the Soviet Union In

the finals of the European Basketball

Championships at 9:16 tomorrow
night following the Russians’ defeat

of Italy, 90-84 last night in a semi-

final match.
Last night's game sent the Italians

into a match with Yugoslavia for

third place.
Israel will be the underdog against

the Russians, favoured because of

their height which averages more
than 2 metres.- The 2.20-metre
Vladimir Tkachenko and Sergei
Bolov played an' outstanding game
for the Russians In defeating the

Italians.
’ Israel TV was trying to make
arrangements last night to broadcast
the Israel-Russla game live from
Turin by satellite.

The Post goes to the beach—

4

Three good, clean, safe beaches
By HAIM SHAPIRO

Jerusalem Post Reporter

According to one theory, the
farther a beach is from a large cen-
tre of population, the pleasanter lt 1b.

This is certainly true for Michmoret
and Caesarea, which both have love-

ly beaches. But Haifa, the third
largest city in the country, seems to
confound the theory, for it has some
fine bathing areas too.

Michmoret: no entrance fees, (but

IL£0 parking for cars), clean, no tar,

changing areas, some shade, chair
concession closed, small kiosk,

restaurants.
Many people here make a con-

siderable side income from renting

rooms to Israelis wishing to spend a
week or two by the sea, and it is clear

that the authorities take their job of

caring for the beach very seriously.

The beach was spotless and the

changing rooms and toilets very
clean* *

#

The sea was clean, and the bay is

protected by a rock breakwater. A
wide, paved area overlooks the
beach itself. There did seem to be
several paddle-ball players, but the
sandy area is so large there was
enough room for everyone. On the
other hand, there was not much
shade. Perhaps people in Michmoret
haven't yet heard the repeated warn-
ings about skin cancer.

On a weekday, early In the season,

the hut containing deck chairs and
beach tents was firmly locked, but

the owner of the nearby kiosk told

me that the concessionaire is present
on weekends, and also every day
later in the summer.
In addition to the restaurants on

the beach itself, there are a number
of family-type eating places nearby,
fitting in with the popular holiday at-

mosphere. A random survey showed
that a room for a family, sleeping

four or five, goes for between IL350
to IL600 a night, the price often In-

cluding kitchen facilities.

.

Caesarea: antiquities, ILS0 adults.

ILS0 children (Shabbat, 1L3S and
ILS5), clean, no tar, changing areas,
chairs, umbrellas, restaurants.
Although Caesarea has a reputa-

tion for being rather expensive, the
beach is certainly not over-priced,

.

with the admission charge Including
chairs, umbrellas and changing and

(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)
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THE ISRAEL INSTITUTE OF
PETROLEUM AND ENERGY

A FESTIVE ASSEMBLY
to mark the Institute's 15th Anniversary

and the opening of

The Belfer Centre for Energy Research

Under the patronage and with the participation of

Mr. Yitzhak Moda’i
Minister of Energy Infrastructure and Communications

Today. June 19. 1979. at 5.30 p.m.

at the School of Petroleum and Energy Sciences. 26 Rehov Ha universita,

Rama: Aviv. Tel Aviv.

PROGRAMME: v

• Opening address Or. Z. Dinstein, Chairman of the Board of Directms
• Greetings from Mr. Shlomo Lahat, Mayui ol lei Aviv

* Greetings from E. Racine. Acting Chairman
* Lecture by Minister Moday
• Awiminuj the Institute's badge

* UnveifriK) the plaque of ilic Belfer Centre by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Belfer,

USA
Mnsiur ol Ceii.-mumes Mr. Menachem Chen. Mumignui DireClOi of the Israel

Institute of Petroleum mid Energy

Narrator Aviva Marks
Reception
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Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda St.

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228868/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea Road. <04)84655

THE WEATHER
Forecast: High humidity over coastal
plain.

Yesterday's Yesterday's Today's
Humidity Min-Max Max

Jerusalem S3 19—81 80
Golan 83 19—32 82
Nahariya T7 20—29 29
Salad 28 21—32 SO
Haifa Port 75 28—29 29
Tiberias 39 22—87 28
Nazareth 48 20—32 81
Afula 40 21—84 84
Shomron 48 20-30 29
Tel Aviv .88 21—28 29
B-G Airport 50 20—32 <1
Jericho 23 24—41 «1
Gaza 78 22—28 29
Becrshcba 24 19—38 36
Eilat 15 28—42 42
Tiran Strait* — 29—39 82

SOCIAL & PERSONAL j

Dr. Lau Teik, a parliament member
from Singapore, yesterday visited

Knesset Speaker Yitzhak Shamir.
Shamir also met with Sir Charles
Court, prime minister of West
Australia.

Lord Janner of Leicester, president
of the Zionist Federation of Great
Britain and Ireland, celebrates Us
87th birthday today.

Members of the Tel Aviv Journalists

Association are holding their bien-

nial meeting at 9 am. this Friday at

Belt Sokolow.

ARRIVALS

Mrs. Doppolt, Hadaxsah; Gary Ratner.

United Zionist Revisionists; Shragal

Cohen. Religious Zionists of America;
Julius W«ln*4.«In. United Zionist
Revisionist*; Ruth Jacobson, Sara Shaln,

Mixrachl Women — to attend meetings of

the Zionist General Council.

Maxwell Greenberg, national chairman
of the Anil-Defamation League of B'nsl

B'rtth. with Nathan Perlmutter, national

director; Kenneth Bialkln. chairman of

the National Executive Committee; and
Abraham Foxman. associate national

' director — tor the continuation of its

National Commission meeting at the

Jerusalem Hilton Hotel

DEPARTURES
Archimandrite Anthony Grabbc. chief of

the Russian Ecclesiastical Mission In

Jerusalem, for New York, for a two-month
visit to the headquarters of the Synod of

Bishops of the Russian Orthodox Church
Outside Russia, and for Washington.

Mann to meet Vance

on U.S.-Soviet .talks
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — Theodore Mann,
chairman of the Conference of
Presidents of Major American
Jewish Organisations, la scheduled
to meet on Thursday with Secretary
of State Cyrus Vance to receive a full

briefing on the Just-concluded sum-
mit in Vienna between Presidents
Jimmy Carter and Leonid Brezhnev.
Specifically. Mann wants to know

about any developments at the sum-
mit involving Soviet Jewry os well as
the Soviet attitude toward extending
the UN peace-keeping mandate In

Sinai.

Mann Is expected to take advan-

tage Of his Stay In Washington on

Thursday to report to the White
House on his visit to Israel, where he

met with Prime Minister Menahem
Begin and discussed the controver-

sial decision to establish the Ellon

Moreh settlement near Nablus.

Hebron mayor barred

from visiting Jordan
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Hebron Mayor Fabd Kawasma
was Informed yesterday by the local

military governor that he will not be

permitted to go to Jordan. It was the

second time In a month that his re-

quest was turned down.

The.mayor, generally considered a
supporter of the moderate wing of

the Palestine Liberation Organiza-

tion. reportedly wanted to visit Am-
man on municipal and family

business.

SANCTIONS. -
,

The 120

mierocbemlats and microbiologists

at Rambam Hospital in Haifa have

decided not to Intensify the sanctions

they started two weeks ago. in the

hope that negotiations with the

Health Ministry will bring positive

results.

Dayan won’t resign

from autonomy team
But ‘personally’ thinks it’s too big
Post Diplomatic Correspondent

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
said yesterday that he did Isjt intend
to drop out of the ministerial
negotiating team on the autoncu
The team, following the d<

of Defence Minister Ezer Welzman
on Sunday, now numbers fivj
ministers. Dayan told a luncheon of
the Foreign Press Association that In
his "personal opinion" there should
.be a smaller delegation actually do-
ing thenegotiating with the the three
Egyptian ministers (Khalil, All and
Ghali) and the American delegates.
"But this would have to be a cabinet
decision," Dayan noted.

Welzman left the team, according
to his spokesman, because he felt It

was too big and unwieldy.
Both Welzman and Dayan have ex-

pressed reservations over the "inter-
nal guidelines" and the 18-point list

of principles formulated by the
cabinet three weeks ago to guide the
negotiators^

__ _

< Chief negotiator Yosef Burg com-
plained yesterday to the prime
minister that Welzman'a resignation
and Dayan's equivocal attitude were
undermining the Israeli team.
Meanwhile, the ‘negotiations will

resume tomorrow at Herzllya, on the
level of "experts," in an attempt to

. moke progress on the agenda for the

talks. Three Egyptian officials.

Foreign Ministry men Moussa Amr •

and Ibrahim Wabbi and an army
colonel, .are due here this morning

for the two days of talks. The U.S.

contingent will be led by State

Department Israel Desk chief David

Korn. Israel’s representatives will
be Dr. Meir Roaenne. the Foreign
Ministry’s legal aide, and his
successor-designate. Prof. Ruth
Lapidot
Roaenne and Lapidot met with

Interior Minister Yosef Burg,
Israel's negotiating chief yesterday
for a briefing before the "experts"
session.

Israel sent its formal reply yester-

day to the American "clarification”

regarding the U.S. role in the
autonomy talks. The Israeli reply
contained a number of reservations
on wording used In the American
document.

,

But, overall, top Israeli sources

'stressed, the U.S. document, drafted
by Secretary of State Cyrus Vance,
had "fully endorsed" the ' Israeli

viewpoint: that the U.S. was to be a
"full partner” in the talks — but not

a “party," either In the tafia, or to
the eventual agreement, or in Its im-
plementation.
At a negotiating session In Alexan-

dria last week, the Egyptian side

contended that the U:S. should take a
more active role in the autonomy
talks, and in the implementation of

the eventual agreement, than It had
done during the treaty talks between
Israel and Egypt. Israeli negotiators
immediately balked at this Egyptian
position — and asked for a
"clarification" from the U.S.
The Americans apparently see

their "clarification" as even-handed
and not necessarily "endorsing"
Israel's or Egypt’s viewpoint ex-

* clusively.

Burg: J’lem not autonomy talks topic

By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Interior Minister Yosef Burg said

yesterday that if Egypt demands
that the question of Jerusalem be
discussed in the autonomy
negotiations, he will flatly refuse.

Briefing the NRP Knesset faction.

Burg said they should not be under
any Illusions that the talks would be
plain sailing. "The first phase has
hardly started," he said.

The minister, who heads the
Israeli delegation to the talks, said

that Israel could not allow the U.S. to

be a partner to any agreement,
because a situation could con-
ceivably arise In which Israel and
Egypt would agree, but the U.S.

would differ. "We see the Americans
as participants in the talks, but not

heas partners to the agreement,
said.

Burg said that the American con-

cept of Its own status In the talks was
generally what Israel had an-
ticipated "with the exception of two
or three points which required
clarification with (U.S.) Secretary
(of State) Gyrus Vance."

• The minister left his colleagues

with the impression that he was dis-

gruntled at the way Defeiice
Minister Ezer Welzman was boycot-
ting the autonomy delegation.
However he said nothing explicit,

apart from noting that Welzman had
walked out of the talks once before,

and then comeback. However, Burg
said that Welzman promised him
that the Defence Ministry would ex-

tend all possible aid In the talks.

Brisk business in visas for Egypt
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Post Diplomatic Correspondent

Business is booming at the visss-for-Egypt office opened by the Foreign
Ministry In Jerusalem. The office is opposite the ministry compound, and can
also be reached from Jaffa Road (just after the Klkar Nordau intersection).
Ministry officials said several hundred applications had already been

received and transmitted to Cairo. Among the questions that applicants are
required to answer is one inquiring: "Have you visited Egypt before? If so —
when?"

Replies from Egypt are expected within 10 days of application.
Israeli officials say they expect a similar facility to have been opened in

Cairo — as agreed by the two aides in recent contacts.

Nationals of each country can also make their applications at the other's
consulates abroad.

The wide swath through this com field was cut for the road to Ellon Moreh, the new
settlement near Nablus. A controversy erupted recently over whether any of the land ex-

propriated to erect the settlement was cultivated. Requisition orders strictly excluded

cultivated areas, according to Url Bar-On, aide to Minister of Agriculture Sharon and
coordinator of settlement in Judea and Samaria. {Zoom 77)

Sharon: pause

in work at

Pithat Shalom
By HARRY WALL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

YAMIT. — Agriculture Minister
Ariel Sharon yesterday promised
settlers in the area that be would
order a two-week moratorium on
construction activity in Pit'hat
Shalom, the area earmarked for
relocation of several of the Rafiah
settlements.
His promise to stop work came in

response to threats that the settlers

would destroy earth-moving equip-
ment in Pit'hat Shalom because they
object to the government deciding
their fate before they have had a say
in their relocation.

Sharon arrived at 7 a.m. yesterday
at Moshav DIkla for a hastily called
meeting to reassure settlers that

they will not be forced tomove to any
site they do not want.
According to the peace treaty, the

.Rafiah settlements must be
evacuated within three years when
the remainder of the Sinai Is return-

ed to Egypt.
Tension has mounted for weeks

amongthe Rafiahsettlers over work
at Pit'hat Shalom, south of Kibbutz
Kerem Shalom. Many refuse to be
relocated to the Negev, preferring
the coastal'regions.
Sharon said Pit’hat Shalom was

not Intended exclusively for the
Rafiah settlers, although they would
be given priority there if they
desired. No verification that a stop
order has been issued could be ob-
tained from the local representative
of the Jewish Agency Settlement
Department, charged with building
the new settlements.
According to Yitzhak' Regev,

chairman of the Rafiah settlers’

council, Sharon promised that con-
struction would stop tomorrow in
Pit'hat Shalom.

MKs ANGRY
(Ctmumied tram page 1)

that since Sharon deliberately
provoked the whole slanging match
last week, they should walk out ofthe
chamber In future each time Sharon
spoke.
Rabbi Menahem Hacohen charged

that Premier Menahem Begin was
the first to Introduce obscenities hi
the chamber when. In the debate last
winter on army service for women,
he uttered a one-syllable Russian
vulgarity in the direction of the
Alignment benches.

In the NRP faction, Dr. Zerah
Warhaftlg said that the Knesset
seems to the public like a band of
cannibals. "Everyone is convinced
that he alone has the absolute truth,

and that the rest are all traitors."

Sarah Stera-Katan said the first

thing to dq was to get the' media out
of the Knesset.

The House Committee met last

night to discuss measures to stem
the deteriorating parliamentary
climate but reached no decisions.

In the House Committee, Yehuda
Ben-Meir (NRP) sold the Speaker
should be given the power to expel
any rambunctiousME without a vote
on expulsion.

Hillel Seidel (Likud) said that B
per cent of the House make up the
"professional irritants" who need to
be muzzled.

JERUSALEM POST POLL

Most Israelis in favour of legalized abortions
By MARK SEGAL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Nearly half the population is in

favour of making abortion available
on demand, and an overwhelming
majority favours some sort of
legalized abortion.
This emerges from the latest

public opinion poll conducted for The
Jerusalem Post by the^odl’ln
Ezr&chi applied research centre. A
representative sample of 1.388 adult
Israelis were asked to state their

views on the abortion issue, in light

of the impending parliamentary
debate on Agudat Israel's demand to

outlaw the present legal framework
permitting abortion for social or
economic reasons.
The responses were as follows:

4S.4 per cent favoured abortion with

no legal restrictions; 28.1 per cent

are satisfied with the present law.

permitting abortion in cases ap-

proved by a special committee
(Including abortion for social or

economic reasons) ; 21.6 per cent are
against any legalized abortion; and
4.6 per cent are undecided.
Centre directorsMinaZemachand

Amiran*. Yarkoni noted that there is

little difference between the sexes on
the abortion issue. There are
differences, however, In respect to

age and level of education. The
younger (20-30) age group is more In

favour of abortion than their seniors.

The more educated a person Is, the

more he or she tends to agree to
legalized abortion.
The strongest sentiment against

legalizing abortion comes from the
oriental communities. More than 32

per cent of those from an oriental

background are against legalized
abortion, as compared to only ISA
per cent among those from a western
background.
Another point the researchers

noted was that the strongest support
came from Sabras (06.8 favour un-
restricted abortion), especially
second-generation Sabras (66.7).
The religious are much more strong-
ly against abortion (99,8) than the
secular population (7.4). There Is

also a correlation between pro-
abortion opinion and Income level.

In the political sphere, NRP and
Aguda voters are the strongest op-
ponents. The strongest support com-
es from Labour andDMC voters, and
from readers of “Ha'olam Hazeh.”

LIVING STANDARDS
More than half the population hold

that their living standards have

declined in the year and a half since
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich in-
troduced his new economic policies.
Jest over one-third admit to no
change in their condition.

The sample of 1.286 adults were
asked: "Has your living standard
altered since the new economic
policy?"
Answers: risen — 6.4 per cent;

declined — 54.1; unchanged — 38.9:
undecided — 1.6.

According to an analysis of the
results, women and men feel the
same on this subject. The sense of
deprivation is felt more keenly by
younger people, with the older age
groups complaining less.
The higher up the economic scale,

the weaker the protest. Married per-
sons complained less than the single.
DMC voters tend to have less to
moan about than others.

Beisky recommended for Supreme Court
By DAVID RICHARDSON
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The appointment ofMoabe Beisky,
a judge of the Tel Aviv District
Court, to the Israel Supreme Court,
was recommended yesterday to
President Yitzhak Navon by the
judges appointments committee
•headed by Justice Minister Shmuel
Tamir.
Beisky will replace Justice Moshe

Etzioni, who retired Cram the bench
last year. The appointment will br-

ing the bench to its full complement
of 13 justices. .

"

Beisky was bom In Poland in 1921

and Immigrated to Israel In 1945..He
completed his legal studies in Israel.
He was admitted to the Israel bar

In 1953 and was in private practice
until 1960 when he was appointed a
judge in the Tel Aviv Magistrates
Court. In 1668 he was appointed a
District Court Judge In Tel Aviv; he
has already served as an m-tipg
justice of the Supreme Court.

VISIT. — The U.S. 6th Fleet combat
store ship USS San Diego Is due In
Haifa this morning for 'a five-day
friendly visit.

Halaby allowed to continue

TV coverage on West Bank
By JUDY SIEGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TV reporter Raflq Halaby, whose
report on the seizure of land of the
Ellon Moreh settlement was termed
"misleading” on Sunday by Broad-
casting Authority director-general
Yosef Lapid, will be allowed to con-
tinue reporting on events in Judea
and Samaria.

At yesterday's four-hour board of
directors meeting, Lapld rejected a
proposal by La'am board member
Aharon Papo that coverage of Judea
and Samaria be discontinued tem-
porarily until an Investigation on
such coverage takes place.

The board expressed Its regret
over HaJaby's report 10 days ago
which "misled" viewers into think-
ing that all of the land taken for

settlement by the government was
cultivated by Arabs. According to

1

Lapld, not more than S per cent of it

was cultivated, with com and olives.

The board, however, did nqt concur
with charges by Agriculture
Hftnintar Ariel Sharon against all.

TV employees.
Lapld 'a conclusions that' Halaby

had "misled the public but not lied"
in his report, were approved by the
board. •

Halaby was accompanied yester-

day by a guard from TV House
following threats phoned In early
Sunday w»w*nfag against his life.

Papa stated that TV news director
Halm Yavln, who Is Halaby’

s

superior, is not fit for his post and
should be limited to reading the

news,"for which he has shown his

talents." TV director Arnon Zucker-
znan defended Yavln, citing his

abilities and experience.

He also opposed a threat by the
Jerusalem Journalists Association
to ask the National Federation of
Israel Journalists to boycott Sharon
until he apologises for his charges
against TV employees.

Flomin curtails party cash
. i

but Treasury approves funds
By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Deputy Finance Minlwter Yehezkel
Flomin yesterday put a spoke in the
wheels of the latest election finan-
cing plan.
He told the coalition executive that

the government planned to cut all

party financing allocations year
by 30 per cent. Thus, he said, there
was not much point in the three main
parties going forward with their
private members' bill to raise more
oash on account of the second round
of the municipal elections, which
was held last winter.
But in another development

yesterday, the Treasury took a step
in the opposite direction. It re-

quested the Knesset Finance Com-
mittee to approve,an advance of IL4.

million to the political parties on ac-

count of the annual sums-due them
under the Political Parties Finan-
cing Law.
In accordance with the three-

month Interim budget, the parties

have already received 20 per cent of
the IL58m. they were allocated for

the year, and which is due to be cut
by IL2zn. under the list of cuts sub-
mitted by the Treasury to the
Finance Committee last week.
No publicity has been given to this

request of the Treasury, which will

undoubtedly be approved by the
Finance Committee, where the
Likud and the Alignment may be
divided on everything else but not on

party financing.

The three parties — the Likud, the
Alignment and the National
Religions Party-, have tabled a
private bill which would raise some
IL5m. to help cover party deficits.

The bill would be the second
successive retroactive financing
measure linked to the local elections.

Two weeks ago, when Flomin first

learned of the bill’s existence when
questioned about It by The
Jerusalem Post, he wastaken totally

by surprise.

Also at the coalition executive,
Yehuda Ben-Meir (NRP) said that
his party objected to the bill because
It felt the taxpayers’ patience had
been exhausted.
(The NRP signatory to the -Mil,

Benzion Rubin, said that Ms party
had no debts•from-the local election'

campaigns.HehaMhe had'been' ask-
ed to sponsor the -measure out of
solidarity with the Likud and the
Alignment, which have big debts.
Traditionally, the three big parties
always combine forces when it

rimes to legislating funds for them-
selves or for their MKs.)
Flomln’8 Liberal Party colleague,

Peasafa Grupper, who has' been
pushing the private bill, was angry
at thenew development signalled by
the budget cut proposal. The move
was Interpreted by some observers
as a warning to the parties to think
more carefully about election finan-
cing.

Knesset urges West Germany
to repeal statute on Nazis

Post Knesset Reporter

The Knesset yesterday un-
animously called on the West Ger-
man government and the Bundestag
to repeal the statute of limitations
for Nazi war criminals.
The Bundestag is scheduledtohold

its final readingand vote on the issue
tomorrow and Thursday.
Under the West German 30-year

limitation -on prosecution for
murder, Nazi criminals not already
under indictment or investigation by
December 81, 1979, would go un-
punished.
Gideon Hausner (Independent

liberals),_whb opened the debate,
said that It would be Immoral for the
Bundestag to lump the Nazis’ crime
of genocide together with ordinary
murder. .

With respect to the latter, opinions
might differ, Hausner said, but to.

apply limitation to the crimes of the
Nazis was an Insult to the memory of
their victims.

’ Dov Shilansky (Likud-rut) . a
former concentration camp inmate,
vividly described some of the in-
famous Nazi crimes — extracting
gold teeth from the mouths of Jews
before sending them to the gas
chambers, using Jewish corpses for
the manufacture of soap, and Dr.
Josef Mengele's selection of Ms
human guinea pigs, waving some to
the right and some to left.

Mordechal Vlrahubski (Shall said
that if the German government and
Bundestag could with some slight
justification argue that the acquittal
of Nazi criminals was strictly a
judicial matter in which they .could
not intervene, that argument did not
bold water when It came to limita-
tion.

Akiva Nof (Democratic Move-
ment) said that If the Bundestag
falls to repealJhe statute of limit*.,

tlon, Israel should recall its am-
bassador from *Bonn and Israelis
should stop visiting Germany.

MKs who criticized Sharon
receive threatening calls

By ASHER WALLe'ibu
Post Knesset Reporter -

'

Three of the Labour MKs who
spoke most vocally against
Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon In

last Wednesday's debate on Ellon
Moreh have had their lives threaten-

ed daily since then by anonymous
telephone callers.

The three, Adiel Amoral, Mlcha
Harish and Yosef Sarid, said they
were sure the callers were. Gush.
Emunim- supporters. The threats

were reported in the Alignment ex-

ecutive yesterday,

Amorai and the two others told

their colleagues that since last

Wednesday night their phones had
-been continually ringing, sometimes
several times an hour, until 2 and 3

a.m. The callers threatened them'
and their (ninfite* with death and
cursed them with a wide. range of

obscenities, they reported. They said

the voices were the same each time'.
r-i

Sarid said he was particularly dis-

turbed that the callers repeated the
some threats and obscenities to his
children, when he and his wife were
not at home.
"Last nightsomebody write up my

boy and told him: *We are going to

kill your father. You have- been
warned."’ Sarid told reporters later.

Jacques Amir said he too had
received some phone threats and
had begun recording them.

COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS. ' \
Only in the best of laboratories in the

country 1

Large selection of Cameras .at
'

a
starting price of IL280,-

Camera repairs with a guarantsel
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New measures

to improve

conditions in

Kiryat Shmona
Post Knesset Reporter

The Ministerial Committee oa
Development Towns yesterday ap-
proved a series of measures design,

ed to make living In Kiryat Shmona
more attractive. The new measures
take effect today.

This was announced In the Knesset
yesterday by- Industry Minister Gi-

deon Patt, who Is also chairman of

the committee, in reply to three

motions for the agenda on an an-

ticlpated "exodus'* of Kiryat
Shmona residents. The motions were
presented by Meir Pa’ll (Shell),

Daniel Rosollo (Alignment) ahd'Am-
non Linn (Likud-La'am).
Kiryat Shmona residents last •

Wednesday blocked all roads leading

to the town in protest against what
they termed government neglect.

Henceforth, purchasers of flats in

Kiryat Shmona will have to pay
down only 16 per cent of the price,

the balance being covered by loans

and grants. Shelters and all other,

security components of construction
wfU be paid for by the government
Residents of Kiryat Shmona now.

enjoy a 7 per cent income tax reduc-

tion on monthly Income up to 114,500.

Henceforth, the maximum will be

JXA5.600. In addition, the committee
is recommending to the Treasury
that' Kiryat Shmona residents be en-

tirely exempt from Income tax on an
income up to the average wage in the

economy.
New enterprises established in the

town will receive an additional loan

of 10 per cent of total Investment At
.present they receive a 88 per cent

grant and a 40 per cent loan. The new
total of loan and grant will be 86 pa
cent. Existing enterprises Jn Kiryat

Shmona will be eligible for loans cm

good terms.
Patt also announced that Prime

Minister Menahem Begin will visit

Kiryat Shmona next "week. He said

that while every family -that aban-

dons the town is q&ufce for regret it

was not true thatthere was danger of

“a mass exodus."
.

bjegjn
(Continued fruvptge 1)

Zionist leaders must come on aliya

and serve.as an example.
Broadly hinting at American

Jewish assistance to SovietJews who
want to settle in the UJS., World
Zionist Executive chairman Arye
Dulzin said: - "We may have to

struggle with certain factors about

this problem.'*’

Dulzin said that, despite dte-'.

|J agtxsexfaenta among"W6Wd Jewry &T-
. various matters* the Zionist move* •;

ment“Stands as a 'man behind the": 31
-

State of Israel and its government :
r i

Yitzhak Peretx, chairman of the

council, welcomed former Prisoners
of Zion Boris Penson and Hillel But-
man, and expressed the hope that all

those they left behind would soon be'

freed.
- The ZGC will meet for three more
days, one of which will be spent in the

Galilee development town of

Ma'alot.
Last night, at a press conference

for foreign media representatives,
Begin said that even if only ten coun-
tries responded to his call on the Viet’,

nam refugees, "Israel will be among
their number."
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Syria, Iraq claim

progress in plan

for unification
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Jerusalem Poet Staff
.

and Agencies

BAGHDAD. —.The presidents
Iraq and Syria announced yestenfityg

that they had made significant:

progress at a meeting aimed at us£'

ifying their two countries.
Iraqi President Ahmed Hasson si

Bakr emerged from a fourth round
of closed-door talks at the Baghdad.

-

Palace to say that he and Syrian

President Hafez Assad had reached
"happy results that will serve the

aims of Iraq and Syria and the Arab
.nation," the Iraqi News Agency
reported.
Bakr was quoted as saying that

“many of the obstacles that faced ua

were overcome and we have march*
ed many steps forward."
The two presidents are discussing

measures to unify -their two
neighbouring countries, with-the-
reunification of the two rival wings

-

of the Arab socialist Ba'ath Party -

ruling in Iraq and Syria on top of th*

agenda. • - _

Jordanian newspapers reported

yesterday that- the presidents had

dismissed the Idea of a federal or

confederal union, and appeared toM „

concentrating on a full merger. A

usually well-informed Lebanese dal- v 8l>-

ly, “An-Nahar," said .-.that IiW
favoured a confederation as an In-

terim step towards total unity*

A Syrlan-Iraqi merger would

create a joint armed foroeof alxnan

half a million men, but diplomato »
the region have been' sceptical ahw1

the two countries achieving total un^

ion. after more than a 'decade

mutual hostility.

A memorial service and unveiling ofthe tombstone of-

Rabbi Dr. HARRY A. COHEN
h »

• will take place on Thursday, June 21. 1979
at 1 p.m. at the Savyon Cemetery, ' . .

We will meet at the gate.

>'T

Wile Batya and family
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strike
called for J’lem

. By ALAN ELSNer '

Jerusalem Post Reporter
Thousands of Jerusalem residents7W be stranded today ifEgged bus

q, drivers heed a strike call made
^UKyesterday by the "National

^Members Committee,' 1 an oppod-
tfon group within the Egged

\ ft cooperative.
The' '’National Members Com*

mittee," an.unofficialgroup set up to

[ft Jv
0PP<»e the- policies of the present

1
(R Eggedmanagement andto’ 'fight tor
^ better conditions for the members,”

\\> r
called for a one-day strike of all

I l|r|» buses in the capital. Drivers were
* handed leaflets yesterday morning

, rW calling on themtd support the strike,
but it is not clear hbw many of them

*«
"ti

•(£
will do so.

Yosef Karako, a member of the of*
''..r^fidal Egged Secretariat, yesterday
1 a ^ branded the strike "piegaL" Be told

** The Jerusalem PortSat anyone who
iiu. 1

.
obeyed the oppaeition'a call to strike

'I--..',
i would be brought before an internal

1 Krv Egged disciplinary committee and
;'!i punished.
» : "We are fighting hard for the lm*

provementof our members' working
n.

i.,. conditions and their wages/’ he told
.. * The Post. “I adult that thereto stm
..... 2 much to be done, but that does not*

Justify this strike which has been
called by troublemakers.’'
The- Egged Secretariat yesterday

announced that all members would
henceforthreceive an extra ILflO for
every working day and increased
overtime rates. For everyextra hour
of overtime above. 26 hours per
month, members, will he paid an ex*
tra lLSO, while ftw every hour over50
hours .per. mouth, the, rate, wflj in-
crease by.XLUL ;

A . spokesman for the- "National
Membeiwtjommlttee” told The Post
-yesterday that the strike had been
called "because the Secretariat has
sold out ah its. commitments and
promises to improve .working con-
ditions, wages and retirement
payments. We have been forced to
step up the struggle because of the
Secretariat's total inaction,” the
spokesmansaid.
Reacting to the- Secretariat’s

threat to take disciplinary action
against members who strike today,
the -spokesman said that if one

- member was punished, ,lwe will call

a national strike Immediately. The
Secretariat’s anti-democratic and
anti-cooperative threats constitute

' Khometnlaxh and we will not stand
for it/* the spokesman told The Post
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Kishle synagogue in Old City dedicated
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Jerusalem Post Reporter
A new synagogue for. policemen,

border policemen and soldiers was
dedicated yesterday in the Old City's
Kishle police compound.
Interior Minister Yosef Burg,

Labour MK Yitzhak Rabin, Chief
Rabbi Shlomo Goren, Mayor Teddy
Kbllek, and a host of rabbis and
police officers attended the
ceremony, as' did Israel and Naomi
Comet of Cleveland. Ohio, who
donated the money for the chapel's
construction.

In the shadow of David's Tower,
Arab policemen and labourers put
final touches to the stage props.set-
ting straight the red carpets and the
flags flying overhead as the. guests
took their seats.
The ceremony began with the

blowing of a brace of shofarot and a

slow march across the courtyard by
four border police trainees carrying
a hitpa under which strode three
more policemen with brightly
covered Tora scrolls.

Burg, Goren and Jerusalem Chief
Rabbi Shalom. Maahaah rose, and
took the holy- books in their arms.
The scrolls were then handed to a

rotating group of IDF rabbto and
senior police officers.“
'Rabin also held the scroll tor a

short while. He explained his
presence -at the dedication: "My
father,was held here, at the Kishle,
by the British in 1920 when he came
to the aid of the Jews of the Jewish
Quarterwhowere under attack by a
Moslem crowd."
Goren said that It was fitting that

the Kishle.-r- long a symbol of op-
pression of the Jews— should be the
site of a synagogue.

Elgrabli may switch to opposition
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By ASHER WAUFRH
Post Knesset Reporter

The coalition may soon lose one of

its supporters. IfMOntechoi Elgrabli
(DM) bringshis currentnegotiations
with the Alignment to a successful
conclusion and Joins the opposition.

Elgrabli has been holding informal
tuifcw with Labour head* for the past
fortnight, in view of his growing dto-

fflusiomnent with the government's
social and economic policies.

The Oded movement, representing
the interests of various groups of in-

tellectuals of North African origin.

has been pressing Elgrabli for some
time to quit the Democratic Move-
ment and go over to Labour.

ElgrabU was severely criticized In
the coalition executive yesterday for
failing to back the government In

last week's noisy Ellon Moreh
debate.

Elgrabli ’s Oded colleague in the

DM. Yehuda Toledano, Who is chair-

man of the party secretariat, .Is the

only ImportantOded figure who may
try to dissuade ElgrabU from bolting

Ms party.
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s Arab, Hebrew press

censorship not equal
It Is not unusual for"the.military

censor to bar Arabic newspapers in

East
. JexjMMUe|j(v.yfromr. puhMsjhing.

Items that -bftwaflppeared^in^ iihe

Hebrew -press. Deputy. Defence
Minister Mordechal Ziporl con-
firmed in the Knesset yesterday.
He was replying to a parliamen-

tary question by Meir Pa’ll (Shell),

who then asked Ziporl to explain the
logic behind the double standard.
Ziporl replied: "It doesn’t -seem

logical to me, and 1 must look into it

again. What is published in Hebrew
ought to be publishable iqt all

languages.”

EYE CLINIC. — Two sophisticated

ophthalmic operating theatres,
.
equipped with the most modern in-

struments, have been opened at the
Hebrew University-Hadassah

, medical centre at Bin Karem. The
Instruments include two new
operating microscopes which

1

magnify by SO the area being work-
ed.

David Stern sworn

in as Knesset member
David Stern (Ltkud-Herut) was

sworn in as a Knesset member
Ip

man, who resigned’ last,week, as a
resuit, of- Ms eonWctton- qn-bribery
charges. -*

Stun, 68, was barn in Poland, and
settled in Eretz Ylsraelin 1986. He la

.a brother of Avraham ("Ya’ir")
Stern, who was shot dead by the
British, allegedly while attempting
to escape from British soldiers.

Stern heads a building contracting
firm in Tel Aviv. He has served on
the Tel Aviv Municipal Council, was
president of the Contractors Ceritre,

and was one of the founders of the
Coordinating Bureau of Economic
Organisations.

YOUNG ART. — An exMbition of

works of art in various forms by
young Jerusalemites has opened at

the municipal centre for the plastic

arts In the Morasha quarter. Among
the exhibits are works by East
(Jerusalem youth.
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Housing, Building and

Development Co. Ltd.

offers the religious public

Lovely,Top Quality Flats

In Raanana,
15 min. from Tel Aviv •

4 and 494 room flato, in a 5 storey building

Installation for central flat gas heating * Gas an^or electric water

heating * Double conveniences; in 4*4 room flats, additional con-

veniences * Shabbat lift Parking * Succa * Private land

In Givatayim
-4 and 5 room flats

(Rehov Herzog, corner Rehov
Korazin) which syill supplement the

magnificent religious neigh-

bourhood there. _

Central and water healing * Shab*

bat lift * Succa Modern Idtchen

cupboards Coloured ceramic and

sanitary ware.

PRICES REMA1N CNCHANGED UNTIL
JUNE w, ras:

Mortgage possible
Company offioest

•

Tel Aviv, 37 Rehov LlHenbhun, TaL
W144
Haifa, 3 Rehov Arlcaorotf, Tel. 666048

•Jerusalem, l Rehov Hagldem, Tel.
284181
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Budget clips welfare—Katz
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This unhappy young girl la one of the many children who get
separated from their parents each day In the bustling crowds which
flock to Hebrew Hook Week in Jerusalem. The girl Is waiting in the
anus of the woman who found! her while police call for her mother
over the loudspeakers. (Steve Nelson)

No report cards—teachers

say gov’t broke promises
By BENNY MORRIS

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The country's 80,000 elementary
school teachers will not distribute

report cards (except to first-grade
children) at the end of this term.
They are also

1 refusing to hold staff

meetings after working hours.
These moves are apparently the

first round in the teachers' protest
against the government's failure to

implement fullythe agreement sign-

ed at the end of the teachers’ strike

in 1978. •

In a related development, the
country's Junior high schools will

close down on Wednesday, June 20,

and not along with the Mgh schools
on June 29.

Teachers say that since April 1978
they have not been paid car and
special travel allowances, and other
increments' due to those teaching at
least eight classes and those training

student teachers.
An Education Ministry spokesman

yesterday told The Jerusalem Post
that the complaintwas justified, and
delays were due to -understaffing.

She claimed that the Qvil Service

Commission was withholding con-
sent on filling 39 empty slots in the

ministry's finance department.

Even if staffing is available, the
spokesman thought It was unlikely
that payments could be made before
the school year ends on June 29.
The head of the junior Mgh school

division of the HJstadrut Teachers
Union, Amnon Abramson, yesterday
said that the junior high school
teachers would stop work on June 20
and "should not be penalized for
others’ strikes.” He was referring to
the extension of the Mgh school term
to June 29 to make up for lost time
due to last year's strike.

Pointing out -that Shalom Levin,
head of the Hlstadrut Teachers
Union, had recently reaffirmed that
junior Mgh school teachers would
work until June 29, the ministry's
spokesman said no action will be
taken against the junior high
teachers for quitting work earlier

because “they can't be held respon-
sible for the days lost during the Mgh
school teachers' strike.”

(Junior high schools are attached
to the high schools, but the staffs

belong, for the most part, to different
unions. Most junior high teachers did
not back the Mgh school teachers'
strike, though they were laid off

work because the premises were
closed.)

War widows accuse officials

ofignoring their plight
By MlfcffXL YUDELMAN*
Jerusalem Pest Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Defence Ministry
has been accused of severe dis-

crimination between the widows of

men who died on reserve duty with

the Israel Defence Forces and the

widows of men who died during
regular army service.

The latter group, it was charged
by 50 war widows at a press con-

ference here, receive two pensions—
one from the ministry and one from
the army's pay department
(matash). In addition, they receive a

lump Insurance sum, free. dental ser-

vice ,
reductions at fihekem and other

privileges.

The widows of reserve soldiers, it

was claimed, only receive their

deceased husband's pension from
the ministry. They do not receive tax
exemptions on any electrical home
appliance' or items necessary for

their children's development, which
the other group gets.

The widows are demanding the es-

Small claims court
opens in Haifa

Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The first small claims'
court in the North was opened here
yesterday, for claims of up to IL5,*

000.

All claims are to be dealt with
within a week, either through ar-

bitration, if both aides agree, or by
the judge's ruling. The first claim ,

for IL800. was filed yesterday. Court
fees will be IL50.

' tabltohment of an organization to

look after their needs because, they
say, government bodies such as Yad
Labanim. which represents all of the
bereaved families in Israel, and the
ministry have turned a deaf ear to

their financial, social and cultural

needs.
The widows — claiming they

represented some 2,100 widows of
Israel’s wars — said that they will
demonstrate outside the Knesset
with their children if the Defence
Ministry does not discuss their plight
with them.

Th~e~ widows complained that
although they may buy a car tax
free, they must return a large
percentage of the tax whenever they
sen the car, which leaves them insuf-

ficient capital to replace the old car.
The widows said that Yad

Labanim did not allow them to hold a
meeting at its facilities. Arye Fink,
manager of the rehabilitation sec-

tion, refused to see their represen-
tatives and they were rudely turned
away from Ms office several times,

. they said.

Sarah Cohen of the Jerusalem
widows committee has resigned
from Yad Labanim.

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

Social Affairs Minister Yisroel
Katz yesterday challenged Prof.
Assaf Bazin, head of the Treasury's
Economic Planning Authority to
take a close look at the effect of
budget cuts on social welfare pro-
jects.

Katz, speaking In the Knesset
Finance Committee, took strong ex-
ception to Razln'8 recent criticism of
ministers for seeking larger budgets
merely to strengthen their own per-
sonal status.

Katz said that because of budget-
cutsMs ministry hadhad to abandon
plans to increase enrolment of
adults, young peopleiand technicians
in professional training schemes
from 66,000 at present to a planned
77,000.

Danny Rosollo (Alignment-
Labour) charged that the Social Af-
fairs Ministry had no dear policy.
He wanted to know why the
Ministries of Social Affairs and
Health had not been merged, as was
promised when the Likud came to

power. He also wanted to know why
there was no coordination, between
"Project Renewal" and the
ministry's own efforts to rehabilitate
slum neighbourhoods.
Rosollo also said he was strongly

opposed to unifying the collection of
National Insurance and income tax
payments.
A large percentage of the

ministries’ budgets is devoted to en-
suring the income leveland standard
of living of the middle classes,
Rosollo said.

Funds spent on the better-off
elements in society should,
therefore, be cut back and more
spent on the poorer sections.

Yigal Cohen-Orgad (Likud-Herut)
said he was disappointed at the slow
progress to improving efficiency to

the Social Affairs Ministry and with
its failure to establish priorities.

The National Insurance Institute

should take over Income tax collec-
tion from salaried persons, he said,

and the Income tax authorities
should establish a special unit to
collect taxes from companies and
the self-employed.

Last holdout still protests

inequality of women’s draft
By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The last of the group
of women who refused to report to
their IDF reserve units in protest of
what they call the draft law's dis-
crimination against secular women
Is still standing her ground— almost
a month after she was scheduled to
begin reserve service. Tclpora
Benesh, a 22-year-old student at the
Tel Aviv University, says she Is

determined to wait for the army to
come and get her, despite a threaten-
ing letter to her parents from her
reserve unit commander and
suggestions by friends that she turn
herself in.

In February of this year, three
young women — Independently and
without knowing each about one
another — declared that they would
no longer serve in the IDF reserves.
Dina Gllad, Asia H&son and Anat
Fdx claimed that most of Israel's
religious women obtained an exemp-
tion from military service, while the
secular women were left with more
than their share of the burden of du-
ty. They demanded an amendment
to the draft law to compel every
woman, religious or secular, to serve
in some form of national service.

When the military police arrested
Giled, supporters formed an
organization for equal national ser-

vice and held a large demonstration
outside the Defence Ministry's of-

fices in Tel Aviv. Gllad was released
a few days later and reported to her
reserve unit. She has since been ex-
empted from further reserve ser-
vice.

Two days after Gllad's release,
Fox was arrested and Hason decided

tD turn herself to.

Fox and Hason were court-
marti ailed, sentenced to 14 days'
suspended sentence and instructed
Id report for reserve duty the follow-
tog day. They compiled.
On February 24 Tzlpl Benesh

began a hunger strike outside the
Knesset building, a few days before
she was due to report to her reserve
unit. She was joined a day later by
Rinat Levy.
On February 25 Rahel Diamond

held a symbolic funeral to protest
reporting for reserve duty that same
day.
Both Benesh and Levy received

another summons to reserve duty for
May. Levy was notified soon
afterwards that her reserve sum-
mons had been cancelled. Benesb
sent a letter to Defence Minister
Ezer Welzman notifying him of her
decision to ignore the military sum-
mons to report on May 20. She claim-
ed that the state attorney's office

had admitted, during an April 19
debate in the High Court of Justice,
that the law discriminates against
secular women.
Benesh received no reply from

Welznan. However, her parents
received a letter from Benesh's
reserve unit commander, warning
them that their daughter's offence
could cost herupto 15 years to prison
for desertion.
Last week, a military spokesman

told The Jerusalem Post that the
Defence Ministry and not the army
was handling Benesh’s case. But
Defence Ministry spokesman Danny
Weinreich told The Post he knew
nothing of the affair.

Benesh is still waiting.

Jerusalem court safe cracked by expert

Judges to Jerusalem's Russian breaker," arrived within minutes of
Compound were treated to a first- the court’s call for help- Before an
hand demonstration of safe- amazed audience .of judges and
crackings after expert? were cafled ,, courthouse employees, he had. fixe,

to toTipen a safe to the 1compouiid’«r ~ safe dpWwithin 30 seconda. One of
courthouse.wMch hack defied ?. those pteSent at the demonstration
forts to unlock it. was heard to remark, "Now we tm-
Uri Deutsch, an employee of a derstand how easy it is to break into

locksmith shop to Mea She'arim and a safe or cash drawer."
known in the capital as “the lock (Itim)

"Thinking
ahead"

isnot only
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we plan.
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Terry Fleener may
be freed June 25

By DAVID RICHARDSON
Jerusalem Foa! Reporter

Terry Fleener, a 24-year-old U.S.
citizen who was imprisoned in 1978

after pleading guilty to charges of
spying lor a terrorist organization In

Beirut, may be released from Neve
Tlrza women's prison In six days.
President Yitzhak Navon yester-

day confirmed the Justice Ministry's
recommendations that the sentences
of Fleener and Ludvixma Jauxsen, a
Dutch woman convicted of similar
offences be reduced.
Justice Minister Shmuel Tamlr

last month recommended to the
president that Fleener's five-year
sentence be reduced by 2^ years. If

she also receives the customary one-
third reduction for good behaviour,
she should be released on June 25.

Jannsen, 26 , was sentenced to six
years imrplsonment in March 1B77.

The president yesterday reduced her
sentence to 4*& years. If ehe enjoys
the one-third reduction, she could be
released from the same prison on
September 24.

Yad Vashem cites

Dutch couple
A Dutch couple who endangered

their own lives and those of their child-

ren to save a young Jewish girl during
the Nazi Holocaust was honoured by
Yad Vashem in Jerusalem yester-
day. Jack and Jane Trenning
planted a tree in the Avenue of
Righteous Gentiles.
The Treiminga hid Edith Massor to

their home in Ultgeest, Holland,
from January 1943 until April 1943,
when one of their neighbours in-

formed the Gestapo and they were
forced to flee. Jock Trenning con-
vinced a priest to conceal the girl for
a few days, until he could make other
arrangements. He found shelter at
Ms mother's home in Beilingwolde,
and Jane Trenning immediately
brought the girl to join them and
their three cMldren there.
Massor remained with the Tren-

ntogs until February 1946, when she
left to join her brother In Stockholm.
The Trennings later moved to
Australia.

Carter urged to help

free Soviet scientists
HAIFA. The Technion yesterday
cabled U.S. President Jimmy Carter
In Vienna to ask for Ms help in secur-

ing exit permits for two Soviet
Jewish mathematicians.
The two. Professors Abraham

Kagan and Alexander Ioffe, were
dismissed from their jobs to leading
Soviet scientific institutes when they
applied to emigrate to Israel. They
have already been given ap-
pointments by the Technion.
The dean of the Mathematics

Faculty. Prof. Zvi Ziegler, urged
President Carter to use Ms influence

to secure exit permits for the two
refuseniks.

‘Achzivland’ boss branches out to old Acre
By YA'ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Post.Reporter

HAIFA. — Hermit Eli Avivi, the self-

elected "president of Achzivland,"
has "fallen In love" with old Acre.
The gray-bearded and long-haired

Avivi, who established an
“autonomous" village at Actoriv,

north of Nahariya, 28 years ago, told

a press conference yesterday that
the Sulam Trur Regional Council,
under whose jurisdiction his village

falls, and the National Parks
Authority, have finally clipped Ms
wings.
“I can no longer hold any festivals

at Achzlv, under threat of three
months in jail,” he declared. "I am
not allowed to operate my dormitory
or camping ground, or even sell cold
drinks to visitors. Only my museum
is still open, more or less legally he
sighed. The council went to court and

got a ban on any buslneas activity in

the village following the festival he
held on Independence Day, he said.

Furthermore, Avivi said he has
now been completely fenced to.

denied access to the sea or the Mgh
road, and most of Ms free and easy
Achzivland that used to attract
youthful visitors has been taken over
for the national park established
there.

While he has not abandoned Ms
village and continues to live there to

keep the flag flying, he has now
branched out to old Acre.

With a Jerusalem partner, he has
rented two shops to Fishermen’s
Square, near Khan el-Umdan, and
opened a cafe-gallery and an antique
furniture store. They say they have
invested ILlm. in the venture so far.

Aviv now promises to Invest any
energy left over from fighting the

Sulam Tzur council Into developing
the medieval city and turning It Into

a tourist haven.
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Malaysia seeks to allay

fears about refugees
KUALA LUMPUR (Reuter). —
Malaysia yesterday sent a message
to UN Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim Intended to allay world
fears that it plans an immediate
mass, expulsion of Vietnamese
refugees and would shoot at any new
arrivals, informed sources said.

The message, the text of which
was not Immediately available,
followed last Friday’s controversial
statement by Deputy Premier
Mahathir Mohammed that Malaysia
would expel the 78,000 refugees now
In its camps and issue “shoot on
eight'

1 orders to deter new arrivals.
Informed sources said the

message to Waldheim was intended
to allay fears in the International
community that Malaysia might
carry out these drastic measures im-
mediately.
At the same time, the sources Bald,

the message stressed the extremely
critical situation posed by having so

many refugees already In the camps
with thousands more-expected.
The message was sent by Prime

Minister Datuk Hussein Onn after a
day of meetings with senior cabinet
ministers.

Meanwhile, a government
spokesman confirmed yesterday
that 867 Vietnamese “boat people"
who landed during the weekend on
the Malaysian east coast had been
put back to sea over the past two
days. The action was In line with
standard government policy regar-
ding refugees who land in seaworthy
boats. The spokesman said they had
been given fresh food, fuel and other
provisions before being escorted
away.

Officials said the text of the Malay-
sian message to Waldheim would be
released later andprobably would be
the only public statement the prime
minister would make on the subject.

Thailand ignores UN appeal on refugees
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP). —
Thailand will go ahead with its plan
to expel an estimated 40,000 Cam-
bodians seeking asylum - in the
border provinces of Trad and Chan-
taburi despite an appeal from UN
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim,
Thailand's commander-In-chief of
the armed forces, General Serm Na
Korn, said yesterday.
Serm, also deputy prime minister

for security affairs, was commen-
ting on a report that Waldheim had
sent an urgent message to Thai
Prime Minister Kriangsak
Chomanan, asking that Cambodian
refugees be allowed to stay tem-
porarily In Thailand on
"humanitarian grounds."
Serm said Thailand welcomed dis-

cussion with the UN on refugee
problems. But he said that the plan
for a second phase of a forced
repatriation, expected to "begin
yesterday, would go ahead as
scheduled.
The Thai government, which has

allowed some 300,000 Indochinese
refugees into the country, sent about
46.000 Cambodians from the border
town of Aranyaprathet back Into
their war-torn homeland June 16-19.

Commenting on Malaysia's forced
repatriation of Vietnamese boat peo-
ple, Serm said Thailand had stepped
up security in Thai waters to prevent
the refugees from heading toward
the Thai coast. He said that Thailand
currently has no policy of shooting at
the refugees.

Inky-fingered Ghanaians go to polls

ACCRA, Ghana (UPI).— Ghanaians
stamped ballots with inky fingers
yesterday to vote for a civilian presi-
dent and parliament that tbe West
African republic's military rulers
have promised will be permitted to
take power about October 1.

It was the first time Ghana had
voted in civilian elections since 1969.
when the military handed control
over to a civilian regime, only to end
it with a military coup In January
1972.

The elections were thrown Into

considerable confusion two weeks
ago, when Junior officers ted by Air
Force Flight Lt. Jerry Rawlings
toppled the regime of colonels and
generals headed by Gen. Fred Akuf-
fo. Akuffo is now before the military
tribunal that ordered the executions

on Saturday of the man Akuffo
ousted last July, Ignatius Acheam-
pong, and the former head of the
border guard, Maj. Gen. E.K. tJtuka.

Under pressure from political phr-
ty leaders. Rawlings agreed to hold
tbe elections on the scheduled date.
Rawlings urged the 6.1 million

electorate, comprised of men and
women over 21. to turn out to vote.
The paper ballots are printed with
the symbol of each of the seven
political parties contesting the elec-

tion.

The voter takes a ballot into an
enclosed booth, puts his forefinger to
an Ink pad and stamps the ballot
next to the symbol of bis party
choice. He then places Ms marked
ballot in an envelope and deposits it

in an election box.

Author of Nazi book

quits Europarliament
BONN (Reuter). — West German
Christian Democrat Hans Edgar
John, under fire for a book he wrote
during the Nazi period, yesterday
resigned his European Parliament
seat — only eight days after being
elected.
John, a 68-year-old author and

publisher, was his party's top can-

didate In the Christian Democratic
stronghold of Lower Saxony.
The book, "Storm in the Steppes,"

written more than 35 years ago.

referred to Jews as “an utterly

wretched race." It brought criticism

from all parties during the European
campoigu, and his own colleagues
demanded an explanation of the
comments. Jahr. retains his seat in

the Bundestag.

Fifteen dead as train

derails in Ivory Coast
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP). — Fif-

teen people were killed and 60 in-

jured on Sunday when an express
train was derailed about 30
kilometres north of Abidjan, local

newspapers reported yesterday.

Soviets must okay
U.S. U-2 flights

in Turkey airspace
NEW YORK (UPI)- — Washington
must seek Moscow's permission to

use Turkish airspace to monitor
Soviet compliance with the new
SALT II accord, Turkish prime
Minister Bulent Ecevit said in an ex-

clusive interview in “Newsweek”
magazine.

"It’s not up to us to inquire.”

“Newsweek" said Washington had
asked Turkey for permission to fly

U-2 reconnaissance planes over
Turkish territory to monitor Soviet

missile tests, but Ankara said
Turkish consent was contingent on
the Soviet government giving its ap-

proval. Moscow has since told

Turkey It favours a negative reply to

the request, the magazine said.

Ecevit said in the interview that

Turkey's decision was motivated by
the fact that SALT IX Is a bilateral

treaty between two superpowers, not

one that directly involves the North
Atlantic Treaty Alliance.

CORRECTION
In the advertisement for Beth
Hatefutsoth which appeared on
Friday June 25, 1979, there was
an error made in the visiting

hours for Thursdays. The cor-
rect hours are from 10 a.m.— 5
p.m. and not as they appeared
last Friday. We regret any in-

convenience this error may
have caused.

ACTOR. — Turkey's best-known
film star Ayhan Isik died on Sunday
night of a cerebral haemorrhage
which he suffered last week. He was
60. v

SHOMBON

Summer Camp
International Encounter

at Aloaey Yltxhok (near Caesarea*
Teen-Age Camp (ages 14-17 1

July 3-Aug. 14
'Tween" Programme
(ages 11-13) July 3-AQg. 14

Tours all over Israel.

Information amTreglstratlon:
Barkal, 31 Bebov Braudel*,

Tel Aviv, Israel TeL 03-441962

One of the 41 beached sperm whales raises its tail before It died at Florence, Oregon.
Scientists began tests yesterday to determine why the whales beached themselves on
Saturday night and Sunday morning. All 41 Whales died. (UPI telephoto)

Soviet spokesman, following Vienna suinmit:

Shcharansky’s release unlikely
VIENNA (UPI). — Soviet
spokesman Leonid 2&myatin said
yesterday that convicted Soviet dis-

sident Anatoly Shcharansky had
been imprisoned for *'a grave
crime" and discouraged speculation
that Shcharansky might be released
in connection with the Vienna sum-
mit.
"He was tried and convicted by a

Soviet court for espionage for a
foreign state. That was a grave
crime," Zamyatin said. Zamyatin
made the comment in a broadcast in-

terview with U.S. television cor-

respondent Barbara Walters.
Shcharansky was convicted in

July 1978 on charges that he was .a

spy for the U.S. andwas sentenced to

13 years' imprisonment. U.S. Presi-

dent Jimmy Carter engaged his own
prestige in the Shcharansky case by
flatly denying that the Soviet dissi-

dent was an American spy.

Zamyatin professed not to unders-
tand U.S. desires for the release of
Russian ' dissidents who have been
imprisoned.
"In our country we simply do not

have the concept of dissidents," he
said.

When the U.S. correspondent ask-
ed about the recent exchange of five

Soviet dissidents for two convicted
Soviet spies, Zamyatin gave this

response:

"The release of the people to
whom you refer occurred as the
result of an agreement between the
two nations and most of these people
were common criminals who were
convicted for crimes according to

the penal code."
When Zamyatin was asked if more

"conimon criminals'* might be
released from tbe Soviet Union, be
snapped back:

SALT-II at a glance
VIENNA <AP». — The SALT-II
agreement signed yesterday by U.S.
President Jimmy Carter and Soviet

President Leonid Brezhnev at their

summit took seven years to
negotiate.
The treaty follows SALT-1 which

was signed by Brezhnev and then-

President Richard Nixon in Moscow '

in May 1972 and restricts the deploy-
ment of anti-ballistic missile
systems.
Basically, SALT-II, if ratified by,

the U.S. Senate, would limit the
number of strategic missiles and
bombers the two superpowers may
«(tw at each other. It runs through
1985, with a protocol, an attached
document, that expires at the end of

1981.

LIMITS
Each side would be limited initial-

ly to a total of 2,400 strategic missiles

and bombers. Tbe overall limit
would drop to 2,230 in 1981.

Within those limits -are. sub-
ceilings: No more than 820 land-

based missiles with multiple
warheads (MIRVs) , no more than 1,-

200 land- and sea-based MIRVs, and
no more than 1,320 total MIRVs and

bombers equipped with - cruise
missiles.

ARMS REDUCTION
The Soviets would, by the end of

1981, have to destroy some 270 aging
missiles, according to American es-

timates. They would also be barred
from deploying the 88-16, a mobile
missile they have tested with mixed
success. The U.S. might have to
destroy some 86 B-52 bombers that
are currently in mothballs in 1984 or
1985, depending on when Its new Tri-

dent submarines are deployed.

NEW WEAPONS
The two sides would each be allow-

ed to equip bombers with new cruise
missiles and develop one new land
based missile. After 1981, it could be
a mobile missile.

Each would be allowed to develop
as many new types' of submarine-
based missiles as it wished. In addi-

tion. each side would be able to sub-
stantially increase tbe number of
warheads- it deploys: Fropi 8,500 to

more than' 12,000 for the U.8., and
from 4,000 to more than 8.0Q0 for the
Soviets. The Soviet backfire bomber

.

would not count against the strategic

limits.

THE COUNTRY’SBEACHES
(Continued tram page 1) '•

clothing deposit facilities, all of
hich cost extra at some other

places.
Although small, the beach is

delightful, set In the ancient harbour
with Roman and Crusader walls all

around. A semi-enclosed bay assures
the bathing area of calm water and
an expanse large enough to satisfy
all but the most energetic
swimmers.
Even the people are beautiful here

and anyone wanting a good reason to
go on a diet would do well to visit

Caesarea's beach regularly. In any
case, a visit is a way of living like a
lord for a reasonable fee.
Tbe only item that costs more than

usual is the restaurant, which does
not exactly ebarge bargain prices.
On the other hand, with a picnic
lunch, even that problem can be
overcome.
Haifa, Bat Galim : IL19, children

1L7.50 (Shabbat ILlO surcharge),

clean, no tar. changing areas, shade,
no chairs, kiosks.

This Is the beach to put Tel Aviv to
shame — U indeed anyone in Tel
Aviv still cares. Haifa has proved
that a very large beach, serving a
densely populated area, can be clean
and pleasant.
Everything here Is on a giant

scale, the changing rooms and
showers, tbe kiosks, and finally the
sandy area which stretches for
dunams. In short, there is room for
everyone. .

Divided into small bay areas, the
sea here is clean. Additional
lifeguards and bathing space are
available for particularly crowded
days. Large round shady coverings
dot the sand, and there are cement
paths to protect bathers' feet from
the hot sand.
For those who feel they cannot af-

ford the entrance fee, there la a free
beach to the south, but it is narrow,
crowded and net very clean.'. But
even at the free beach, Haifa
provides reasonable changing
facilities and toilets.
Three cheers for Haifa.
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"I can’t say because I don’t know
what you are talking about. If you
don’t have enough common
criminals in your country do you
want to add some more by taking
from us?"
Zamyatin also cast grave doubts

on whether the Soviet Union would
give tbe U.S. any assurances on con-
tinuing a fairly generous level of
Jewish emigration. Such assurances
are required by tbe 1974 Trade Act if

the U.S. Is to extend normal trade
nnA credit terms to the Soviet Union.
Zamyatin said that "emigration

from the Soviet .Union Is regulated
by the Soviet constitution, as
emigration from the United States is

regulated by your immigration
laws."
In a private meeting in Vienna

with Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev.
Carter discussed human rights but
apparently left tor borne without any
clear assurances the Soviets would
pursue a more liberal emigration
policy. White House spokesman Jody
Powell told a press conference that
the question of Soviet emigration
policies had not come up in the other

' summit meetings.

Sandinistas seize Leon, y
control 2 other cities ££
MANAGUA (AP). — Sandlniata
rebels yesterday- seized control of

Leon, Nicaragua’s second largest ci-

ty, and were reported in virtual con-
trol of two other major northern
towns. Fighting with National
Guardsmen continued in .the

south, and the rebels held large parts
of the capital, Managua.
Witnesses, said the guerrillas

mopped up the last remaining
National Guard troops in Leon and
controlled most of Chlnandega and
Ghlchigalpa.
President Anastasio Bomoza met

nearly around the clock with senior
military aides in his fortified bunker,
in Managua.- Government sources
said he was studying how to deal
with the deteriorating situation.

The fall of the garrison In Leon. 88
km. north of the capital. Isolated

government forces in a small fort on
tbe outskirts, from which they con-
tinued to lob mortar shells into Leon.
Some guardsmen tried to flee in

their underwear as the command
post fell on Sunday. Doctors at the
social security hospital, one block

from the downtown command post,

said other guardsmed demanded at

gunpoint that they turn over
patients’ gowns and doctors'
clothing.

'

Leon controls the main highway to

Chlchlgaipa and Chlnandega and to
Corlnto, the country’s Pacific port.
The area baa been cut of! bom
telephone communications for more
than a week, but refugees reported
heavy fighting in Ghlchigalpa and
Chlnandega. with rebels In control of
moat of those cities and the local

guard garrisons bottled up in thdr
command posts.

On the diplomatic front Somoza,
whose family have ruled for over <q
years, suffered another setback as

Ecuadorbecame the third country to
withdraw diplomatic recognition of

Nicaragua. Mexico and Costa Rica
have already done so.

Yesterday -five South American
countries — all members of the An-
dean Pact — announced they had

:

formally recognised the Sandiniita
guerrillas as combatants fighting on
the same footing as Somoza's men,
The countries are Venezuela, Colom-
bia, Peru, Ecuador, and Bolivia. AH
except Ecuador still recognise
Somaz&’fl government.
Meanwhile, A stream of families of

government officials was fleeing the

country, most of them to Miami in

the UJ3., on the Lanlca Airily,
flight, the only commercial company
flying in and out of the Managua air-

port. Lanlca belongs to the Bomoza
family. (AP, Reuter) -

Turkey faces

gov’t crisis
ANKARA (Reuter) . — Turkey edged
towards a government crisis yester-

day after an independent minister in

the left-of-centre cabinet of Premier
Bulent Ecevit resigned and joined

the main right-wing opposition
Justice Party.
The defection of All Rlza 8ep-

tioglu, a minister of state, oast doubt
on whether Ecevit can still muster a
simple majority in tbe 480-seat lower
house of parliament.

Septioglu's resignation, the' third

from the cabinet in three weeks, was
also the third setback for tbe prime
minister in two days. On Sunday,
Ahmet Karahan, a deputy from
Ecevit's left-of-centre Republican
People's Party, quit and joined the
Justice Party, headed by former
premier Suleyman Demirel.
Independent deputy Gemalettln

Inkuya also joined the Justice Party.

British move
towards Iraq
LONDON (Reuter). — Britain
yesterday announced its first move
to repair relations with Iraq after
years of quarrelling and acrimony.
In a major.switch of emphasis in

Middle East policy, the new Conser-
vative foreign secretary. Lord
Carringtpn, announced he would
visit Baghdad on July 8 for a 24-hour

visit.

It will be his first Middle East visit

since taking office last month, and ft

comes at Iraq’s invitation.

Bad relations between tbe two
countries reached their lowest level

last July when Britain expelled 11

Iraqi diplomats and businessmen
because^ of concern over Arab
terrorism in London. Baghdad
retaliated by expelling 10 Britain

from Iraq. '

,

‘Soviet Moslems fare better than neighbours’ jrror

By DAN FISHER
, Washington Post News Sendee

SHAMAKHA, USSR. — IX the Kremlin were to search for

an individual who embodied all its hopes for. tbe Islamic
peoples of the southern Soviet republics, Fadira
Iakenderova would be a leading candidate.

Mrs. Iskanderova is a "new Soviet woman" in a land

where that is still a rarity.

At 43, Mrs. Iakenderova is the director of the Shervany
state farm here, the mistress of several hundred acres of

vineyards and 800 farm workers and their families.

An active Communist, she was until just a few months
ago an - important staff member in tbe local party
organization. She is an atheist and is raising her only
daughter as an' atheist
By contrast Mrs. Iakenderov&’s motherwas &Moslem.

She died last year at 80, still wearing the chador, or veil,

to hide her face in public. The old woman had been pledg-

ed to her future husbandry her father when she wasonly

8. She raised four children.

“Women are exploited under Islam, ’’ Mrs.'
Iakenderova said the other day. “My mother suffered so
much in life from various people, including the mullahs
(religious leaders). She wanted me togoto school and be
modern."
Told thatoniy a fewkilometres away, across the border

in Iran, the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini is telling

women to go back to their veils, Mrs. Iakenderova ex-

claimed: "Hah! It will never happen here.”
A western visitor bears that sentiment expressed often

by church, party and government officials in Azerbaijan.
“Our believers have livedfor 80 years In a situation and

atmosphere of which they had dreamt for thousands of

years," said Hajji Allokhahukur Paahayev, deputy chair-

man of a Moslem religious board in nearby Baku.
"Therefore, I rule out completely the possibility that Ira-

nian events will have any influence on our Moslems."
Such statements are expected from officials here, even

from Moslem leaders, who have been calledthe most sub-
missive of the church leaders in tbe Soviet Union, which
is officially atheistic. >

Still, foreign diplomats and journalists who have
visited the Moslem republics of the Soviet Union since
last winter have failed to find any evidence that would
contradict the official view. If there is any spillover here
of Iranlan-style Islamic nationalism or separatism, it is

well concealed.
“TSie general feelingis that we accept the Soviet line,"

a western diplomat in Moscow said. "Moslems here feel

they’ve made progress and that their lot is better than
that of their brothers in Iran and Afghanistan."

Moreover, foreign visitors have been ratable to discern

any significant change in Soviet policy toward the

Moslem republics as a result of the Iranian revolution

and the Moslem separatist uprising against the socialist

regime in Afghanistan.
"We’ve looked for evidence of either a soft or an iron

band, hut we don’t find any either way," the diplomat

said. “There's only a heightened consciousness of

Munie society in the Soviet Union."
"That "heightened conadoueness" la based on tbe fart

that there are an estimated 40 million Soviet Moslems,

living mostly in Azerbaijan and the four central Asian

republics of Kirghizia, TadjUdstsan, Turkemania and

Uzbekistan; They are Moslem to torme.of their national

identity^.not necessarily^tn a religious sense., In fart,

many refer to themselves as "non-believing Moslems."

"But they share their cultural roots with their Islamic

neighbours to the south, not with the Slavs of tbe north.

Even today, not one Azerbaijani to five Is fluent to Rus-

sian. And many of their customs, whether they are

believers or hot, follow Islamic teachings.

The nearly 4 million Soviet Azerbaijanis have par-

ticularly dose ties with Iran because there are more
Azerbaijanis, perhaps 10 million, in Iran than to Azer-

baijan.

Soviet power has consolidated here after the Russian

civil war to tbe 1920s. Historically, Moslems in this put of

the world had been hostile to the Russians of tbe north.

The feeling was mutual.Tbe Christian crosses thatadorn

many Russian Orthodox churches today have a crescent

near the foot, supposedly signifying the superiorityof tbe

Orthodox tktth over Islam.
While It allows the Moslem faith to function ina limited

way, the Kremlin continues to propagandise against

Moslems just as ft does against other religious groups. •

“Islam Is a weapon of feudal oppression in Moslem
states." declares a sign to a museum of atheism

,

in

Samarkand In Soviet Central Asia.
* To Communist ideologues, Islam Is "anti-scientific,"

"anti-social,” “conservative" and shot through with
"
fanatical xenophobia.’’
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ORGAN RECITAL
Thursday, June 21, 1979,

8.99 pan.
with

Elisabeth Boloff, Paris.
Works by J.S. Bach,

G. Bohm, etc.

Advance Notice:

CONCERT
Sunday, June 24, 1979,

8.00 p.m.
with: E. Roloft, Cilia Grossmeyer.

The Jerusalem String Trio,
Carmela Saghl.

Works by
J.S. Bach. W.A. Mozart, .

F. Schubert, etc.

Church of theRedeemer
Jerusalem, Old City

JAZZ
with Israel’s

top jazz musicians

Wednesday
June 20, 1979 at-9 p.m.

Tzavta Jerusalem
88 King George St.

Home i* Israel Project

URGENT MEETING
for all members and waiting'

list candidates, Wednesday*
June 00, 84M> pjm.

Conservative Synagogue*

.

Rehov Agron, Jerusalem

— Attendance Is Crucial —
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Regional diary

All the president’s men, elected
EGYPTIAN PRIME Minister
Miurtapha. Khalil's eight-month old
cabinet yesterday tendered its

EfiPg1® President Anwar
Sadat in the wake of last week’s-
general elections in which Sadat’s
rujtaff party won a.massive victory.
Dr. Khalil, waa immediately asked

to form the new cabinet.
'

Consultations are expected to last
two days after which Khalil will pre-
sent hianew cabinet to Sadat for ap-
proval in time for next Saturday'she*
auguratfon of the new people’s
assembly (parliament) — the first to-
be elected under a multi-party
System in more than 27 years.
DeZence Minister Kamal Basaan

All is likely to retain his post In thenew cabinet, and Khalil is expected
to kMp the port of Foreign
Minister.

** wide-spread speculation
that Homos Kamel, a former am-
bassador to Greece and chairman of
the foreign affairs committee in the
ruling National Democratic Party
(NDP) will become Egypt’s new
foreign minister.
Khalil's outgoing cabinet was

formed-in October last year, follow-
ing the Camp David accords
between Egypt and Israel which
paved the way. for the Egyptian-
laraeli peace treatyslgned In March
and the current Palestinian
-autonomy talks.
.One of themostImmediateand ar-

duous tasks of the new cabinet will-
be to try to. improve, the economic
situation.

The left-wing UnionistProgressive
Party (UPP) — strident' incite- op-
position to Sadat’s domestic and
foreign policies — lost the two seats
it held In the outgoing parliament
UPP leader Khaled Mohieddln has

charged that Sadat wanted the new
parliament free of any real opposi-
tion in case the peace treaty failed to
bring about toe -hoped-for economic
and, other benefits.
The UPP has accused the govern-

ment of rigging- the elections — an
accusation the'government strongly
dentes.

All former deputies who opposed
the peabe treaty, as well as other
candidates known for thedr opposi-
tion to Sadat’s peace overtures were

defeated in the elections with one ex-
ception—: MomtazN&ssar, a former

- Judge who stood as an independent.
Out of the MS seats officially an-

- nounced so far, theNDP won 302, the
SocialistLabour Party (SEP) 29, the
Liberal Socialist Party (LSP) three
and the Independents sine.
The main difference between the

NDP and 8LP campaign platforms
waa their approach to the public and
private sectors. The NDP wants to
give equal opportunities to the two
sectors* while the SIP favours a
bigger role for the public sector.
Out of the remaining 49 seats out-

standing 10 will be filled by Sadat's
personal appointees and SO are
reserved for women.
The remaining nine seats are

divided between constituencies
. where there are re-runs because of
irregularities, constituencies in
fifoal where, elections were delayed
since part of the territory was only
returned by Israel last month, and
one' constituency in Cairo whose
result is expected later today. - In
most of these constituencies two

- seats are at stake. (Reuter)

Non-aUgned foreign ministers:

Egypt won all but last round
EGYPT, UNDER heavy fire In the
Arab world for. wiafctng peace with
Israel, won every round except the
last at a get-together of the nonaiigu-
ed movement In Sri Lanka last week.
That was the verdict of many

delegates assessing the confron-
tations that occurred behind closed
doors among the foreign ministers of
the non-aligned coordination bureau.
Egypt managed to hold in

abeyance its susenslon from the
movement that it helped found 18
years ago, and it escaped overt
criticism in the final declaration of
the meeting. But Egypt and its
backers lost a tough, all-night light
to keep the Camp David treaty from
being condemned for the first time in
official documents of the movement
of 88 countries and political
organisations.
• The upshot is that a statement of
the foreign ministers, condemning
the treaty as a violation of previous

> U.N. resolutions, is expected to
•
' its way Info future resolutions of the
General Assembly, where nonalign-
ed countries command a majority of
votes. Thia - will add to the already

.

formidable difficulties of expanding
Camp David into a Middle Eastern
settlement, diplomats predicted'.

Egypt, Peru, Zaire, Liberia,
Botswana, Cameroon, Senegal and
some other African and Asian coun-
tries have either filed or plan to file

reservations with the Sri Lankan
secretariat about the “violation”

i statement that the Sri Lanka chair-
man, Foreign Minister A.C.S.
H&meed, gaveiled into the declara-
tion. He . said its inclusion was

. justified on grounds Itwaa part of the
final consensus.
Those present at the final closed

eeaaibn said H&meed, determined to
adjourn, overruled all objection and
demand for further debate, advising
those natloais to file their reser-

vations within two weeks. The move-
ment operates on consensus without
voting.

Some participants called ita “tflt"
by Sri Lankato the'Arab rejectionist
front led by Iraq and the Palestinian
liberation Organisation, reportedly
the sponsors of the "violation" state-
ment about the Camp David_pact.

Colombo- hotel lobbies- and
diplomatic missions ' bussed with
speculation about Hameed’a
motives, many recalling that when
Hameed chaired a non-aligned
meeting at the UJf. headquarters
last -January he had rejected a
similar Iraqi move.

The Sri Lanka explanation for
Hameed's apparent turnabout was
that ho waa determined to save the
non-allgned movement at any coat
from a split and bandit overintact to
Cuba, the next- chairman. In
September.

Terrorists left Tyre...to suburbs
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LIFE IS returning to Tyre, the
southern Lebanese city a week after
Palestinian terrorists withdrew
from there.

Terrorist officers say their units
were moved to neighbouring refugee
camps and the countryside in line

With the Palestine Liberation
Organisation’s plan to deprive Israel
of its - excuse for ' attacking south
Lebanese villages.

The FLO maintains its presence
north of the strategic Utani river

which zlgsags 18-30 kilometre*north
of the Israeli border.

.

“All PLO factions have closed

down their offices in Tyre and
villages of-the county and set up

.

Tiiuteinh tlu} ‘6dtfcJffyrittb;’*1lyffdhiHP
Daher..cuppmp^pr of Che' tabatiem-
police in the area;- Daner's
policemen were directing traffic In
downtown Tyre for the first time In

two yean. Up to now, police func-

tions had been performed by
terrorists and their Lebanese leftist

militia allies.

“I have police stations at all

villages of tiie county and they
reported the withdrawals to me,” he
said. Daher refused to name the

villages that housed terrorist bases.

All seven Palestinian terrorist of-

fices that used to ' operate in Tyre
were closed' .last week. Lebanese
policemen eguipped with U.S.-made
M-18 automatic rifles patrolled the
streets of 4,700-year-old Tyre.

Local authorities said 60 per cent

of Tyre’s residents have returned to

their olty. Half ofthem leave by sun-

down fearing renewed shelling at

night either by Israeli gunners or by
hn^B1* nhri«H«Ti

'

militias.

The town's three movie theatres
were operating again after a long in-

terruption.
: “Palestinian terrorists are not

'•'aflBwe&dtthy'Tyre a* wril-as other-
'•yiUages-of.thaarea unless on leave,
"Umfrmfed and In civilian clothea,"
said "Major” Saed, the PLO liaison

1

- officer In Tyre.” I -am the only
guerrilla here,” he added.
Bteel-kehneted terrorists of the

Palestinian armed struggle com-
mand, fhe terrorist movement's
military police, set up checkpoints
on the outskirts of Tyre to prevent
their men from entering the city.

The . terrorist command in

southern Lebanon lias also adopted
several other disciplinary measures
including a ban on liquor. “Bars
have been declared off limits even
for terrorists on leave,” Maj. Saed
said.

Terrorists, however, maintained
control over three Palestinian
refugee camps of Tjrre's

.
southern

and eastern outskirts.

“Running the camps'and handling
-their defenses is a PLO responsibili-

ty under existing agreements with
.the. Lebanese government,” Maj.
Saed explained.
Field commanders refuse to dis-

close the location of new terrorist

bases in Tyre area after the pullout

from Lebaimse-populated towhs.

'

North offfiie Litanl, the terrorists

maintained their usual presence In

almost every town and village.

Young gunmen in green fatigues

.drove their jeeps in the inland
market town of Nabatlyeh, 20 km.
north of Israel, and manned sand
bags atthe entrances to their offices.

Nabatlyeh has been almost empty
except for tiie terrorists and their

Lebanese leftist militia allies. (AP)

Oman’s Marxists ride again

it)

ttrif

•ii
«#•*'*

MARXIST GUERRILLAS appear to

be preparing for another effort to br-.

tag down the conservative Sultan of

Oman, ruler of an area of vital In-

terest to the oil-hungry West.
Diplomats familiar with

developments in the region said that

the Popular Front for the Liberation

of Oman <PFLO) began to regroup
and reorganise its forces soon after

the balance of power in the Gulf was
transformed by the overthrow of the

'

Shah of Iran.
Well-trained commando units

have resumed operations in Oman’s
southern Dhofar province which
borders on South Yemen, the Soviet

Union’s closest ally in fhe Arab
world, the diplomats said.

Oman, with 1,800 km of coastjlne,

.

overlooks the Straits of

Hormuz — a narrow deepwater
channel through which: more than

100 tankers a day carry oil to the in-

dustrlaUaed world.
In the early 1970a, the Shah sent

thousands of troops across the Gulf

to Oman to join the Sultan's 19,000-

strong army—whichincludes an es-

timated 700 British contract officers
— in fighting the protracted Dhofar

rebellion. In 1970, Sultan Qaboos
declared the revolt crushed. •

“Now the post of policeman of the

Gulf has become vacant with the
departure of the Shah, It is only nat-

ural that there should be fresh trouble

in Oman,” one diplomat said. “After

all; Oman is too rich a price to be left

alone.”

In its first' report on a major
military encounter for more than a

year, the FFLO said last week that

one of its units fought anil-hour bat-

tle with Omani troops north of the

town of Ibqa recently.

The PFLO draws the bulk of its

support from South Yemen. The
border between Yemen and Oman
bristles with minefields and elec-

tronic listening devices, but they

appear to have failed in stopping in-

filtration. _ . .

Usually reliable sources in Beirut

said the Governor of Dhofar

province was assassinated byPFLO
commandos at the beginning of the

month. But there has beenno confir-

mation from the PFLO and some
reports said he had died* In a car
crash.

According to travellers returning
from Yemen, the government
stopped issuing visas to journalists

early this mouth, saying there were
insufficient facilities to receive
them. The move fuelled speculation

over increased military activity in

Oman.
Western sources in Beirut said the

United States, already faced with a
shortage of ofi, was considering ex-

tending military support to Oman.

Sultan Qaboos is the onlyArab ruler
who has expressed unqualified sup-
port for Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat's peace pact with Israel.

PFLO reports that Egypt has moved
about 7,000 troops to Oman to
replace the departed Iranians, have
not been confirmed in-
dependently. (Reuter)

Under the Patronage of His Excellency the

Swedish Ambassador in Israel, Mr. F. Iwo Doling

The Stars of the Royal

Swedish Ballet
present, portions of the ballet classics:

Swan Lake

Romeo and Juliet

Sleeping Beauty

Adam and Eve

Tel Aviv: Monday, Jane 25, Mann Auditorium

Haifa: Tuesday, Jane 28, Auditorium

Ayelet Hashahar: Wednesday, June 27

Jerusalem: Saturday evening, June SO, Binyenei

Ha’ooma
Tel Aviv: Sunday, July 1, Mann Auditorium

Tickets: -

Main agency ip Tel Aviv - Hadran. Tel. 03-248787 and at

other ticket agencies.

Haifa - Gerber, Tel. 04-84777, 04-222808 and at other agen-

cies.

Jerusalem > CartU-Oa, 8 R*l»v Shamai; Ben Naim. 38

Rchov Y&fo;, Kilim, Trt. Q2-3408M, 02-284081.

Acconmodatioo- Foram Palace Hotel. TaJ. Aviv

Iran: more isolated than ever
- By THOMAS KENT

TEHRAN. — Four months after the
Islamic revolution, Iran’s foreign
relations’ are turbulent. The new
regime now stands on shaky ground
with both its smallerneighbours and
has just accused bordering coun-
try, Iraq, of bombing its villages.
Diplomats In Tehran believe that

Iran is more Isolated diplomatically
now than at any time, during the
Shah's reign. Still, they ackowledge
that the new government has moved
toward better ties with .some coun-
tries,' including .several Tslamic
nations and the non-aligned bloc.

The reported' Iraqi air raids
against four Iranian villages last
week raises the prospect of renewed
trouble between Baghdad and
Tehran, which patched up earlier
quarrels in 1974.

On Iran’s eastern border, relations

are tense with Afghanistan. Afghani
President Nur Mohammed Tarakl,
with Soviet military 'support, is
attempting to put down a rebellion

by Moslem guerrillas in what some
Iranians see as a replay of their own
revolution against the U.S.-
supported Shah.

Iran has broken diplomatic

relations with Israel, South Africa
and Egypt since the February
revolution. It has also pulled out of
Its Central Treaty Organization
(CENTO) alliance with Pakistan.
Turkey, Britain and the United
States. As a replacement for
CENTO, it is negotiating for
membership ' in the non-aligned
movement.

Iran's, credentials for being non-
aligned include cool relations with
both superpowers. Iran’s religious

leaders continue to unleash strident
anti-Communist rhetoric against
Moscow and Iran's own leftists,

despite Moscow’s early support for
the Khomeini regime.

Iron’s relations with the U.S. have
been on edge since a U.8. Senate
resolution last month condemned
Iranian revolutionary courts.
Although U.S.-Iranian trade has
picked up again since the revolution,

Iran is delaying the arrival of a iiew
U.S. ambassador in Tehran.
Relations with Iraq may prove to

be Iran's most delicate regional
problem. Iraq gave shelter to
Khomeini from 1968 to 1978 bat ex-
pelled him under pressure from the
Shah’s government.

Iran and Iraq are entangled in
ethnic problems. Both countries have
sizeable ethnic Kurdish populations,
and diplomats say Iraq fears unrest
among Kurds If Iranian Kurds
succeed In their negotiation with the
Tehran government for local
autonomy.
For its part, Iran, whose Moslems

are mainly of the Shiite branch of
Islam, is concerned for the welfare
of minority Shiites in Iraq.

Iranian state radio reported in-

creased border activity by Iraqi

troops during the Khuzestan
fighting, a claim that Iraq denied.
Diplomats doubt that the Iraqi
government is directly arming Ira-

nian Arabs, but they say Baghdad
may be turning a blind eye to supply
missions organized by the Arabs' In-

dividual Iraqi sympathizers.
Iranian relations appear to be

holding steady with some other
Moslem neighbours, including
Pakistan. Turkey, the United Arab
Emirates and Saudi Arabia. The
government has disavowed the
Shah’s commitment to police the
Persian Gulf, reducing the prospect
of Iranian military intervention in
the Emirates in a future crisis.

But there is still tittle sign of the

kind of unity between Iran and other
Islamic nations of which Khomeini
had dreamed. In February, -he was
quoted as telling a Kuwaiti delega-
tion that he “hoped 1 ' oil Islamic
nations scattered around the world
and standing In opposing lines
against each other due to foreigners'

adverse propaganda will awaken
soon to form a great Islamic govern-

ment under one Islamic flag, a nation
that would dominate the whole
world."
Tehran’s ties with Egypt, one of

the most populous Moslem coun-

tries, are now non-existent.
Relations with Libya appear to be
stalled over the disappearance of an
Iranian-born Lebanese Moslem
leader, Imam Momsa Sadr, who
vanished following a visit to Libya
last year.
Other Islamic countries, such as

Turkey, give religion a far smaller
role in the government affairs than
Islam has had so far in revolutionary

Iran.
All these Issues must be settled

before an Islamic super-state can
develop. For the moment, Iran
appears too preoccupied by
problems with the superpowers and
on its borders. (AP)

THETALE is told, around the dinner
tables of the foreign business com-
munity in Riyadh and Jeddah, of the
“Saudi IBM System.” The •‘IBM" is

an acronym from inshaOah (God
willing), buffrah (tomorrow) and
ma’a lesh (it doesn’t matter).
However cynical, the joke *

a large element of truth. Foreign
businessmen jetting to Saudi Arabia
can be certain only that they will en-
counter more difficulties and delays
there than virtually anywhere else In
the world.
Of all the Middle Bast markets,

Saudi Arabia is inevitably the most
powerful magnet by virtue of its

enormous oil revenues, its commit-
ment to spend as much of Its

petrodollar income as possible, and
the scale of its development plans.

Just as the desert kingdom's ports
until fairly recently have been un-
able to cope with the volume of im-
ports, so the hotels of the main cities

have been bursting at the seams to
accommodate all those clamouring
for contracts.
Obtaining an entry visa for Saudi

Arabia has taken months for some
applicants at the best of times. Aa an
act of policy, the Saudi government
has periodically slowed down
authorisations— but not sufficient to

stem the tide of U.S., WestEuropean
and Japanese businessmen flowing
into the country.

They are attracted, In the main, by
the hope of participating in the
kingdom's huge development
programme envisaged by the
Saudis' 8242 billion second five-year
plan, due to be succeeded by a third

five-year plan from 1981. This ex-

traordinary programme la being
financed mostly, of course, with the

ever-increasing returns from oil. Oil

revenues this fiscal year are ex-

pected to be more than $88 billion,

about' 18 per cent more than two
years ago. Saudi cash reserves are
aid to be more than $80 billion,

rivalled only by those of West Gar-
inany

.

' Tte^eurrent development plan,
stresses the ati-impOrtantfiaudl goal
of maintaining "a high rate of

Business—Saudi style
By BOD NEWMAN/Special to The Jerusalem Post

economic growth by developing
economic resources, maximising
earnings from oil overthelongterm,
and conserving deplet&ble
resources." The theme has been
diversification of the Saudi Arabian
economy away from its dependence
on oil, with a private non-petroleum
sector growth rate of up to nearly 15
per cent a year by next year.

Recognising that Initial targets
were surely over-ambitious, and tak-

ing account of a drastic shortage of
skilled manpower as well as an
overloaded administration, the
Saudi government revised Its targets
down from first projections. But
public sector construction is still

likely to account for close to the $70
billion — or halt of total ap-
propriations — outlined in the
original blueprint.

Even if the plan does fall short of

its far-reaching objectives, as now
seems certain, and even though very
substantial contracts continue to be
awarded apace, the Saudis have no

.

Intention of forfeiting qualify for

speed of implementation (having to

a degree learned the hard way In

the past). Yet what remains in this

and the next development
programme is an immense market
for contractors, consultants, traders

and manufacturers. .

But the competition and the dif-

ficulties for those winning bids for

contracts and supplies arp In propor-

tion to the prizes. While international

competition is intense, conditions of

work and contract terms are more
daunting almost anywhere else.

Demand for goods and materials

often far outruns locally available

supply —- a problem that waa com-
pounded by the bottleneck of port

congestion, now greatly alleviated.

The shortage of labour was becom-

ing more acute, and its cost higher,
by the day.
For the past few years now,

responsibility for finding and impor-
ting labour has been placed on
foreign contractors undertaking
projects. And until recently, general
Inflation was running at about 38 per
cent.

Meanwhile, geographical and
climatic conditions are among the
most trying In the world.
The sword ofDamocles in all Saudi

government contracts Is draconian
penalties for failure to complete on
schedule — some contractors have
had their fingers burned simply
because of bad luck with weather.
But at least the Saudis are now con-
senting to Inflation-index clauses in

particular contracts under seal.

Foreign contractors and consultants
are obliged to lodge five per cent per-
formance bonds with local banks; it

used to be 10 per cent.

Most businessmen nowadays have
a better knowledge of regulations for

and llabilites inherent in these inter-

national contracts as they apply to

Saudi Arabia. But as a trade attache
at a Western embassy in Jeddah
said: "So many arrived here ill-

informed, or not informed at all."

Is the private sector, the foreign
businessman must understand that
sooner rather than later he will have
to find a sponsor — and this is large-

ly a matter of picking your man. A
name that rolls off the tongue is

Laing Wimpey Alireza, a joint ven-
ture between the British construc-

tion giant and one of Jeddah’s most
respected merchant families which
has won. among other valuable
deals, important defence contracts.

Investment J&w in Saudi Arabia is

a marriage ofnhe Koran and
traditional ’SuonsrOD the- one hand
(the best-known legalistic principle

of which Is that interest is banned as
usury, while nominal “commission"
may be charged) and modern royal
decrees on the other. The latter are
adapted to business requirements
and are much the more Important in
this respect.
There is a variety of formal and

semi-formal business
arrangements, including variable-
capital companies, but partnerships
and unincorporated “joint ventures”
are the most common between
foreign entrepreneur and Saudi
sponsor.
. Incorporation Involves a fairly
complicated official administrative
process, but five-year tax holidays,
real estate benefits and other Incen-
tives are available where the Saudi
•has at least a 28 per cent capita! in-

terest. Quasl-iegal agency
agreements may also enjoy con-
siderable benefits. Including tax
holidays, depending on the equity of

the Saudi sponsor. However, it is ab-
solutely essential in all cases that
both sides understand mutuallywhat
is meant by “profit" on which com-
mission will be paid.

Forms of income and company
taxes, plus a small religious tax, are
levied *&nd all imports except con-
struction materials and foodstuffs

are taxed unless there is a special
exemption. Foreign workers in
Saudi Arabia are no longer liable to

personal income tax.

Life on the ground for the foreign
businesssman is becoming leas ar-

duous than it was as recently as a
couple of years ago as hotel accom-
modation becomes more plentiful

and communications improve. But
in a wider sphere the foreigner in
Saudi Arabia will still hear anxious
public debate about undesirable
“outside influences."
The foreign businessman must

tread warily, aa well as bringing
with him expertise and letters of
credit, when he comes in search of a
partnership with Saudi Arabia’s
phenomenal, prosperity. It is

something for him to think about as
he site in his lonely hotel room
waiting for contacts to call.

The Israel Festival is Proud to Present:

Israeli Theatre

—

Premiere Performance
THE DYBBUK—Anski,

Habimah National Theatre
Arranged by Mira Rafaiowicz, Joe Chaikin

Director: Joe Chaikin

July 9, 18, and 19, Tel Aviv, Habimah Theatre, at

8.30 p.m.

.

Tickets at ticket offices.

“EVERY GOOD BOY
DESERVES FAVOUR”
' — a play for actors and orchestra

Tom Stoppard — Andre Previn.

The Gsmeri Theatre of Tel Aviv,
Director: Hy Kalus

Jerusalem 8ymphony Orchestra, Conductor:
Gary Bertini

July 25, Jerusalem, Jerusalem Theatre, at 8.00

p.m. and -9.45 p.m.
July 26, Tel Aviv, C&meri Theatre, at 8.00 p.m.

and 9.45 p.m.
Tickets at ticket offices.

Eric’s Puppet Company

—

Yuval Theatre

"ITALIANA IN ALGEBI” — Rossini
Puppets, Costumes and Set:_Erlc Smith

July 10, Jerusalem, Jerusalem Theatre,
at 8,80 p.m.

*

July 14, Haifa, Haifa Auditorium, at 8.80 p.m.
' July 17, Tel Aviv, Beit Hahayal, at 9.00 p.m.

Tickets at ticket offices.

3rd International Congress of

Family Therapy

.Forum Palace Hotel, Tel Aviv July I 5, 1979

Please note change of location to the

FOROM PALACE HOTEL

and that the Congress has been extended

to include Thursday, July 5, 1979.

.Registration is still open

:

Before Congress: P.O.B. 18271, Tel Aviv

Tel. (03) 255367

From Sunday, July 1, 4—9 p.m.

and Monday, July 2, from 8 p.m. at the Forum Palace Hotel.

jerusolem proms ’79 np'Oion mvan

Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra — Broadcasting Authority

•Fifth Programme, Wednesday.June 20, Jerusalem Theatre

Prelude: 7.30 p.m.. in the Theatre Courtyard

The Young Percussionists of the Proms, director Pamela
Jones
8.30 p.m. — Conductor: Avi Ostrovsky. Soloist: Janos Starker,

cello

Programme:
Schubert, Symphony No. 3 in D Major. D. 200
Saint-Saens, Cello Concerto in A Minor, op. 33
Tchaikowsky, Variations on a Rococo Theme for Cello and
Orchestra, op. S3
Prokofiev, "Romeo and Juliet" Ballet Suite

11.00 p.m., Serenata Nottuma. Jn the Foyer, “Andaluda” —
Dancer; Deanna Blacber. Guitarist: Ronnie Elgad

Brochure containing toll Information and order form* In available at the
Jenumlrm Theatre, » Behov Marcus, Jerusalem, Tel. 08-861161. Tickets cm sale at
the Jerusalem Theatre Box-office (4-8 p.m.), Cahana and CarUs On Ageortes In
Jerusalem and Radio Union hi Tel Aviv.

T€ifm» UNiuensiTv

Faculty of Humanities
Chaim Rosenberg School of Jewish Studies

Abraham and Edita Spiegef Family Foundation
Chair in European Jewish History

• • cordially invites you to the

First Spiegel Lecture
in European Jewish History

Zionism in the Jewish Community
Poland during the 1920s

Dr. EZRAMENDELSOHN
» Hebrew University

Wednesday, June 20, 1979 at 4.00 p.m.
Room 203, Beth Hatefutsoth. Entrance through Gate 2

Of

ORCHESTRA
riii

SPECIAL CONCERT No.5

Conductor: RUDOLF BARSHAI

Soloist: VLADIMIR ASHKENAZI
BAROLSKY — “Song of the Stars" (world premiere) ’

.

BEETHOVEN — Plano Concerto No.4
MOZART - Symphony No.39 in E Flat Major

TEL AVIV Tel Aviv Museum, Sunday. July 1. 8.80 p.m.
Tickets at Union, 116 Dizengoff, Tel Aviv, and at Tel Aviv Museum

JERUSALEM Binyenei Ha’ooma, Monday. July 2, 8,80 p.m.
Tickets at Kla'im. CartLa-On and Cabana.

Subscribers present discount voucher no. 8



Paulina won’t play

in Wimbledon tryout

Israel softball I Irwin wins U.S. golf open

By JACK LEON.
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Local tennis star

Paulina Peled Is not participating in

this week’s qualifying tournament in

Roehampton, London for the up-

coming Wimbledon championships.
Peled, S8, participated in four of the

last five championship meets, on
each occasion being Israel’s sole

representative.
Peled went straight into the main

Wimbledon draw in 1971— when she
was ranked lflth in the world — and
in 2970. After missing the next tour-

nament for personal reasons, she
was twice asked to qualify because
of lack of good results in inter-

national competition, doing so
successfully on each occasion at the
tremendously tough Roehampton

meet.
Lithuanian-born Peled said yester-

day that she had not been able to find

the time for the essential several-

weeks of acclimatization training in

England in preparation for
Roehampton.
"But I have no intention of retiring

yet," said Peled, who Is at present
coaching at the Tel Aviv Hapoel
club. She hoped to have another try
at Wimbledon next year, and. In the

meantime, is keen to compete in the

I7.S. Open inNew York in August for

the. fifth straight year.

No Israeli man has played at
Wimbledon since EUasar D&vldman
some 15 years ago, and Peled’s
absence means that this country will

not be represented at the coming
championships starting on June 25.

Team W L Pet. OB
Tel Aviv Made 8 0 1.000 —
EmekHayarden e a .700 2
Kibbutz Gol-On 8 3 ,750 2
KfarShmaryahu
AACI 5 8 .628 3
TOlAviv
MucaU ' 8 8 .828 3

U.S.Embaaey 4 i .800 4
Kibbutz Geser 8 4 .429 ihi
T*1 AvivTypo* 8 8 .280 8
Kibbutz
Shnmrat-Adamlt 0 7 .000 7*4
Kibbutz BinDor 0 8' .000 8
Saturday1! results

Kfar ShmaryahuAACI 9, Shomrat-Adamlt
2: Emek HayardenO, Eta Dari; Gezer20.
U.S. Embassy 8,

CHESS. — Soviet world ahampion
Anatoly Karpov Increased his lead in
a four-player grandmasters' chess
tournament here Sunday when he
made short work of winning his ad-
journed match against U.S. cham-
pion Lubomir Kavalek. Only a
further six moves were made in the
adjourned third round match before

i Czechoslovak-born Kavalek gave up.

Tuesday, June 19, 1979 The Jerusalem Post Page Six

Baseball standings
TOLEDO. Ohio (AP)— Kale Irwin,

grinding away with the intensity that
• has marked his rise among the

current crop of great golfers, fought

his way to a front-running, 4-over-

par 75 in the final round Sunday to

win .his second U.S. Open Cham-
pionship.

Despite a shaky finish. Irwin, 84,

who previously won one of the

world's most prestigious golf titles in

1974. captured the U.S. cham-
pionship by 2 shots on a 72-hole total

of ‘284, matching the #eluaive par on
the windswept Old Inverness dub
course.
Although the windy conditions, the

pressures, the narrow fairways, and

the undulating greens demanded all

the concentration and skill Irwin

could muster, his task was made
easier by the collapse of most of his

would-be challengers.
• It was the llth U.S. victory -of
1 Irwin's career, which began in 1908.

He collected 860,000 from the total

purse of about 8850,000. South
African Gary Flayer and American
Jehy Pate tied for second with 288.

Meanwhile, in Rochester. New
York, Jane Blalock fashioned a 1-

under-par 72 Sunday to ran away
with her fourth 1979 Ladies
Professional Golf Association title

by six strokes over tour youngster
Alice Rltzman.

Blalock cruised to & 72-hole total of

280 with her fourth consecutive sub-

par effort to pick up $15,000 as
winner's share of the 8100.000 event.

For Rltzman, 27, the second-place

money of 19,800 more than doubled

her earnings this year. The second-

year pro had never finished higher

than sixth.

Vicki Fergon, who gave Blalock

her greatest challenge before fading

on the fl,206imetre course, wound up
alone In third witha four-day total of

Goodmans
The Speakers MostSpoken

About

Distribution:
Rondo,
lOmalchei israel \

«*•>
telaviv.

available at
preferred stores,

new olim— tax free

TELEVISION

EDUCATIONAL: 8AO English B. 8.30
Math/Geometry 8. 9.00 English 8.
OT-20 Math/Geometry D. 9.40 Hebrew
lesson. 10,10 English 9. 10.80 English
9. 11.10 English 7. 12.00 English 10.
13.30 Geography 0. 13.40
Nature/Physics 7-8. 18.00 Math. 18.40
Society and Culture. 18.80 0.

19,00

Captain Nemo. 16.20 The Tidy
Men. 1Q.30 Everyman’s University

CHILDKEN'S PROGRAMMES:
1 17.30 The Famous Five. Serles bas-
ed on books by Enid Blyton about 4

First Programme

7.07

(Stereo ) : Morning Concert —
Mozart: Adagio in E Major, KAMI;
Schubert; 18 Variations in A Minor;
FaurB: Nocturne No. 8; Rimsky-
Korsakov; The Flight of the
Bumblebee; Glaiunov: Waits
Concerto No.l; Baxtok: 8 Burlesques,
Op. 8; Corelli: Concerto Grasse No. 1.

Haydn: Symphony No.49; Brahms:
Concerto in D Major for Violin and
Orchestra; Beethoven; Symphony
No.B
10.00 Radio story
10.18 Elementary School Broadcasts
10.40 Knowledge for AU .

11.35 FTom the treasures of Jewish
Communities In Israel

12.08 (Stereo): Artists' Parade —
Rachel Adonielo. soprano :^':Abol-
Ehrlich; Songs: Vardtaa Shlonsky:
Songs; A.W. Sternberg: -4 Song*
13.00 (Stereo) : Tunes from Musicals.'

Operettas and Films

14.10

Children’s programmes
18.85 Notes on a new book

28.05

Haydn; Sonata la C Major;
Bloch: Nigun; Ram Da-Os: Figures
and Masks; Ravel: Concerto for

Piano. Left-Hand: B. Weinberg: Six
Days

30.30

(Stereo): The Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra. Gary Bartini

conducting — A.A. Boskovlts:
Daughter of Israel; Beethoven:
Concerto No. 5 for Plano and
Orchestra: Stravinsky: Psalm
Symphony
33.00 Radio Drama
OO.satStcreo) : Music from the
Renaissance and Baroque Periods

NEWS COMMENTARY
Second Programme: Following the
nrws n T s m. 1 p m. and 7 p m.
Army Radio: Following (hr 8 a.m.
and 9 p m nrw* and at 11.10 p.m.

CINEMAS
JERl SALEM. 4. 7. 9.

Anton: The Boys from Brazil. 4, 8.30,

9. Edrtr. Devil's Brigade. 4, 8.30, 9;

Edison: Paradise Alley 4, 8.48, I;

Hablrah: My Mother The
General; Kflr: Dlxcngoff 99,4.8.48.9;
Mitchell : National Lampoon's
Animal House. 8.45. 9, Weds, also at
4; Orgll: Heroes; Orion: Midnight
Express. 4. 6.50. 8: Oma: Tbs Thirty
Nine 8tcps; Ron: Don't Steal My
Baby; ftemodar: Heaven Con Walt,
7. 9.13: Small Auditorium- Btnyenel
Rn'ooma : Autumn Sonata: Cinema
1: Pocket Money 7. 9.25

TEL AVIV. 4.30, 7.13, 9.30

Allenhy: Paradise Alley: Ben
Yehuda: Same Time Next Year;
Chen: When Eight Bells Toll; Cinema
One: High Velocity; Cinema Two:
Coming Home; Dekcl: Midnight Ex-

press. 7. 9.13; DrIvMn Cinema: The
Flame and the Arrow. 7JB; Cactus
Flower, 9.30; Esther: Dlzengoff 99:

Gat: Autumn Sonata; Gordon: White

Blm. Black Ear; Hod: My Mother the

English children and their dog
Timothy: Five go In a Caravan
18.00 "Faster, Higher, Stranger" —
sports magazine
ARABIC LANGUAGE programmes:
18.80 News roundup
28.82 Special regards
29.00 Family magazine

29.30

News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES resume
at 30.00 with That's My Secret: TV
game
20.80 Get Smart. Spy parody series:

The Apes of Rath
21.00 Mabat newsreel
31A0 Bette Midler — in an Emmy

2nd Programme

8.80

Travis McGee - Radio thriller

series
7.GO This Morning — news magazine
8.10 Good Morning— songs, chat
18.00 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Around the world with song
18.05 Sephardi songs
xfl.M Of Ken and Figures — weekly
economies magazine
17.10 Court House
18,19 Weekly religion migasiae
18.38 Sports magazine
15.48 Bible Seeding— Psalms: 71.73
19.00 Today — people and events in
the news
31.85 Cantorial music
22.05 "Another Angle" an a familiar

figure — with MK Amnon Rubinstein
-38.03 -Two by-.Twn.-~- marriage
counselling

~ JVr

VOICEOPAMERICA
iNEWS SROWB
1239 WloHortz:
0-8 and 8-8.50 a.m. — Dally

breakfast show with news, popular
music and Interviews.
11-13 p.m. — News, analysis end

.topical reports.

791 kiloHertz:
0-5.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast show,

ipa above.
9-10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with

Americana, science and cultural
’news, roundup of news.

VOICE OF PEACE
Continuous music 24 hours a day.
News broadcasts: Weekdays —
hourly 7.00 a.m.-13.00 p.m.: 23.00-

24.00. Saturdays 9 oju.-18.00 p.m.;
22.00-34.00.

General: Llraor: International
Velvet. 4.30. 7, 9.30; Maxim: A
Different Story; Mogrebl: Odds and
Evens. 4.50. 7.30, 9.50: Ophlr: Ice

Castles: Orly: National Lampoon’s
Animal House; Paris: Black and
White In Color. 10. 13. 3. 4. 7J5, 9.80:

Peer: Who Is Killing the Great Chefs

of Europe?; Ramat Aviv: Soyonara.

7.50. 9.30, Tues. at 4.50; Royal:
French Love. 10, 12. a, 4. 730. OJO;
8ftahaff: The Boys from Brazil, 4JO,

7. 9.30; Studio: California Suite;

Tchelet: The Adventures of Picasso;

Tel Aviv: Concord Affair; Tel Avfv
Museum: Parell pea Paxell; Tofon:
Heaven Can Walt:

HAIFA, 4, 4.45, 9.

Amphitheatre: High BoUin; Arman;
Donna Flor and her Two Husbands;
Airmen; Girl Friends; Cben: Heaven
Con Walt: Gnlor: Blind Rage, 10, 3, 7;

The Head Hunters. 12, 4. 9; Miron:

The Sabines of the Nympho, 8 non-

stop perfa.: Moriah: Convoy 8.43, 9:

Or&h: Dlzengoff 99: Ordmn: Coming
Home. 0.46. 9; Orion: I am a
Nymphomaniac. 8 uon-stop perfe.;

This schedule la subject to change without
prior notice . Readers an advised to catt

Scn-Ourion Airport Flight Information, .

Wi 97XHU-3-J (or 03-899444 M M Al
flights only) for changes in times of

I
Arrivals and Departures.

TUESDAY
ARRIVALS
0033 El Al 318 London
0890 Taratn 803 Bucharest

0888 El Al 000 Chicago. New York

1005 THY 834 Istanbul *

1150 Cypralr 802 Lamaca
1230 Karalr 3149 Helsinki

124S El Al <X>4 New York
1288 Olympic 308 Athena

1800 Alitalia 738 Rome
ISIS Sabena 201 Brussels

1140 AUA 711 Vienna
1400 El Al 950 Rome
1453 TWA 588 New York

1430 Transavla 235 Amsterdam. Athene

1440 El Al 010 New York, Montreal

1450 Lufthansa 004 Frankfurt

1510 Sterling 683 Stockholm, Larpaca
1330 El Al 348 Rhodes
Paris. Rome
1835 Air FTance 155 Paris

IBM Sterling MS Copenhagen
1800 TWA 808 San Francisco. Now York,

Paris
1700 TWA 845 Washington. Boston. Rome.
Athens *
1716 Taram 345 Bucharest

1728 KLM 323 Amsterdam
1735 El Al 848 Zurich

1830 British Air 376 London

3900 TWA 848 Chicago, Paris, Rome
1910 Olympia sol Ainens

1925 El Al 358 Fraflkfurt
'

1890 Swissair 838 Qenevd, Htiteh
. .

2015 El Al 356 Amsterdam
2100 E! Al 324 Paris
2150 Air France 185 Pads
2185 El Al 642 Athens
2233 El Al 392 Lisbon. Marseille

DEPARTURES
0050 El Al 007 New York, Miami
0000-El Aj 386 Rome *

0805 TWA 547 Athena, Rome. Boston.
Washington
0680 El Al 089 Amsterdam, New York

'

0700 Swissair 535 Zurich

Award winning entertainment
programme
2340 Lou Grant. Starring Edward
Asner: Singles

23,00

Behind the
28.45 Almost Midnight _ News
JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

17.40 Laff a Bit 17.86 Mumfie. 18-30
French Hour. 18.43 1 Dream erf Jean-
nle. 19.00 News in French. 19.10 (JTV
3) Return to Payton Place. 19A0 News
in Hebrew. 30.50 All in the Family.
.21.10 Onedln Lise. 22.00 News In
English. 22.13- Married.
(Showa with asterisks areolae bread-
oast on JTY8)

Army

6.30 University on the Air — Dr.'

Shloxno Blederman glVee on introduc-

tion to Indian Philosophy
7.07 "TOT" — Alex Ansld presents
selections of music and Items from
the morning newspapers
5.00 IDF morning newsreel
9.08 Israeli Ber — music, talk and
skits with Ell Ylsroeli

11.08 Favourites — familiar times,

songs and skits

12.48 18 Minutes— political commen-
tary
15.08 Today's Favourite — songs with
a special theme

14.06

Have a Good Time — billboard
of entertainment programmes and In-

terviews
1855 The Green Grass of Home
17.05 ZDF evening newsreel
17.43 Sports newsreel
18.03 Crossexomtaatian — Nathan
Dunevitch's talk show
19.08 All together— for those young In

age or in spirit, music, games,
fashion, prizes
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.30 University on the Air (repeat)

23.06 Out of the Ordinary — with
Amalia Arbel
23.03 Musical Party
23.45 IDF Midnight Newsreel
00.08 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Gila Almagori

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth. Fifth) •

14.00 (Fourth. Fifth) *

15.00 (Fourth) •

20.00 (Fourth) •

22.00 (Fifth) •

00.30 (Fifth) •

Fourth programme: 787 kHz;
Jerusalem area 874; central Israel
1023
Fifth programme:'Short wave and
FM 88.2 MHz

Orly: Midnight Express, 6.43, 9;

Peer: Autumn Sonata; Bon: My
Mother the General: Sfaavlt: The Bet-
sy. 6.30. 9.

RAMAT GAN, 7.13. 9.30
Hadar: Dlzengoff 99; Anson: Foul
Play. 4, 6.48, 9; Lily: Same Time Next
Year; Oasis: The Big Fix, 4, 705.
9A0: Ordea: My Mother the General.
4, 705, 9.80; Roma: Lcs Bijoux de
Famllle. Mon. and Wed. also 4A0;
Ramat Gan: Odds and Evens

HEBZUYA
David: Dlzengoff 99. 4.80. 7AO. 9.80;
llferat: Goodbye EmonueUe, 7.16.
9.18

HOLOX:
M3(trial: High Tension. 4.80, 708. 9.80

PETAH TXXVA
Slalom: My Mother the General, 4,

7.15. 9.15. Monday: 0. 70S, 905

NETANYA:
Esther: My Mother the General. 4.80,

7. 906.

0710 TWA 849 Rome, Paris, Boston,
Chicago. Kansas City. Los Angeles, San
Francisco
0720 Lufthansa 607 Munich
0740 El Al 891 Marseille. Lisbon
0743 Olympic 902 Athens
0600 El Al 188 Rome, New York. Mexico
0830 KLM 828 Amsterdam
0820 El Al 847 Zurich
0850 British Air 877 London
0910 TWA 901 Paris. New York
0950 Air France 155 Lyon. Paris
0940 El Al 857 Amsterdam
1000 El Al 507 Frankfurt
1030 Taram 804 Bucharest
1040 El Al S23 Paris
1050 THY 825 Istanbul
1100 El Al 547 Rhodes
U35 Cypralr S)3 Lomus.
1800 El Al 516 London
1345 Olympic 904 Athens
1420 Alitalia 789 Rome
1480 Sabena 202 Brussels
1440 AUA 712 Vienna, -Salihurg
1330 Transavla 228 Athens, Amsterdam
1500 Lufthansa 806 Frankfurt ,

1700 Sterling 514 Copenhagen
1710 El Al 541 Athena
1720 Air France 133 Lyon, Paris
1535 Thrum 248 Bucharest

This flight btfbrtHatUtn is supplied SV the
Ben-Gurim tniernallanal Airport Coor-
dination Centre.

WHAT’S ON
Notices In this feature ore charged at ILA0.40 per Use Including VAT- Insertion everv*
day costs H^a.so Including VAT, per month. Copy accepted at offices of^S.Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents.

Jerusalem nutrition*. 20th century painting, sculp-

MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Exhibitions. Peace Pain-
tings by Egyptian Children. Yocheved
Welnfeld: forms of visual Images. Arts In

Palestine In the 19th Century. Street Art.

Birds in Art. From the Collection of the
Design Department. From 8tlll Life to
Object. NeoUthia Figurines from Shear
Hagrian. Childhood Drawing* and Prin-
tings of Israeli Artists. Words In Freedom.
Exhibit of the month : Moses Receiving the
10 Commandments — 17th century
tapestry.

Rockefeller Museum. “Warand Peace"—
heed of Janus. Rare bronze vessels from a
Persian period tomb, Nablus. m«mi«
Arte, from the Israel Museum collection.

Visiting Hours — Israel Museum: Bun.,

Mon.. Wed., Thun. 10 a.m.4 p.m.; Tue. 4-

10 pjaa.; Frl. 10 e.m.-2 p.m. Sat. 10 ajn.-2
pan. Shrine of the Book, Billy Bom Art
Garden: Bun., Mon., Wed., Thur. 10 a.m.-5
p.m. Tue. 10 aon.-XO pan.; Fri. and Bat 10
aan.-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum: Sun,-
Thur. 10 aan.-5 p.m.; FrL, Bat. 10 a.m.-3
p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays must be
purchased In advance at the Museum,

or major Jerusalem hotels; In Tel
Aviv al Rococo, Hadron and Kastri. Free
guided tom in English, Bun., Wed,, 11.00

aan., Tues. 4.50 p.m. from upper entrance
hall.

CONDUCTED TOUR8
Tours

1. Medical Centre, In Klryat Hadasoah.
Tours In English at 9, 10, 31 a.m. and 12

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.

Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge. On Friday tours begin at'9 a.m. —

'

by appointment only. TeL 416985.

2. The HaiiftWsh Synagogue — Chagall
Windows — open to the public- from 1.80-

4.00

p.m. flundoy-Thureday. Buses 19 and
27.

3. ML Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.80 to

12.50 pan. Nocharge. Buses 9 and 28. TeL
main.
4. Morning half-day tour of all Hadoosob
projects. 55 per person towards transpor-

tation. By reservation only: TeL 416588.

Hebrew University, tours In English at 9
and 11 aan. from Adm inistration Building;

Glvmt Ram Campus. Buses 9 and 28.

Mount Scopus tours UM a.m. from the
Reception Centre Administration
Building. Buses 9 and 28. Further details:

Tel. 882819.

Emnnah — National Religious Women's
Organization, Tourist Centre, 26 Rahov
Ben Malmon. Tel. 09-662485, 880620. 811588.

American Mlzrechl Women. Free Morning
Tours — IBs Keren Heyesod Street,
Jerusalem, TeL 282758.

SHOWS
A Stoneln David's Tower. Sound and Light
how in English, every evening (except
Friday and festival eves) at 8.46 pun. at
the Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday,
Tuesday. Wednesday, and Saturday also
at 10.00 pan. In English; Sunday and
Thursday at 10.00 p.m. In Fraaoh. Tickets
at the entrance. Please come warmly
dressed.
MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Arts Lane— Rhntsot Hayotser
<opp. Jaffa Gats). Quality arts and crofts.
AU media. See artists atwork. Open dally.
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, 8chneUer Wood,
Romema. TeL 814822, 7.80 a-m. — 7 p.m.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, Bderot Bhaul
Hamelech, Exhibitions — Art of the Six-
ties: Europe end America. New Ac-

quisitions, 20th century painting, sculp-

ture, drawing. Israel Photography. Work
by pupils of the Museum, workshops.
Helena Rubinstein Pavilion — "There is

. something in it, after all" — exhibit!on-

workshop on buildings lit Tel Aviv.

Visiting noun: Tel Aviv Museum: feun.

—

Thur. 10 a-m.-10 pan. FrL 10 a.m.-2 pm.
Sat. T-ii pmj. Bat- morning, 10 am.-l p.m.
FREE. Helena Rubinstein Pavilion: Bun.
— Thur, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.; 4-7 pan. Frl 9 aan.-

2 p.m. 8at._closed. -

Beth Hatefutsath. The Jewish diaspora,

past end present, presented by the most
modern technology and graphic techni-

ques, films, slide shows, audio-visual
presentations, - displays, computer ter-

minals, etc. In the exhibition gallery:
"Image Before My Eyes’! — a
photographic history of Jewish life In
Poland (1894-1989) . In conjunctionwith the
exhibition: "The Life that Disappeared"
(Jewish Lite in Poland, 3985-89), slide

show by Roman Vishniac, dolly.
Visiting hours: Sun., Mien., Thur. 10 aan.— 5 p.m. Tus., Wed. 8— 10 pan. Frl., Bat.

closed.

Beth Hatefutsoth is located at Rebov
Blausnar. Ramat Aviv (entrance through
Gate 2 of Tel Aviv University campus).
CONDUCTED TOURS
Emiraab— Notional Religions Women.
366 IJm Gabirol. Tel. 440516, 788942, 708440.

Canadian Hadassah-Wlso
.
Office, 118

Rehov Hoyorkon. Tel. 227050,8 a.xn.4 p.m,
ORT Israel: For visits pleads’ contact;
ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. 28S2SL 782291-2; ORT
Jerusalem, Tel. BSSiil; ORT Netanya,
TeL 88744. ..

American Mtaaohi Women. Guest Tours— Tel Aviv — TeL 290187» 2«l06^ ?

MISCELLANEOUS
‘ ’

Hodasinh Tourism Office, Room 504,

Sheraton Hotel, Tel. 05-289784.

Haifa
Haifa Museum, International Exhibition,

Music In the Bible. 96 Bhobtol Levi 8L, Tel.

828285-8. Notional Maritime, Tel. 888822.

Illegal Immigration, TeL 588349. Javanese
Art. Tel. 85854. Mane Katz. Tel. 88482-

Dagon Grain Collection. Tel. 65422L Ar-
tists' Rouse, TeL 822858.

Hadassah Tourism Office, Visit Ramat
Hsdszssh Szold. Phone 04-004878. 81218.

Golden Age Club, Rothschild Community
Centre. ML CarmeL Today at 405 p.m.:
Concert by Mr. and Mrs. Grosser and Mr*.
Ruth Kahn-Uhlmann. Guests welcome.
What’s On in Haifa, dial 649849.

Rebovot

The Welxmann Institute open to public
from 8.00 a.m. to 3.80 pjn. Visitors Invited
to see film on Institute's research ac-
tivities, shown regularly at 31.00 a.m. and

8.00

pjn. Friday LUX) a.m. only.
Toon of the Wefzmatui House every hni*
hour from 9.00 a.m. to 340 pan. and until
noon on Friday. Nominal fss faradmission
to Welxmann House.
For Tours of the House please book:’ Tel.
034-88230. 034-89328.

Eilat
Tour Va’aleh, World Zionist Organization
Aliya and Absorption DepL “Our Country
and Our People." every Tuesday at the
Laromme Hotel at 9.00p.m.; Tour Va’aleh
evening, In cooperation with the Central
Information Office. With Israeli film In
English and panel of experts. Everyone
welcome. Admission free.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Central Bus Station, 294
Yafo. 520190; Bolt Haniaa, Belt H*wta* -

Road. S24680.
.Tel Aviv: Shalom, 7 Ahad Raam, 88879-
Ahva. 165 Dlzengoff, 234717. Helotti
Klryat Sharet. Commercial Centre, 808270.
Bat Yam : Mazur, 20 HavivaReich, 880800,
Ramat Gan: Udlm, 87 Hoetzel, 778096.
Runataytm! Hashoron, Hasharon Rd.,
fflOSl. Netanya: Tfufa. 2 Kerxl, 28666.
Rtsbon: Klara, 4 Manya Shochet, 999649.
Rodent: Negbi. 74 Herbert Samuel. 22180.
Haifa: Allah, 44 Allah. Bat Galim, 522052,
Beersheba: Jerusalem, 54 HereL 77054

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jerusalem: Shears Zedek (pediatrics,
surgery, orthopedics, ophthalmology),
Bikur Hollm (internal, obstetrics.
EN.T.)
Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics. Internal,
surgery).

Netanya: Lanlado (obstetrics, Internal).,'
Bhffh: Rothschild ,

658588. BJtfebOa Ollii '
-

Mizgav LadMht Open line 0-0 p.m. war?
Monday answers to obstetric!,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-
ning problems. Tel, 02-519565.

a FIRST AID

Magen David Adam first aid centres ore

open tram 8 p.m. to. T a.m. Emergency
home calls by doctors at fixed rotes. Sick
Fund members should enquire about
rebate.

'

Phone numbers: Jerusalem, Tel Aviv,

Haifa — 101. Dan Region (Ramat Gan,
Bnel Brak. Glvatayim. Klryat Ono) —
781111.

Athdod 27772
Aahkdon 23359

Bat Yam 883835
Beereheba 78383

Eflat 2339
Hadera 22393

.

Holon 809189

Nahariya 923393

Nazareth 54033

Netanya 23333

Petah Tlkva 912339

Rehovot 054-51833

ftlshon LeSSon 942385

Baled 30938

Tiberias 20111

SUNSET-SUNRISE

Sunset 18J0; Sunrise tomorrow 0444

<’:•( >t !• f

Dlnl ioo in most parts of thr country In'
Tiberius dial D24444, Kirynt Shmons 4tHH

EVERY THING IN ITS
PLACE.

NationalLeague
East

W L Pet
Montreal 85 25 .608

St Louis A- 52 20 .552

Philadelphia -
' 84 39 MO

Pittsburgh . 51 28 .525

Chicago 80 29 MS
New York 15 30 .453

AmericanLeague
East

OB W L Pet. S»G
Battlmare 41

»'
;9B *

8 Boston 88 24 JQ8 3H
8* -„ Milwaukee 88 80 MS '

- m
4% NewYorit 84 81 JOS 5

BM Cleveland 82 31 JUS 9

10 Detroit » 29 MS S'-

Houston
Cincinnati

SanFrancisco
Los Angeles
Ban Diego
Altlanta

88 28 .567

85 29 .547

88 58 JKH
3D 57 .440

85 58 *441
22 42 .549

California

Texas
Minnesota
Kansas City
Chicago
Seattle

Oakland

31 46 .818

West
'

40 27 .597

84 80 ML
82 29 .528

84 M JUS
31 32 .493

27 40 .405

IS 47 Jtt

Sunday’s Games

Montreal 18, Houston 9; Philadelphia 9,

Cincinnati 8; Atlanta 1, New York 1, (8 In-

nings- suspended game); Pittsburgh 8,

LosAngeles l; Chicaco 8, Baa DlegoS; Baa
Fremdseo 7, BL Louie 4,

Sunday’s Games
Detroit 9, California 4; Toronto !*,

Oakland 9: Seattle I, ClcvdJaitd B; Odoaye
0, Boston I; Baltimore 8, Mteneeeta |^.

Milwaukee 5, Kansas Oty 8; Texas 8, New
Yeric 3. - _

DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's -

paper: 5 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 8 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and

Haifa: Wednesdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication, -For Sunday’t

paper: 12 noon Thursday

(Ada are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (tor addresses see masthead on

.back page) and at all recognised advertising agencies.

Weekday rates: Minimum charge of IL125.0O ter eight words: HJ6.70 tor each ad-'

ditlanal word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of XL170.40 for eight

words: HJQ^O for each additional word. All rates include VAT.

vnmrDir TnnTVF ly to us, and we Win find a suitable toujsr.WULnL 1UUINE ADAMA LTD.,10 Rehov Bhmaryahu Lsvta,

n 1 m 1 n 1 ij 1 1 r 1 m 1 mm n rniim in r mmm 1 1

1

) 1 1 1 1
Haifa, tu. ot-BiBsas.

KOSHER Dairy and Meat meals at
reasonable prices. Balfour Cellar. Haifa. Tel.

04-682219, 04-485300.

WHERE TO STAY STSHttWiSiSS
lillillllltllllllllllllillllllllilllllllllilllflllillllil

“Zolbo" Centred Carmel, Ahnia, •

SERVICED APARTMENTS tor rent Short ^“tke 25 Jensalsm

term. Special arrangements for long term. Avenue - '

Hendlya Heights. TeL 03-990251, 4 Rehov E3
.SSOAL BUYS EVERYTHING, tslsvlslou.

Al, Herellya. stereos, furniture, liquidations. TeL 03
IIIMimillllililHilillllMlinilllllllMIIHIIIIIIIlll 888790, 98-855745-

PURCHASE/SALE
IHIIIIIIIIIIlMNillllMliniNMilllllllltlllllllllllll

PEST EXTERMINATION Servles,
reasonable prices. Licence No; 188. TeL 03
614572, 08-271025.

JERUSALEM

arVAT BHAUL, beautiful Sc large 2% rooms,

furnished + phone. July/AugusL Tel. 02-

828554/412842, for strictly orthodox.
.

5 ROOMS. LUXURIOUS, new. 1600 With

possibility for long term. In Rehavia,
Jerusalem. For Immediate rent. TeL 08-

225646.

IN PALMAH. 4, view, central heating, cup-
boards, 4th floor, good exposures. 952,000.

Tel. 02486840.

TELAVIV

RENTAL FOR TOURIST, furnished 1 and 2-

room apartments, all facilities. Tel. 03
228566.

SITUATIONS VACANT

FOR PUBLICINfnnmON: tint class sx>

perienced English secretary for 3weak
period, oommenoing Immediately. TeL 03

FOREIGN COMPANY In Israel requires in-

dependent bookkeeper. Knowlsdgsin payroll

and foreign currency required. Hngttih snd
Partuguese speaking fFrenok deslrabla).

Suitable candidates apply In person or In

writing to ltankoor, 4i Bon Ythoda, Tel

Aviv. Tel. 03289121, RaohoL .
-

IN NORTH TEL AVIV — Bhlkun Don, fur-

nished cottage, 6 rooms '+ laUndry room +
central heating. For94 years. TeL 05473067. -

FOR TOURISTS FURNISHED 1*4 room
apartment (Klkar Dlzengoff?. TeL 03237927.

;TWO ONE ROOM FLATS + balcony, +
telephone, now furniture. No.7 Bbalag. Quiet

area. Near Hayarkon street corner. Between
Dan and Plaza hotels. Prices: 956,000 front

fist (east/aouth) . 948,000 baak flat
(east/north). Tel. 03290674 office, and 03
755425 home.

•

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY. 5 room flat,

central beating, elevator, Bderot Cben, 878.-

000. TeL O3227O60 Mornings.

FOR BALE 2-ROOM flat, hear Bialik, high
ground, possible ter shop. IL850.000. Tel. 03
486414.

' ,

•

SALE. PENTHOUSE 5 rooms, big balcony,
panoramic view. TeL 08-484841.

HEBZUYA

EXCLUSIVE SALES and rentals in Pttuah.
Moron. TeL 03032759.

NETANYA

FOR RENT NETANYA. summer months,
near sea. 3room furnished flat. Messages In'

Hebrew, TeL 06328024 cvenlags. MlrL

HOLIDAY APARTMENTS + VILLAS
available. Phone Dave Robinson, Bhartours
TeL 00328812, 058-8X548.

RAMAT HASHARON

FOR TOURISTS, July-August. 4 bedrooms,
fuDy furnished + phone, Ramat Hasharon!
Tel. 03474028 , after Span.

OTHERS

KFAR SABA, Rasnoaa district, .house
wanted, partially furnished, from July for 8
years, close to public transport; careful te-
nant Tel. 08-478941. *

MAAORATl SYNAGOGUE add Centra h.

Jerusalem, seeka admjntetrattvs—cretsry

(m. or f.), part-time. Call 0I4IT498, 9 ajL4
p.m.

WE ARE A DYNAMIC muateoompanyMk-
lng for on ambitious young perm,
preferably with office experience, to baddk
all Input/output work In our data proceoinc.

department Good possibility for advancel

xnent. Fur further information, contact 08-

80019L
•

WE ARE DYNAMIC music company looking

for an amUtteus person witfa-a data pwete
tag background to take control of oar expen-

ding EDP department For farther taforat

tiem, contact 08-80029L

JOIN THE LEADING Temporary work com-

pany! We are looking for exponent tjpW
and/or telex operator. MANPOWER, UBen-
Yefauda 8t, Tel Aviv, Sun.-Thuf., 8 a^u.-!

p.m.r Tel. 03298879.
'

WANTED ENGLISHSPEAKINGyoung non
ter kitchen staff in Anglo-American Ber

.

Restaurant Phone 05-451889, Tel Aviv, after -& ?;,r.

8 un.
.

5r.-r •«•.

TYPIST! Only we pay, la addition to top

rates, a special summer bonus. Come to onr

office and compare with what you earn wv>
Translators' Pool, Tel Aviv, l RaberBL, Tn.

03242780, 03280574, Jerusalem, 0 Yaoal 8L
Tel. 02-228165. 02-238872, Haifa. SA Lotus BL
TeL 0444388.

^
s

URGENT! First class typists ter hoariy

work. Excellent wages. Tlglmr, TeL Wry
298020. 1

IMPORT AND EXPORT Company reqult*

English secretary + Hebrew knowledge f
typing. Good conditions. TeL 08-56896.

VEHICLES

PLUMBING/HEATING

CENTRAL AND STEAM healing, stove and
chimney cleaning; service, repairs and
plumbing. T.D.L., TeL 02-225860. 22388*.

INSURANCE
iiimi!ifmi]i)!iii]i)jii!Hijj)njJ!inj)HiiiiiJ)iii)

BEFORE RENEWING household,
.automobile Insurance, phone Goshen. TeL 03
7276U. Jerusalem 02-71527$.

- MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

FIAT 128. 1978, U00CC. Passport or otbsr.

Tel. 02452891.
.

DIPLOMAT PASSPORT to passport LaiMft

Beta 1800, 1978. 36000, stereo. Tel. 0WWg;
COMPANY BUYING and selling psW®*
care from oHm, tourists. Tel. 08422860. __

PASSPORT TO PASSPORT Fist
automatic + alrcondltlontag 28A00
TeL 03930088, 03932682.

'

j.

MOTORBIKES: YAMAHA XS 706*.

.

Kawasaki Z l.OOOc.c. 1979. Brand ore,

psasport-paasport Tel. 03280290.

PASSPORT SALE VOLKSWAGEN
automatic- 1979, 91.700. Flat 128 W7L f1 ”
TeL 08428989. .

PASSPORT TO PASSPORT <Hd8»o“j*

Starflre 1979, power steering, power

atreondllloDlng. Call nwi4i|* OMBDW*
482847 afteimoons/eventaas. -1^

GOLF — 8 1975. 87.000 km. $S.400, T«LJf;
882680, 8.a0ajn.4qjn., passport toPM*^:

1970 VOLK8WAGEN MINIBUS.
perfectly, must sell today - pwspert oiw-

TeL 02415968.

PLOTS
1

HiimiiHiMmuiniiiiiniimii immiHiiiM imm
FOB SALE ONE dunam for buildingpurpose
in Even Yehuda. Tel. 0524M80.

A HIGH LUXURY
APARTMHITvl,

IH APARTMENTHGTR^
iin;» r Kn rum Hold

.

(foriUErtj

Sheraton).
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WHEN PREMIER BEGIN wu in
London last month, he was presented
with a copy of a new book on the
events in Palestine during the .years
1985 to 1948. It was given to by
the author, Nicholas Betheil, whom'
Begin described as “a great writer of
historic research." The book, he
said, was "very objective, and very
interesting."

Betheil arrived In Israel recently
In connection with publication of the
Hebrew edition of his book "The
Palestine Triangle'* (published in
England by Andre Deirivch). Later
this year, Putnams will publish an
American edition, with one also due
in West Germany.
Lord Betheil, to give Um cor.

rect title, was naturally flattered by
Begin’s praise, the more so since his
book is not uncritical of the former
Irgun leader. Begin in fact was one of
the many people Betheil interviewed
in his research Into the period.
"He was very cooperative,"

Betheil said when Interviewed for
The Jerusalem Post in his. elegant
home in West London on Sunday.
"He talked for many hours and
appeared genuinely -anxious to ex-
plain to an English historian exactly
why, in his opinion, his fight had been
a Justifiable one. He believes
without the Irgun, the Jewish State
would not have come into being, it Is

a claim which I can neither prove or
disprove."
Betheil, born in' IMS, came to the

SOME mornings there are compen-
sations on the 7’o'clock newscast.
Like last Tuesday’s, when we were
informed that Israel had -trounced
the Yugoslav five and Mighty
Mickey Berkowlts had put us back in
business as challengers in the Euro-
pean basketball championships.
We have since also knocked out the

Spaniards and settled ah old score
with the Czechs.'

There hasn’t been so much Jubila--
tlon on my street since Jerusalem
Betar’s victory. Slmha Ehrlich
should pay the boys a premium for
having taken our minds off other
subjects. As for. Gideon Hod, he is
definitely the bast sports commen-
tator we have.

Edna Pe'er is back in business.
Her opening broadside (Friday, 1610
and Wed. 2203, Second progr. J is a
revival of the “I do give a damn”
series. Last week's programme
launched a series dedicated to UN’s
“Year of The Child." It Is a scream-
ing indictment — of ourselves.
Pe'er zooms in on the ahmsteed,

the orphans, the mentally retarded
and the drug addicts. She does all

this using unobstrusive equipment so
as not to awe those interviewed.
In spite of the obviously careful

selecting and editing that must have
been done, there is stm a feeling of

continuity and, above all, of authen-
ticity. Pe’er makes no comment of
her own. She only asks the questions

and one hears the voices of the
children and the background noises
— a wailing Infant, a barking dog or .

By HYAM COBNEY/Post London Correspondent

writingofthe book withoutany great
prior knowledge of the area. In i960,
while an undergraduate at Cam-
bridge where he read Arabic and
Persian, he went on a visit to the
Arab world, "including -Jordanian
Jerusalem." But until he began
preparing for the book, he had never
been to Israel.
He was attracted to the idea of

writing about the history of
'

crucial period in the area for largely
pragmdtic reasons since under the
"thirty-year rule" the official British

government papers covering the
vital year 1947 became available at
the beginning of 1978.

HIS AIM, Betheil told me, was "to
get together the three sides of the
triangle — the British, Jewish and
Arab. After a year of research, I
decided the story wa* something of a
Greek tragedy, -a conflict between
right and right, and that from the
beginning of the Mandate, the story

had moved' to its fated randxudon.
The outcome seemed to be a mixed
success from the Zionists’ point of
view. They achieved their objective
of a State, but failed to obtain peace
with their neighbours."
Does Betheil think there were

errors on* any aide that could have
been avoided? "The Palestine

Arabs," he replied, ’-‘made a terrible

.

m ' apiwln»lntiTm - Iff throwing In their
lot with Nasi Germany. The British
error was the general lack ofany set
policy. As . for the Zionists, their
propaganda, particularly -in 1945-6,

was aggressive to the point 'of being
counter-productive as far as British
policy was concerned. I don’t know If

British policy would have been less
anti-Zionist in the absence at this
propaganda, but It certainly
sharpened hostility in London
towards the Zionist enterprise. A
large number of British witnesses
whom I interviewed complained
about the comparisons made at the
time In Zionist propaganda between
the British and the Nazis. This sticks
in their minds even more than the

.

loss of life."
.

ONE
.
OF THE people who features

prominently in the book is Malcolm
MacDonald, the former British
colonial secretary who was responsi-

ble for the infamous White Paper of
1939. Now in his late seventies, he
had many talks with Betheil in con-
nection with the book and Is. In

Bethell’s view, “very astute and
sharp. He hasn’t opened up on this -

subject to any other author," says
Betheil. who found him very
cooperative.

Betheil found him "not bitter but
very sad. Ho feels very saddened by
the whole subject, hut particularly'
by the destruction of his friendship
with Chaim Welsraann.

BethelTs study ' of the period has
left him,' he says, neither pro- nor

- anti-Zionist and neither pro- noranti-
Arab.

The book, he hopes. Is also “neither
pro nor anti. It explains 'why both
Palestinians and Israelis feel
passionately that they are right and
the other side is wrong. It Also shows
how Britain tried to bring the two
sides together and at the same time
retain something for herself." He
describes himself as. "a friend of

Israel" and as one who has always
felt very sympathetic to both Israel

and the Arabs.

Writing the book, however, has
confirmed his belief that men who
work in offices find it impossible to
deal with problems first and
foremost on a human level.

"When they have to deal with
human problems, they very often
react with an indifference that
reaches the point of callousness.
They are concerned first of all with
tidying up a problem, secondly
humanitarian considerations. These
are generally at the bottom of the list

of priorities, and they become priori-
ty issues only when there Is a risk of
intervention by parliament or the
press."

Back in business
the clanging of a cell door.
"Are you my mother?" asked a lit-

tle girl in an institution. (Pe'er didn’t

even tell us what kind of institution.)
‘Take me home with you!" Any
home.

THERE WAS Gabi. Retarded?
Perhaps, hut .we weren't so sure
after Usteningto him. The one thing

he wanted most desperately was "to
be Uke everybody else"' to stop the
involuntary twitching of his limbs so
that people would stop staring at
him.
“The only time I am happy is when

I am playing (my harmonica)." And
he played it for us. If .Gaby wasn't
prompted to say what he said, his

mumbled sentences made aa much
sense as anything I had heard that

day.
10%-year-old Alisa: "If he dies I

will never eat again, go to School or

secondary school or even marry."
Alisa's teenage brother is dying of

cancer and she knows all qbout it..

She takes care of Him aa there is

nobody else in the destitute family
who can.
She knows that her brother wifi

die. "Dying la Uke giving birth, I

think. It must be the same form of

anguish..." Alisa cried.

Then there wasMlchal, four years

old.whoseeshermother onlyonce in
a fortnight. Her mother is serving a

Arad Local Council

requires in Arad \
t

DENTIST
for schools' dental clinic

Morning work.

Please apply to the Arad Local Council, Tel. 057-97911, to the

Director, Education Dept. -

Accepted applicant will' be given assistance In housing.

International Company
seeks

SECRETARY
with good knowledge of English shorthand and typing. Working
hours: S a.m.-4 p'.m.'

Please phone: PS-219111, ext. 385

Sent— Panama
requires

Accountant
English and Spanish speaking (Portuguese and French

E^erienced in preparing salaries and foreign currency ac-

counts.

Hebrew unnecessary. •

Apply In writing or

95 Rehov Ben Yehn
srsonally to;

,, Tel Aviv. .

SINAI TOURS
8 Day Camping Tour to amaJ-

Weekly Departure
from June 24

.

Full Board, Kosher .

.

Price 2120

for overseas students

Registration: Yehuda Tours Ltd.,

. 23 Rehov.HUleJ. Jerusalem..
Tel. 02-227740. 233147. _ _

Bent a car
The economical way

50% Reduction
on dally rate

Call at. any at our offices

Jerusalem:
174 Jaffa St., Tel. 2*3303/222534

22 King David St., Tel. 234405 -

Tel Aviv.:

.

112 Hayarkon St„ Tel. 03-287253/4

For Vacationers and
Tourists in Netanya
Bed and Breakfast at

Hotel Mizpa-Yflni.
Convenient rates.

Reservations: Tel. 063-23130.

LISTENING IN... .

Ze’ev Schul

life sentence for murdering Michel's
father.
“She needs so much love now. She

needs me more every time
. we

meet."
Mlko, a dope pusher from Jaffa, is

14 years old.He is takingoutwhathe
considers to be a .well-justified
grudge against society. "They
transferred me to one of those swank
schools in north Tel Aviv. I was do-
ing pretty well in Jaffa! before. But
up north they decided I was to be
pitied. For not having all those
things they had. Well I showed them.
1 made them steal for me and do
other things. Told them I would cut
them:up if they- wouldn't do as I told
them. Showed them who's boss.”

- The 15-year-old hooker ran away
from home alter she was repeatedly
beaten up by her father. The father

says:' "The police don’t help. They
should have arrested .the criminal
who led her astray. We are Turks —
Sepharadim. Respectable people.
Curse the State of Israel. Did I come

• here only to see my daughter turned
into a whore?..."

Edna Pe'er left it at that and we
were left in the dark aa to whether
there were thousands, or hundreds,

PIE IS mbiS^often thought of as be-"

ing purely American. Although its

beginnings are associated with
American colonial days, it may have
actually come from England. On the
continent one can findtartsand flans -

— pastry covered with fruit, jam
custard or other filling. Another
dessert similar to pie is the German

.

kuchen. which has a cake-like crust.
Pies can have atop and bottom crust
or just one of either. Those with only
a top crust are called cobblers.

MARGARINE PIE CRUST
% cup margarine
1 1 confectioner's sugar

hi t. salt

8 T. cold milk or pareve whip
1% cups flour .

1. Place flour, margarine, sugar,

salt, milk or pareve whip in a mixing
bowl and work with a fork until the
dough forms a ball.

2. Roll out with rolling pin and place
in pie shell. Bake In 3S0“F (180°O
oven 10 minutes. Chill before adding
filling.

COCONUT CRUST
2 cups coconut
2 T. sugar
1 T. flour
B T. melted margarine
1. Combine coconut, sugar and Hour
in mixing bowl. Blend in margarine.
2

.

‘Press dough into a pie plate. Bake
in 850°F (180°C) oven for 10 minutes.
Chill before adding filling.

it patrol during the War of
ipendence. '[Rubtayer)

or perhaps only one or two such
cases. Which is a pity. The feature
was masterfully compiled but, to my
taste, incomplete. Some statistics,

dry and delivered without emotion,
would have been a fitting end.

THE PLIGHT of the abandoned
children and orphans of World War I

was recalled in a perhaps not entire-

ly unrelated feature on Kfar
Yeladim, broadcast a day later.
Wfar Yeladim is by now an all but

forgotten place, just north of Afula
and now incorporated into the
“upper’’ quarter of that town.
The story concerned the odyssey of

Israel Belkind and 160 orphans.
Perhaps Belkind did rescue the
youngsters from a worse fate. As the
story was told it did, however, strike

me asthe unparalleled Irresponsibili-

ty of a man obsessed by an idea.

Collecting the children and bringing
them to safety inside Poland was a
good thing. But bringing them to

Palestine in the early 20s, and hiring

some of them out to the farmers of

Hadera ("where some of them
died") and latertoRosh Pina seems,
to me. to have been criminal. I may
be doing Belklnd a grave injustice

since lam going onlyby the story as
it was recorded on KOI Ylsrael.

Ultimately. South African Jewry
chipped in and the village at Kfar
Yeladim was built- The idea of

CruncHy

crusts

FROM MY JERUSALEM
KITCHEN

Sybil Zimmerman

WHOLE WHEAT PIE CRUST
1 cup whole wheat flour
3 T. brown sugar
6-8 T. soft butter or margarine
1. Mix whole wheat flour and brown
sugar with soft butter or margarine
In a mixing bowl until It resembles
corn meal.
2. Press into bottom and up aides of

pie plate. Bake In 300°F (180°C) oven
for 5 minutes. Fill with favourite fill-

ing-
'

LEMON PASTRY SHELL
2 cup flour

14 t salt

14 cup butter or margarine
% t lemon peel
Vh T. lemon juice

1 T. ice water
B t‘ beaten egg yolk
1. Sift flour and salt into mixing
bowl. Cut In butter, or margarine
with two knives. Add lemon peel.

schools for orphans or unaccom-
panied (or abandoned) children was
later to be adopted in various forma
and. as I understand It, Kfar
Yeladim also enjoyed an 'excellent
reputation during the ten years of its

existence (1922-1932). It later
became a H&gana training centre
and the children’s villages of Meir
Shfeya and Ben Shemen took its
place.

IN "Here At Home” (Thursday,
about 1030 hours), a lady whose
name I didn't catch made an in-

teresting attempt to explain why we
are a hoarse-Bounding nation. She
admitted that whatever she was
about to say (hoarsely, honestly)
was without any scientific founda-
tion.

The essence was that early
generations df Israelis had a double

•language problem: the language
was both new to them and was being
revived. Many words still had to be
Invented.
The frustration of being unable to

express themselves properly was
overcome by sheer volume. The up-
shot of ft all was a shouting match,
still the accepted form of Israeli con-
versation to this very day. Ergo The
National Rasp.
This explains (according to the

lady) why singers like Edna Lev and
Nehama Hendel can't sing piano. I
would add Yaffa Yarkonl as a classic

example, and make the late Louis
Armstrong an honorary Israeli.

My theory is that sabraa are never
taught to talk. They start screaming
at birth and continue merrily
through Hie.

2. Beat lemon juice with water and
egg yolk: Stir' Into 'flour mixture.
Form into a ball of dough and chill.

3. Roll out dough and place in pie

plate. Bake in 425 aF (220°C) oven 10-

15 minutes. Fill with favourite fill-

ing.

SOUR CREAM PIE CRUST
2% cups flour
34 f. baking powder
%L salt

1 cup butter or.margarme
14 cup sour cream
K i. lemon juice

1 egg
1. Mix flour, baking powder and salt
in a mixing bowl. Add butter or
margarine and mix until mealy.
2. Add sour cream, lemon juice and
egg. Work to a soft dough. Form into
a ball and refrigerate until chilled.

Roll out to fit pie plate, -add filling

and bake aa indicated in pie direc-
tions.

KUCHEN BASE
41 cup sltgar

14 cup margarine
1 egg
% cup milk or parere whip
214 cups flour
B t baking powder
14 t. salt
1. Cream sugar and margarine. Add
egg, then stir in milk or pareve whip.
2. Sift flour, baking powder and salt.

Add to creamed ingredients. Spread
batter in greased pie plate. Add fill-

ing and bake in 375 DF (ieo°C) oven
25-30 minutes.

TWB-IN-BNEERBS5WBRD
CRYPTIC PUZZLE

ACROSS <.

1 Drinks for two? i0>

7 Twelve month old fish 7 »8>

8 Latter to Lincoln frara a
youngster <4)

is Stretches the neck to see the

birds (81 ’
.

11 A trill ot Anglo-Saxon Great-

ness? lB» .

14 Catcher or fine turbot i3>

18 Accanrnodattqi M. 0 s h d

17 Member* of* the eleven f4>

19 New faces in ttie catering

business <5>

21 Fruit centres (5>

22 Chestnut? (5)

33 Covering for a cot? <4>

26 Mao in the field (of Insur-

ance?) *5)

28 Bill for some eatables? (3)

29 Beast of a man I*m always
hiding (8)

30 Attractive, but shy about *
chap (6)

31 Man from Normandy (4)

32 Some fellows shout about
having to pay! (5. 3)

33 Performer who possibly

reigns <6>

DOWN
1 Scrub a number dean, pos-

sibly (8) .

2 They fly down ouiet country
roads! <6)

3 Don't private ones see for

themselves <4>

4
Quarrels with the deuuers?

5 A note or email letter (5)

6 She Joins the champ for
drinks (5)

8 A blow.on toe brow? <4)

9 A wager with one's better
half? *3>

12 One is very distressed to
send it <3>

13 Anima l as wide as a road? (5)

13 Sadi rough measure, mar
mostly be rash <6)

Use the same diagram for either the Cryptic or the Easy puzzle.

I 1 M wm ) EASY PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Lower part 16 )

1 Cooking liauln
(5-3)

4 unfasten (4i

U Ribbon (8)

11 Goes stealthily
(S)

14 Obtain r31

16 Fortune - tailing

card (5)

DOWN
1 Strengthened 16)

2 Soft (B)

3 Earth's satellite
44)

4 Warded off (7>
5 Card-game (3)
'6 Explosion 15/
8 impulse (4>

9 Spot (3)
12 Hearing orean

(3»

17 Source nl venison 13 Strength l&i

(4) IS Seat (S)

19 River creature 18 Ills 15)

(5) 19 Night bird <3)

21 Sharp weapon fSi 86 Attempt (3)

22 Metal mixtum
'

(5)

23 unyielding (4)

26 Location (5)

28 Counter (3)

29 Go up (6l
1® illlan (61
31 Takes food (41

32 Floods (81
S3 Pot mender (B)

22 Hfeh card (3)
28 Hurry (8)

24 Curves (4)

25 Currency unit 161

26 Cornish speciality
(51

27 Oak fruit (5)

28 Bleat (3)-

SO Remainder i4>

1 18 John taka a key officer
ahead (5)

19 The cry of a cornered Cock-
ney (3)

2D Pnee cf a safe exit? (3)
21 cleo starts following cot* in

a boat (7)

92 Border seen In toe mist (3)

23 London town? (6)
24 Order a boy, finally, to do

as he* told (4)
25 Elizabeth can almost- be seen

as royalty (6)
26 Bring on for a reason (51
27 They hold op the grape sup-

plies (51
38 Speed up! <3)
30 Spiteful lot of old service-

woman! (4)

Yesterday's Cryptic Softiqp

ACROSS.—1. Glass. S. Fee-L-s.

9. Quietly. 10- Opium. U- Year-N.

12. Flo-od. 13. Kennels. 15.

N-E-W. 17. Edik 18. Scnora. 19.

BUle-B. 20. P-ref-er. 22. Sam-E.
24. Sir. 25. Panther. 26. SMIL 27:

IrOtto. 28. Leads. 29. Ardlfas. 30.

Stirs. SL Adda.
.DOWN.—2. Lopped. 3. Squint.

4. Su-M. 5. Deals. 6. Flyover. 7.

Eyed. 8. Lard-cr. 12. F-lair. 12.

Keeps. 14. N-icer. 15. Norfth. IS.

Wifcr. 18. Sep-AL 19. Men-Ion.
ZL BrfG-ouL 22. Stress, 23.

M-cnded. 25. Plain. 26, Star. 28.
Lea.

Yesterday's Easy Solution

ACROSS.—1. Smell 6. Doubt.

9. Oil-drum, 10. Trait. 1L Reach.

12. Sedan. 13. Altered. 15. Leu.

17. Beer. 18. Bleats. 19. Bible. 20.

Utopia. 22. Shoo. 24. Tan. 25.

Concern. 23. Stood. 27. Snake.

28. Brute. 29. Iranian. 30. Brcuo.

31. Tsar*.

DOWN.— 2. Marble. 3. Loiter.
4. Ut. 5- Idled, a Durable. 7.

Omen. 8. Bucket, 13. Sepia. 13.
About 14. Tenon. 15. Lathe. 16.
Ashen. 18. Blood. 19. Billers. 31.

Collection goes to Pretoria U.

Major art gift

raises questions
By CHARLES BLOOMBERG/Johnnnesburg

A priceless art collection —
possibly including work belonging to

Jewish victims of the Holocaust —
has been accepted by Pretoria
University from' convicted Dutch
wartime collaborator Jacobus
Abraham van Tilburg.

Hie university says it is satisfied

that none of the art treasures were
owned by Jews or Improperly ob-

tained. But it has declined to let the
press examine certificates of origin

or purchase.
The university describes the

collection as "one of the largest
private art collections In the world."
Brought from Holland In 1951, It Is

worth between 32-ara. Van Tilburg, a
Dutch right-winger, held office dur-

ing the Nazi occupation of Holland as
Dordrecht's alderman. Now aged 90,

he came to South Africa 25 years ago,
telling "The Haagache Post” that he
was a strong supporter of South
Africa's Nationalist Party and bad
highly placed friends in the country.
“I love South Africa and want to die

here." _ _ .

It was Pretoria University's uni-

lateral exoneration of Van Tilburg of

any Impropriety in amassing it that

revived controversy about the origin

of the multi-million dollar collection.

The university is a noted centre of

right-wing and racist views and Its

last principal — Prof. C.H. Rauten-
bauch — had been a general in the

pro-N&ri. anti-Semitic, para-military
Afrikaner organisation, the Ossawa
Brandwag. The present principal.

Prof. E. Hamman. has attempted to

allay Jewish concern by promising to

return art works to their rightful

owners if title can be proved. But the

onus of proof lies largely with people
who perished in the crematoria.
Doubts about' the collection were

first given public utterance In 1977
when Van Tilburg announced his In-

tention of making it over to the uni-

versity. A joint investigation by
Johannesburg and Amsterdam
newspapers turned up serious
charges against him from former
members of the Dutch resistance,
one-time Dordrecht business
associates, and even members of
war-crimes tribunals.

Van Tilburg, they sald.had worked
with the Nazi administration; he had
also secretly accepted valuables for

safe-keeping from fleeing Jews, but
had not returned them all after the
war. His accusers say that both his

wealth and the substantial additions
to Ids personal art collection date
from the war years. Former
resistance fighters and Jewish sur-

vivors insist he obtained Jewish
goods Improperly during the war: if

his multi-million dollar collection —
which contains Jewish portraits —
was not obtained directly from Jews,
it was bought with “blood money.”
they claim.- After the war, Van
Tilburg was imprisoned tor four
months on a collaboration charge
and the Queen's Commission
stripped him of his pension rights

because of his conduct during the oc-

cupation.

BUT VAN TILBURG says. “I know'

where every single Item in the collec-

tion comes from. They were all ac-
quired before the war. None of the
items was given to me by Jewish
families fleeing the Nazis. They were
bought from private collectors at
auction sales and from various
dealers." He has also claimed that
his collection was "the most impor-
tant In Holland” even before the war.
Other accusations that he profited

from Jewish misfortunes have come
from:

Esther Stiel Schmulewitx, who
has said she gave him 12,000 guilders
in 1942 — but later received only a
smell fraction back;
• Wolf Bienatock. now in Israel, who
has said he and his family left

valuable carpets in Van Tilburg's
safekeeping. "We all believed Van
Tilburg. We thought him an
honourable man who could be trusted
with our valuables.”
• Ferez Wang, a former business
associate, who has'sold he gave Van
Tilburg diamonds which were not
returned after the war; Wang sued
Van Tilburg, but lost his case.

Van Tilburg’s collection fills every
room of his rambling Pretoria man-
sion. It Includes a small Rembrandt,
worth hundreds of thousands of
dollars; 100 paintings by the Italian

watercolour master Falzoni —
believed to he the largest single
collection of his work anywhere; a
rare full set of 6 famille rose plates,
painted in the Caslus technique with
crushed rubies and other gems—one
of only three examples of this work in

the world; one room filled with 2,400

blue porcelain pieces, includingMing
and Delft ware; and 3,000 graphic
items.

Represented here is the entire
history of Dutch painting from the
seventeenth to the twentieth cen-
turies. But it may also represent the
anguish of Dutch Jewry in the
Holocaust— there were 140,000 Jews
In Holland at Its outset, an estimated
106,000 perished.

. TOUR VA*ALEH

ill WZ0 Afiya and Absorption Dept

'QXSr in cooperation with

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICANS AND CANADIANS

IN ISRAEL
»

and.

THE BRITISH SETTLERS ASSOCIATION

cordially invites those going abroad this summerwho are prepared to

promote aliya among their relatives and friends, to one of the follow-

ing briefing meetings:

JERUSALEM June 19, 1979 Moadon Haoleh. 9 Alkalal Street

KBTANYA June 20. 1979 A-A.C.L Moadon, 28 Shmuel Hanadiv St.

TEL AVIV (a) June 21, 1979, Park Hotel, 75 Hayarkon St.

(b) June 26, 1979, H.O.B. Moadon, 28 Dov Has Street

HAIFA June 24, 1979, Moadon HaoJeh, 124 Sderot Hanassi

BEERSHEBA June 25, 1979. Beit Naamat, Derech Hanesi’im

All. ABOVE MEETINGS COMMENCE AT 8.30 p.m.

Further informations: Tour Va’aleh

Tel. (03) 258311, (03) 266842
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Technology ‘79 reflects

Israel’s industrial growth
By JOSEPH MORGEN8TERN

Jerusalem Post Finance Reporter

TEL AVIV. — “The potentialities for
industrial development must be sur-
veyed and harnessed by the State as
one of the supreme tasks... Wo have
'a mighty weapon which we must
utilize with Ingenuity and skill, with
every means available to us. Science
is that weapon, our vessel ofstrength
and our source of defence," stated
Chaim Welzmann, Israel’s first
president and a scientist in his own
right.

The statement was made 30 years
ago and today with the opening of
Technology ’79, the international
trade fair, some 350 Israeli com-
panies out of a total of nearly 1,400
will be showing products, fit many
cases the products are the product of
local ingenuity and research and
development.
Technology 79 is by far the most

important and largest international
professional event to take place in
this country. A reflection of the im-
portance of this international trade
fair Is thatno fewer than 20 countries
are participating, a third more than
those who attended the fair held
some two years' ago.
AH of the exhibition buildings

available at the Tel Aviv Fair
Grounds are being utilized, more
than 18,000 square metres. Another
3,600 rpetres of outdoor space is also
being used for exhibition purposes.
Nine countries are appearing of-

ficially at Technology '79. They are
Austria, Australia, Italy, the
U.S., Belgium, Britain, West Ger-
many, France and C&ipda. Each of
these countries will have its own
national exhibition building.
This will mark the first ape font

Canada 16 appearing aV the
technold^y fair. The Ontario
Ministry ofIndustry and Tourism in-

itiated and organized Canada's par-
ticipation.

Heading the 00 strong Canadian
delegation is Ontario's Minister of
Industry and Tourism, The
Honorable Larry Grossman. Cana-
dian officials have Indicated that file

visiting exhibitors are anxious to
develop trade and know-how ties

with their Israeli counterparts.
Three totally new areas of in-

dustrial endeavour will be exhibited
1 for the first time. These are
security devices, work tools and aux-
iliary tools primarily for use in

workshop industries and systems
and the.whole area of energy utiliza-

tion and preservation.
Security devices whether against

fire or theft or industrial process
control have become ever more im-
portant on the industrial scene.
Awareness of the need to protect the
production line worker from ac-
cidents on the Job baa been the basis
of highly specialized products rang-
ing from the very mundane eye
goggles to protection from radiation.

.

On display will be products and
systems to protect industrial plants
from theft and the dangers of fire.

Complete communications systems
which, allow management strict
supervision of all areas of production
can also been seen.
One of the products of local in-

genuity is thenew sprinkler-type fire
extinguisher produced by the local
Alcbem Ltd. The management
describes the new piece of equip-
ment as a “spot extinguisher" in-

tended primarily for specific area
fire control. It has a small container,
the size of a watermelon, and It can
be easily positioned around such ex-
pensive equipment as generators
_and transformers.
Alchem is best known for its

“pocket fire extinguishers." In 1976

the company's sales rose from IIAm.
to HdSm. Last year the company
made initial exports of-170,000 while
this year it has already passed the

$100,000 mark.
Work and auxiliary tools

presented are specifically
engineered for the small or medium-
sized factory. The underlying con-

cept behind this exhibition is the

assumption that the small factory

owner may be less knowledgeable
about innovations in the tool field.

The most up-to-date equipment.
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side of Israel is a reflection of the in-
dustrial growth of thf« country as
well as its having become a con-
sumer of. sophisticated and ad-
vanced equipment.

Canadians leaders

visit trade fair

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — In conjunction with
Canada’s first participation in the
technology trade fair, the Canada-
Israel Chamber of Commerce Is ac-
ting as host to a group of Canadian
business, industry and community
leaders.

In a week-long stay the visitors

will meet with their counterparts In

Israel. A highlight of the visit will be
a meeting with Prime Minister
Menahem Begin,
Leading the group will be Lou Ron-

son, president of the Canada-Israel
Chamber of Commerce and presi-

dent of the Work Wear Corporation
of Canada, a major producer of work
elothing. His other community
duties include the presidency of

B’nai B’rith. Canada.
Scheduled to assume the presiden-

cy of the Chamber in September of

this year is Phil Granovsky, well
known Canadian industrialist and
world chairman of the Keren
Hayesod.
The ’trade delegation numbers

some 35 individuals while another 10
exhibitors will be present at
Technology. The visitors have ex-
pressed Interest in bidding on the

SdcmfEOat railroad project which is

estimated to be in the order of 5300m.
If they are successful, the Canadian
government will provide the re-

quired financing for the project.
Also, part of the group is Thor

Eaton, national vice-president of the
Eaton Department store chain, the
best known chain of its type in
Canada. He is joined by Douglas
Bassett, president of Baton, one. of
Canada’s large broadcasting cor-
porations. Bassett's father is

remembered as being one of the
founders of the Herxllya television
and film studios. Montague Black,
another member of the group, heads
the Argus, a major investment com-
pany in Canada.

Top Treasury expert

hits gov’t spending

By ALAN ELSNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Prof. Assaf R&zln, a
senior economic advisor in the
Treasury, yesterday launched a
violent attack on government
overspending, which he termed,
"the number one cause of Inflation."
Razin heads the Treasury’s

Economic Planning Authority. He
was speaking at the opening of an in-

ternational conference at Tel Aviv
University und§r the auspices of the
Pinh&s Sapir Development Centre on
"development In an inflationary
economy."
He charged “Ministers overspend

in order to increase their personal
popularity and political clout,
without bearing the ultimate in-

terests of the state in mind."
A particular target for Razin's

criticism was the Education
Ministry. "The decision to make
education free to all sectors of the
population was a regressive
measure designed to win political

capital at the expense of the Israeli
economy." Razin said.
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from all parts of the world will be cm
display and available commercially.
Israel has assumed, in recent

years, a prominent portion inter-
nationally, in the solar energy field.

Companies such as Mlromlt, Amcor
and others have successfully ex-
ported solar energy collectors to
various parts of the world. At the
Welzmann Institute, accelerated

• basic research is beingcarried out In
various facets of energy — solar,
chemical and biological.
Professor I, Dostrowsky, an

Isotope specialist, for example. Is

working on selective coatings which
may bring about a marked Improve-
ment In the effectiveness of solar
collectors. Another research project.
holding great commercial promise,
to headed by Professor G. Tekutlel
and deals with the concentration of
solar energy through the taw of cylin-
drical mirrors.
The exhibits cover nearly all

aspects of Industrial endeavour
however, not less than 364 firms will
be showing machines and equipment
associated with the metal working
field and- Another. 168 firms are
specialists In measuring and in-
dustrial control equipment.
While technology *79 offers an

outstanding opportunity for local
producers to exhibit their various
products for the benefit of local In-

dustry as Well as the many overseas
visitors, the fact that three out of
every four exhibitors are from out-

Technotogy may be fine for most of the world, but tirdoesn't Impress

Michael TetashvUi, a batcher in Jerusalem's Mafaane Yehuda
market. Tetashvili, who came to Israel from Soviet Georgia five

years ago, brought hie abacus with him. Be says that It is easier to

na« awl wnrfl accurate than a calculator, (Nelson)

Saudi passes at Harvard
but not in business
NEW YORK (AP). — "Gh&lth
Rashad Pharaon, multinational ty-

coon, Harvard MBA (master of
business administration) and head
of one of Saudi Arabia’s largest com-
panies," is one of the world's biggest
Investors but not one of the best,
“Forbes Magazine" say.
"The 38-year-old son ofan adviser

to the Saudi royal family to one of the
largest individual cash buyers of
corporate properties In the world,"
the fortnightly U.S. business
periodical added.
"In 1976 he bought control of the

Bank of the- Commonwealth in
Detroit for just under $10m."
Since then Pharaon paid “$60m.

for 10 per cent of Montedison, the ail-

ing Italian conglomerate; 520m. for 8

per cent of BSN-Gervato Danone, the
French conglomerate that bottles

Brian water; $14.7m. for 60 per cent
of National- Bank of Georgia, which
Is still trying to recover from

(former U.S. presidential aide) Bert
Lance's regime. Then there are the
small deals'.’ including 60 per cent of
a Malaysian palm oil refinery.

"It is impossible to -value his
private purchases," "Forbes" says,
"but of those holdings that can be
valued it is clear that he has done
badly. Pharaon'e known holdings in

publicly traded U.S. companies were
recently selling 86 per cent below
what he paid. Abroad, he has
headaches too. Pharaon to reported-
ly calling for tighter auditing of
Montedison to make sure Italian

politicians don't takemoney out of it.

Isn’t that the sort of thing,a prudent
Investor would do before putting

560m. Into the company?"

"So far," "Forbes" concludes,

"Pharaon, the consummate, urbane
•multinational investor, still hasn’t

made it to the head of his investment
class."

Solar storage unit holds summer heat
STOCKHOLM. — What to claimed to

be the world's first solar energy
system tor central heating to feature
season-to-season storage of heat has
recently been Inaugurated at
Studsrik, East Sweden, by Studsvik
Energiteknik AB. The prototype
plant will supply a nearby 600-

square-metre office building with its

beatingrequirements throughoutthe
year.
The system consists of a pit with a

Volume of 640 cubic metres insulated
at bottom and sides with 40-cm-thlck
Insulating material. The pit to filled

with-water, on top of which floats an

insulated "lid" which supports an
array of solar energy collectors with
a total surface area of 120 square
metres. The lid rotates in such away
that the collectors face the son at all

times.

In the course of the summer the
water In the pit to gradually heated
up until It attains a temperature of

about 70°C just before the onset of

winter. As the cold advances the hot
water to pumped to the office block's
heating system, which largely com-
prises hollow floor beams, and Is cir-

culated through it.
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various types of in-plant materials handling. Capacities: 1000— 8600 kg.
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Manufacturers of Compressors
For heavy and light industry 1

Portable compressors
Compressors for dentists and laboratories

. Our products are on display at the

TECHNOLOGY 79 Exhibition

Stands 2620, 2621, Pavilion 26

Special discount on orders placed during the exhibition. Please ask for our
catalogue.

Industry must adapt

to coal, say experts
By YA’ACOV FBTODLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. —- “Israel's industry must
change over from fuel oil to coal-'

fired energy because itmay become
impossible for us to supply all the

fuel oil needs, at whatever price,"

the chief scientist of the Energy
Ministry. Prof. Arthur Sharit, said

last week. ’

The change to coal to Imperative,
however great the difficulties, he
stressed..

Speaking at a workshop on the

problems of replacing ofl with coal in
Industry, which was held by the
Technion’s Samuel Neaman
(Institute, Sharit said the experts

agreed on the urgent need to switch
from oil to coal- But “psychological
and concrete difficulties" must still

be overcome.

He noted that the price was
already right, with steam produced
from coal now coating only one-half

of oil-fired steam, while oil prices
are still rising. The coalhandling dif-

iflculties will be largely solved when
the Electric Corporation completes
Its big coal terminal at the new
Hadera power plant.

Prof. Arthur Stotter, of the

Technion's mechanical engineering

-

faculty, who presented a
preliminary report on the subjectto
the workshop, noted that industry
had shown no Interest In thesubW

*

established no contacts and sent no
representative to the workshop
though they had been invited; This
was despite the fact that after the
Electric Corporation, industrywould
be the chief user of coal to future, he
said.

The report noted that the absent'
of a central body tocoordlnate coal''

research in the country causes both
duplications of research and lack at
Information.
The experts agreed that the coal

burning need not pollute the environ. -

ment, thanks to modern techniques,

"

as had been proved to Britain, lbs-
problem of. coal ash has also been
solved, as the ash Is now in high de-
mand as a buildingraw material.
hi Israel cement manufacturers^

who would be first in One for coal
burning, could use the ash for mak-,
tog cement. Burning coal would also

reduce sulphur dioxide emission
from cementworks by up to two
thirds. This would drastically cut the
cement Industry's worst pollutant
'effect.
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Argentines tell Patt how to cut inflation

jsin£ P
r

By SHOLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

Argentine economic experts, here
for bilateral talks on trade with

Israel, yesterday explained to their

hosts bow Argentina's inflation rate

was cut from a 1976 high of 300 per
cent to a current 140 per cent/

Juan Esteban Du Maa, the head of

the Argentine delegation, explained
to host Minister of Industry,
Commerce a™* Tourism Gideon Patt
that like Israel, Argentina suffered

from inefficient industrial produc-
tion as a result of a 100 per cent
customs tarriff that acted as a trade

barrier to protect local production.

But the Argentine government’s
policy now is to reduce tariffs to 15

per cent during the next five years.

Currently, a 30 per cent tariff still

acts in an inflationary manner,.
Esteban explained.
The Argentinians legislated a

minimum wage act to guarantee a
decent salary, and prices have been
stabilized on basic commodities, to

an inflation fighting move, the quest
explained. While in 1978 Argentina
had a $lb. trade deficit, it now has a

$2.4b. surplus.

Unemployment to a relatively low.
1.8 per cent, and the foreign curres-.
cy reserves of the Latin American
-iountry have reached $8b., from a-Country have reached $8b., from a
$976 low of only $28m.
-Esteban told his hosts that un-

derdeveloped countries are not
promoting enough trade amongst
each other, prafering to rely on im-
ports from industrialized countries,
'resulting fo higher costs to up;
derdeveloped 'nations

.

Patt also heariUMeban ask
for advice in irrigation techniques,
solar energy teclufttagy and food
processing, while Esteban heard
Patt call for Increased trade
between the two countries.
Patt recommended thaj. Israel ie

Vqiowed to participate in Argentine
tenders, and promised that Argon-
ttya could exploit .the new market
Situation that will evolve in the Mid-
dle East as the peace treaty with
Egypt to Implemented.
Calls for long-term trade relations

Instead of random trade -were also
made during the Jerusalem
meeting.
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Shares mixed while financials gain
sharescfmUnuedto advance yeatertiay-aa-other sec-

5SL.
1® iSf®?

1*” nwtrkot tamed miswdTrading continued to bo on the active aide as“« than ILiaom. Changed hands.
* 1“^ over the near2.w* ,or Pourable market con-ditiona u more companies get on the ex-change bandwagon toraiae new funds,m the ease of the commercial >*""*• witn

?* SEES**
that a favourable

“t^oajdiere prevail until the un-
derwriHag offers are completed. Under other

:

cl^nunstances ft would have
: been expected that yesterday there occur
* ome Profit-taking in the wake* of a week
* where prices advanced sharply. As it was
'^ a *ew exceptions, otters were picked up
; st only nominally lower price levels

Ixumi. Hapoalim and Mizrahi continued to
h dominate tracing activity, in the commercial
' ***** Pfoup- Each of the shares gained two
*
points in extremely active.trading. wiin-M

'* Leumi accounted for nearly Udfim. of the
total turnover recorded by shares. 1DB was
tone better while Union rose by five
: points to 894. fTBI rose by three but General
[ Bank was held unchanged.

The mortgage bank group continued to be

OnMlMie VuImihi*

- iij.ho

Stocks & bonds

—

the market report
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Post Finance Reporter

actively traded with prices moving to higher
levels. Tefahot preferred, both registered
and 'bearer, sewed four per cent gainst
Others were ahead by up to four per cent.
The Industrial Development Bank of Israel

was a five per cent loser to 188.
Insurance issues, on balance, were lower.

Yardenta- ILd was eight lower while Bahar
and .Securitas were bssTtij by five *

.

respectively. Zuf (R) was “sellers only” and
the shares were automatically lowered by the"

- mandatory five per cent. Aryeh gained four
and Hassneh was up by five.
Motor House was established as “sellers

only" and dropped 21 points lower to 894.
Land development and real estate shares

were, mixed but the. overall trend seemed to
*

be for prices to move higher. Axortm gained
24 to 592. ILDC(R) gained six to 225.

. Property andBuUdihgeased by nine to 452.
The company’sshareshave recentlybeenthe
best performers in this group. Pri Or gained
30.to 1030. '

. .

Oil Exploration of Pas gained five to 164.
Lapidot (B) was ‘.‘sellers only’1

while the
registered shares were losing 40 to 849.
Naphtha,gained 14 to 601 , rounding out the all

group.
Teva (R) was the outstanding gainer in the

industrial group as its shares gained a full 10
per cent. The bearer shares were ‘

'buyers
only.”

- Urdanild shares were down by 5.3per cent
to 359.Elcom was down by nearly fiveper
cant EWC (R) rose by 5J per cent. Paper
Mills was 10 lower at 908. Polygon roue by 9.5
paints to 180.5. Tsai waa ex-dividend and was
marked down to 285.

Investment companies were mixed but
more shares 'rose than declined. Ellero (B)
waa four per cent lower.

Jordan Exploration options were down by
90 points to mo, reflecting a 7J5 per cent loss.
The company's ordinary shares traded un-
changed.
.LetnnJ ' Investments rose by seven to 885.

Clal Investments gained six to 605 but-dol
Real Estate and Clal Industries were un-
changed. Little Pama waa off by 14 to 811.
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Ampol '

600.0 +A0 24
Agriculture “A** 122.0 +5.0 404
Ind. Dev. pref.

Insurance Ounpatdee
1333) —74 614

Aryeh 85L0 +44 274
Aryeh opt. . • 887.0 nx. 174
Haesneb r 844.0 +A0 ' 9A4
Husneb b 800.0

.

+54 804
Hassneh opt

.
140.0 +5.0 57.7

Phoenix 1 2804 —24 134
Phoenix 5 270.0 +54 3A0
Yardenlal 2664 —A0 94
Yardenla'S 240.0 nx. «A9
Bahar r 888.0 +34 A8
Bahar b 380.0

' —AO 94
Bahar apt. 96.0 n.c. 20.0

Bahar 18% deb. 674 —14 1544
Securitas 356.0 ’ —04 ' 424
Securitas 00% div. 78 S4A0 n.c. .1

8eoarttas opt. 3604 • *1LC. 844
Znr r 827.0

'

—17.0 84
Bur b 335.0 +54 10.7

GeulMtg. r - 812.0

Gen*l Mtg. b 3152
Gen’l Mtg. opt. X14 .

‘
. 670.0Ml Mtg. opt. nr***" 124.0

IBepI Mtg. 15% dAWlA
,
M.0

parmelr 2702
[

Carmel b 8822
|3armel + opt. "A” 77.5

;li« n Carmel 16% deb. 10 70.0

i

tfortg. A Inv. 3202
^ svswlev. A Mtg. r 228.5

!
>9V. A Mtg. b 2242
>ev. A Mtg. opt 88 2122
iev. A Mtg. opt IS ' I8.Q
lev. A Mtg. 10% deb. OS —
lev. A Mtg. 18% deb. 87 1292
lev. A Mtg.lB%’deb. M 802
ioueing Mtgvr 208.0

Bank of Israel

^representative

foreign exchange

rates—June 18

Oemmerelal Services
A Utmtlee . ^

Motor House
Dejek r
Delekb
Delek opt. 1

'

Delek 20% deb. 2
Cbld Storage 1
Gold Storage l no. div.

Odd Storage 10
Gold Storage io no div.

Gold Storage opt. ‘‘A”
Cold Storage 20% deb. i -

Israel Electric
Lighterage
Lighterages

t,
Lighterage deb. •

Hapac 1
Rapac 5

Development A Cttrm
Asoorlm .

894.0 —212 A0
2012 —82 4872
2912 —62 32.0

7302 —102 82
282.0 . —A0 09.0 .

970.0 n.c. —
806.5 +72 502
2192 +7.0 • 412
140.0 mo. 43.0

243.0 +82 55.0

1000.0. +10.0 20.0

834.0 +*2- <8.0—
-1892 me. 180.0 -

1022 +12 19S.0

448.0 - +82 082
415.0 +5.0 807

+242 3882

LLJ1.C. opt- "B”
T.L.D.G 20% deb. 8
I-L.D.C. 20% deb. 4
Solel Boneh b
Prop. A Bldg.
Prop. A BMg. opt. "A**

.

Prop. A Bldg. 15% deb. 4

Prop. A Bldg. 15% deb. 5

Bajaide l
Bajdde 5
Ispro
Zaras
Mbbadrln-
LCJ.
Pri Or
Raasco pref.

Raasco
OH Explorattoa
On Ezplo. Pas
tadastrtal
Urdanl
Urd&n

o

Urdan opt.

Elbltl
EIUtB
Alliance
Elco 2

Elco 22 r
Elco 2-6 b •

Elco opt. "A”
Elco 20% deb. 1

Electra l
Electra 5

Electra opt.2
Electra 18% deb.
Electra 18% deb. 2

‘

ESron 1

. Enron 2
.

Klron opt "A“
Argaman pref. r
Argmman preL b
Argaman r

Argaman b
‘Ata "B”
Ata“C”
Ata opt. ‘•A’*

Ata opt. a
Ata 20% deb. 2
Dubek x ' -
Dubek b
Fertilisers

Gables r.

Cables b
Hutfj, Ch*m
Haifa Chem. opt. 2
Haifa Chem. 20% deb. 1
Teva r

. ....
Teya b- : ;

.*
"

Teva opt. • -

CMnz (top Velamr
ptie*> LLM
198.0 +44 318.4
1474 +A0 474
168.0 nx. 574
989.0 nx. 4.9

4504 —0.0 8804
847.0 —134 27.7

4334 ax. 303
338.0 nx. 684
8254 nx. 214
8204 —54 134
39A0

' —04 334.7

5064 —54 214
10904 +104 AO
WM(I +254 54
10304 +804 34
3U4 +A0 1484
3204 n_c_ 1754

164.0 +54 1385.6

359.0 —174 5304
359.0 —804 303.0

2214 n.c. 104.4

4104 +7.0 104

Petrochem.

.

Petroehem. opt. “A"
Petrochem. 20% deb. l
Nechuahtan r
Nechuabtan b
Elite
Elite opt. 8
Elite 20% conv. sub. 2
Arad
Polgat
Polygon
Rim l

.- Rim 4
Shemen b
Taal r

Taal b
Frutanun
Investment a Holding
Companies

Elgar r
Elgar b
EUern r
Elleni b
Amlasar
Amlsaar opt.

Central Trade
Inv. of Paz-x
Inv. of Pas b
Wolfson 1
Wolfaon 10 r
Wolfson 10 b
Ampa
Disc. Inv. r
Disc. Inv. b
Disc. Inv. opt- “A“
Disc. Inv. opt. “B~
Disc. Inv. io% deb. 09
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 72
Disc. Inv. U% deb. 180
Disc. Iuv. 18% deb. 289
Hap*bn Inv. r
Haplm Inv. b
Hsplm Inv. 3/8 div. 78
Hap'/lm Inv. opt. 1
Hap*lm Inv. 30% deb 1

Leumi Inv.
Jordan Explo.
Jordan Sbqplo. opt.
Jordan Explo. opt 2
Jordan Explo. opt. 3
Mizrahi Lav. r
Mizrahi Inv. b
Mizrahi J8% deb. 48
Hosauta
Hassnta opt. "A”
Hassuta 20% deb. 1
Export Inv. r
Export Inv. b
Koor ind.

Clal HI. Eat.
Clal RL Eat. opt. "A”
Clal RL Eat. 20% deb
rriai

Clal Ind.

.
Clal Ind. ix. opt.

dal Ind. opt cert
Clal Ind. 10% deb. 4
Clal Ind. 20% deb. 9

-Landeco
Os Inv.

Oz Inv. 10% deb.
Pama Div.
Plryon Inv.
Piryon Inv. opt 2
Shares Traded In

Foreign Currency
Adanlm *

Agricultural pref. “C'
Ind. Dev. pref. “B”
Ind. Dev. pret "Ci ‘

Ind. Dev. “CC"
Ind. Dev. “CCl"
Ind. Dev. "D”
Gasit
Tourist hid.

Video **A" r
Unico “A" b
Fuel
Naphtha
Lapidot r
Lapidot b

Most active shares

Representative

bond prices

4% Govt development
Group i. Yield:

Group 3. Yield:

3027

3032

4002 (R}

Group A Yield:

Group 22. Yield:

915.0 nx. 4.8

5604 nx. —
550.0 n.c. 4
5484 +154 14
315.0 nx. —
431.0 n.c.

235.0 —104 7.7

24A0 n.c. 84

0014 +14.0 94
849.0 —404 44
13714 —72.0 B.O.

Group 24. Yield:
mo
3215
4% Govt (80% C-o-L)

Group 42. Yield:
’ 3203

3208

Group 44. Yield:
8210
3213

«% Govt (89% C-o-L)

Group 92. Yield:
3501
8604

7% Gov't (80% C-o-L)
Group 82. Yield:

3622
3526

Group 54. Yield:
8328
8538

‘ Group 08. Yield:
8384
3541

U% Defence loan
Group 1. Yield:

75 (Ayin Heh)
80 (Peh)

Group S. Yield:
81 (Peh Alepfa)

90 (TzadI)
202 (ReabBet)
51 (Nun Alephl
70 (Ayin)
Govt double-option United
2001
SOU
2021
Defence toss 59
9 (Tel)

44 (Mem Dalet)
Bonds 109% linked to

foreign currency
0% Isr. Electric Corp. “B -

5% Dead Sea Works
SA% Govt 5026
Bonds 70% linked to

foreign currency
6003
Dollar denominated bonds
7% Unico
7% Gent Mtg. 43
Hollis 23
Hollis 20

Hollis 23
6A% WoUton
7% Tefahot 10

7% Clal Investment 2
8. FT. denominated bonds
6% Bank Yaad 38
SJS% Mtirnmlm 9
5% Menlv 8

(The yield reflect* the difference between the
“tbeoreticar* value at boade — bleed on the date
of Inane and current C-o-L. lndexea plus ac-
cumulated interest — and the actual market
price. It la based on the assumption that future G-
o>L Index increases wfl] be zero. A negative yield
indicates bonds sold at a premium, a positive
figure bonds eokl at a discount)
(These prices are unofficial)

Price Change

0.00

740.8 +2.0
092.5 +1.9

—0.01

MKL8 nx.
,

918A n.c.
'

—0.06
001.1 —AO
44A9 —1.9 I

858.0 n-c.
1

+2.38

357.9 n.c.

293.6 n.C.

+2.37
298.9 q,c.

282.3 n.c.

+3J6
282.9 +A3
220^ +0.3

+3^6
215.0 —0.8
204.4 —0.7

+3.43

206.0 n.o.

382.3 +0.1

+8.72
174A +0A
162.1 +0.7

+3.79
234A +1.1
132.9 +1.0

+3.95
1443) TLX.

182.2 n-c.

—3.16

896-2 n.c.
878.1 n.c.

1.7G

871.3 +9.3
801.0 +A1

1009.0

918.0 +4.0

172.7 D.C.

361.9 n.c.

14A1 n.c.

685.0 +2.0
54A0 n.c.

724.0 +1.0
173A0 —44.0
118.0 n.c.

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - June 18

Dow Jones Industrial Average:
839.39 down 3.89

Volume: 31.100,000

Allied Chem Ira I

ASA
Amer. Isr. Paper Mills

Avrn
Boring
Burroughs
Rranirr

Kell A Howell
Bally
Banach a Lomb
Control Data
Curtis Wright
Dow Chemical
Eastman Kodak
EU Lavlid

Ford
Fairchild Camera
General Dynamics
Gulf & Western
Holiday Inns
Houston OU
Honeywell Ine
Hilton
IBM
Lockheed
Litton
LTV
McDonnell Douglas
Merrill Lynch
MGM
Motorola
NCR
Natonaa
National Semiconductor
Occidental Petroleum
Penn Central
Pan American
Polaroid
RCA
Revlon
Raytheon
Sears
Sperry Rand
Syntex
American Tel it Tel
Telex
Teledyne
Tyce Lab.
United Airlines

United Carbide
UV Ind.

Western Union
Westinghouse
U.S. Steel
Xerox
Zenith
Exxon

“CUstod an the Americas Stack Exchange)

(Those stock prices are unofficial)

This selected list

by courtesy of

ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANKlIB
Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.—12.30 p.m. — 627542

5 p.m.—7 p.m. — 223111

(laalei (i»»r
rfe*

38* -*
38% -%
3% +%
22* -%
43* n.c.

70 —

1

IS* nx.
17% +*
46* +*
37% -1*
38 -*
16 n.c.

28* +%
56% -%
5* -%
43% -%
65* +%
M% —

*

14* -%
19* n.c.

19* nx.
68% -*
31 -%
72* -1%
21 +*
28* —

%

9* -%
22* -%
17* -%
21* -*
44% •-*
66* n.c.

44* -*
26% -%
21% -%
19* —

%

6% n.c.

32 -%
25 +%
46* +%
48* -*
19* -*
44* -*
34* -*
68* -*
4* +%
m% —

*

u* -%
-23* -1%
87% -%
21* +%
21* —

%

13* n.c.

22* -%
61% -K
12* -%
50* +*

Teva debt.
T-ndriP 1

Lodzia 4
Molett •

- SAnlter

Phoenicia 1

968.0
878*6'

97.0

73A0
' 890.0

205.5

874.0
2894)

2244 +44 28A5 Asortm opt. “A" 4874. n.c. 2524 Dead Sea 655.0 +84 121.9

2124 +44 454 - Azortm 20% deb. 1 2100.0 +84 988.6
'

Am-Iar. Paper 9034 —104 5A7
984 +A0 . 884 Africarbrael l - 2500.0 nx. .6 Am-Iar. opL ‘'A" 3504 —14.0 2SA7

Africa-Xsrael 10 10204 +10.0 U.S Am-ler. 20% deb. 1 2404 —A0 614
1294 +14 254 , I.I4.ar 22A0 +04 7984 • AbhLb 0374 - nx. 80.4

854 -nx. 6A0 LLD.C. b ' 2884 +84 2224 • Axels 50% div. 78

,

2BA0 - ; +84 994 XJUD.C. opt “A” 365.0 +154 22.5. AssU 20% deb. 1 2844 nx. 5A0

Mizrahi r 287 +2.0 6587.9
Leumi - 884 +2.0 4880.8
Mizrahi b 268 +2.0 3861.6
Volumes ,

-- T--I,T? tor.-ttsATr-^- --^ ir.A7» -

--Shares traded;.
. ^ JLUO.Bm . IL368.9m.

Convertlbiea: ILA4m. iLTUhn .

Bonds: IL88Am. —
Share index op 0.44 to 122A4

Abbreviations:
s.o. — sellers only n.c. — no change
b.o. — buyers only r — registered
d — without dividend b — bearer
c — without coupon pref. — preferred

— without bonus opt. — option
z — without rights conv.— convertible

s.c. — subordinated capital notes

These stock prices are onefficlaL

Tnuva to begin massive investment plan
Jerusalem Post Reporter onion, garlic an£ horseradish

TfcL AVIV.— The Tnuva central flavour, as well as sweet cheeses. __

-'cOmmitttee- recently
rapprovecr^h ’J J r About-

' ILfffErf . will be invested in
j ILiOOm.. investment ' 'programme
which company spokesmen say is to
be used to improve services to the
public.

The hulk ofthe investments will be
plowed into the dairy industry.
About UdSOm. will be invested this
year in enlarging the Rehovot dairy,
which is now producing a new
sterilized milk which tastes like
fresh milk and can be kept un-
refrigerated for several months. _
This dairy will also start anew line

.of cheeses, including those with

quality control laboratories. Special
production lines for milk powder for
babies, and goat cheeses are also
planned.
About ILSBm. is being Invested in

bunding the biggest hyper market in
the country, to be located In Fetah
Tlkva. It Is expected to be in-

augurated in the fall.

Tnuva is also planning to Invest
quite heavily In Beersteba >boL’t
TT_.i2 _.Vn will be used in tuiiding a
>refrigerated marketing centre on an
area of about 10 dunams.

Rate la Israel peuafto

24.7968

..^'^ireaoy “•r1

J.8. dollar
Iritlsh sterling
toman mark
‘‘reach franc
hitch guilder .

m\u franc .

wedluh krone
lorweglan krone
>anlsh krone

_^-^lnniah mark
. bnadian dollar

. lllaztralian dollar

E^Wouth A&rlcan rand
TpITWglau franc (10)

^nstrlan schflUng (30)— tallan lire (3.000)

. . apanese yen (100)

^
VMd*nl«n dinar

ebanese lira

POBSIfiN CURRENCY
1AA79

Yedtoiday's forelga exchange
rates against the Israel peuad.

w U-S. dsUar trsnsaettoos aider S89SS,

and transacUsus ta ether currencies
under the equivalent of 8500.

SelUag Baytng

Dinner theatre to open

in Jerusalem hotel

Jerusalem Post Reporter

- The Jerusalem Diplomat Hotel,

yesterday announced the opening of

a new Jerusalem Dinner Theatre.

Every Monday and Thursday
beginning July 2 the hotel will offer a
five-course dinner and a fully-staged

theatre production in English,
directed by Reuven Morgan.
For the presentation, the Embassy

Hail will be converted into a theatre,

with a seating capacity of 400.

The Jerusalem dinner theatre was
initiated by Earnest Yaniger who, as
a frequent visitor to Israel from the

U.S., felt that there was an enormous
lack of quality entertainment for

Jerusalemites and tourists.

A BRITISHFIRM has constructed a
trolley system for transferring
patients sideways. It is especially
useful in confined recovery rooms,
where end-to-end patients may be
Impossible.

NEW ALLERGEN extracts for the

treatment of allergies through
hyposensitization have been In-

troduced by a Swedish phar-
maceutical company. The new,
products are standardized with
respect to biological activity and are
largely free from non-allergen sub-

stances.

A UK FIRM has developed a system
to reclaim heat from refrigeration
compressors of the frozen-food
cabinets In stores and supermarkets
and use it to heat water.

"Technics"J.Bokstein Co. Ltd.

and J.B. Technical Supply Ltd.
are prbud to announce that Distribution rights

have now been granted for the whole range of

RHP British Precision Bearings

i U.8 .J

\ DM
1 Swiss Fr.

1 Sterling

4 French Fr.

\ Dutch FI.

A Austrian Sob,
&V3wedlqbKr.
W"Danish KT.

J Norwegian Kr.
Finnish M.

'

iV.'.Jantdtanl

VjrSand

Australian5
f
f Belgian FT. (101

V ?en (100)

\ ItalianLire (WOO)

34.9750 24.8050

18.2276 13A878
' 14.6438 14-6441

62JH87 88.1860

A7099 A0T30
18.0689 11.9669

1.7948 1-782*

0.7400 ' 5.7009

4.6047 4.0784

4JB847 4.6506
' A3082 A2823
t XL8082 21.1611

29.6238 29.4212

27.7847 27.5966

8JM36 3.1868

11.8742 1UM8
29.4068 29J684

Come

and see

what's new
in Technology

INTER8ANX LONDON
IPOT RATES:

Iwlufr.
tolglumFr.
IwedlshKr.
french Fe.
JsnlshKr.
hitch FI. .

)M
tallan Lira
lorweglan Kr.
Ten
•old Price: 1279;

2A036/41
- 1.7060/80

80J9/X1
4A50B/15
4-3730/00
6.4230/46

A0722/33
- 1.6876/86

847.70/00
BJL6B8/U
2ULB0/85

40/90

'ORWARD RATES;
I mot. 2mm.

12 - 2-Mto/m a.om/m
W/S 2S7M/IM UUI/M)
w.Pr./l 1.W1I/MB L4666/RM

X0TO4/7W
LUU/BI
L«n/ua

Orders and enquiries can now be accepted for RHP Self

Lube Units and Clutch Release Bearings in addition

to the well established renge of General Bearings.

Please contact either "Technica" Ltd. (Phone 03-61 1020,

03-613216} or Moshe Guershon (Phone 03-621026}

for die solution to your bearings problems.

lillls bearings

The Technology 79 Fair
opens tomorrow.

/

Main divisionB.at the fair:

Metal-working
machines and equip-
ment for working other
materials.

Hydraulic 'and
pneumatic equipment.
Optical and fine
mechanical equipment.
Transport, and garage

. equipment.
Electrical and elec-
tronic engineering.
-Energy, and energy-
economizing systems.
Building equipment
and machines.

Materials handling and
hoisting equipment;
earthmoving equip-
ment.
Tools.

Soldering and welding
equipment.
Security and industrial
safety equipment.
Drawing instruments,
auxiliary equipment
and supplies.

Research and develop-
ment, consulting ser-
vices.

And many other subjects.

The Fair also features a
series of seminars and lec-
tures on technological sub-
jects, arranged with the
cooperation of professional
bodies.
Professionals — don't miss
this fair!

Don’t wait till the last day— you’re sure to want to
visit the Fair more than
once!

mDiJin‘rm[rmTi?[nn«

TECHNOLOGY

20-26.6.1 979

Open daily .

2-9 p.m.
Friday

10 a.m. — 3 p.m.
Exhibition
Gardens
Tel Aviv
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SALT Hr The debate begins
THE SALT II treaty signed yesterday in Vienna by Presidents
Carter and Brezhnev la tar from a satisfactory Instrument for
reducing the probability of nuclear warfare between tbe two
super-powers.

It Is also far from satisfactory from the point of view of
America's weight in the new strategic balance. Many of the
treaty’s American framerfi and supporters admit as much.
National Security Adviser Brzezinski has been frank in

stating that "SALT TWO is not a panacea. It will not end the
arms race... But (it Is) a crucial part of a long, mutual effort to
impose a framework of rationality onSoviet-American competi-
tion and to lessen the dangers posed by weapons of mass
destruction."
Secretary of State Vance speaks of the treaty as recognition of

the change that has occurred “from an earlier period of
American strategic supremacy to an era of stable strategic
equivalence."
The critical question that will be the focus ofdebate in the U.S.

Senate which must ratify the treaty, is whether failure to con-
clude this treaty package would be worse thaw signing it.

Tbe details of the treaty are so complex as to make it impossi-
ble for the intelligent laymen, and for most experts for that
matter, to render clear judgement on that question.
In such a situation it would be normal to expect a people to

line up -behind its highest leaders — in thin case the president,
secretary of defence, secretary of state, and national security
adviser — and accept their considered approval of the treaty.
Yet stiff opposition has arisen to the treaty in tbe American

political and defence communities and in the Senate. This
reflects an erosion in public confidence, not only in President
Carter, but in all governmental authority since the twin shocks
of Vietnam and Watergate earlier In the decade.
One of the Issues of contention in the American debate con-

cerns the ability to detect possible Soviet cheating on the
strategic,weapons limitations set in the treaty. It is interesting
that there seems to be no equivalent concern on the part of the
Soviets in regard to the possibility of American cheating.
Partly this is due to Soviet confidence that they can learn all

they want to know about U.S. efforts because America is an
open society— some would say foolhardy open society. There Is

also room for such Soviet equanimity in the realization that
American leaders feel themselves much more squeezed by
budgetary pressures than do the autocrats of the Kremlin. The
American people, the Soviets believe, can he expected to limit
U.S. strategic expansion unless the Kremlin does something
stupid enough to shock Americans into a renewed arms race.

It is also difficult to knowwhy Mr. Garter was so intent on con-
cluding the treaty at this time. Mr. Brezhnev is obviously not go-
ing to remain in office much longer and meanwhile the identity
of his successors and their attitudes on detente and the SALT
treaties remain unclear, to say the least.

Of particular interest to the Middle East will he the possible
spin-offs from the Carter-Brezhnev summit In Vienna. It Is

believed that Mr. Carter may have pressed his Soviet counter-
part for a Soviet commitment to reduce tensions with the U.S.
and with American allies and clients in the Middle East, the
Horn of Africa, southern Africa, and Iran and Afghanistan.

[POSTSCRIPTS

JERUSALEMITES who watched the
old man hauling a heavy bucket Ail-

ed with scrap metal everywhere he
went thought he was Just another
eccentric. But Yerahmiel. a 70-year-
old part-time plumber living in the
Sanhedrla quarter, has an explana-
tion. *Tve been carrying this bucket
for the last 30 years," he says shyly.
The seemingly unnecessary burden
comes instead of phylacteries. Men
who neither -work nor study Tora
regularly must wear teJUlin all the
time. But since Yerahmiel was
afraid of being stared at for con-
stantly wearing phylacteries, he
decided that he must carry
something as a reminder. Yerahmiel
became a "penitent" three decades
ago. So the old man continues to lug
around the plastic bucket — his

private yoke of Judaism. J.S.

STATE COMPTROLLER, please
take note. A correspondent in Eilat
informs us that she watched a group
of soldiers lunching on the beach
recently, -and after they left, he was
struck by what they bad left behind.
Not just trash, hut the following
items, in perfectly good condition:
42 bags of candy, nine large
packets of soft drink powder. 33 tea
hags, two tubes of honey, 29 packets
of salt, two boxes of matches, one tin

of tuna, 20 large eggs, eight tin

openers, and assorted plastic cutlery
— everything unopened and unused.

E.G.M,

IMMIGRANTS are more content
than one might think. According to a
recent survey taken for the Absorp-
tion Ministry, 80 per cent of new im-
migranta are "satisfied" with their

absorption three years after allya.

and 66 per cent of them are content
after their first year.
Only seven per cent leave the

country during their first year in

Israel, according to the survey. That
figure Is a balance between Russians
Itwo per cent leave within one year)
and the North Americans (IS per
cent leave during that period) . J.S.

ALONG comes entrepreneur
Howard Neubert with a new idea to

take the hard work out of fishing,

UPI reports. .

The 20-year-old suburban Detroit

worm farmer says he has fattened

up about a million red worms for the

fishing season and wants to offer

them in vending machines in
strategic locations.

Neubert plans to sell boxes of SO

red worms or a dozen night crawlers
(he Imports them from Canada) at
gl.25 a box. Right now he's adver-
tising to find store owners who'd like

to have a worm machine on the

premises.
Neubert raises his own red worms

in the hack of his home. He keeps
them in large plastic boxes sunk Into

the ground and feeds them rabbit

manure.
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... it reveals with remarkable im-

pact the depth and breadth of
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IN SEARCH OF
A FUTURE

“The Literals are miffed at finding themselves con-

venient whipping boys for the government’s failures,”

writes Post Political Correspondent MARK SEGAL, who
explains why the party is facing a dual crisis of leadership

and ideology.

THE RECENT Jerusalem Post poll

that found that only one in every
even Likud voters would choose the
Liberal Party if It decided to go it

alone has hardly improved the mood
ot the junior Likud partner.

It haa certainly confirmed the
suspicions voiced by prominent
Herat politicians that the Liberal*
have become “hitch-hikers," with
even less charitable commentators
charging that the party that brought
Herut out of the Blums and into
respectable bourgeois salons no
longer has a viable constituency.
Some months ago former Liberal

Party chairman Elimelech Rimalt
spoke mournfully of his party's
prospects. If no change were made,
he cast doubts an its chances for sur-
vival as an independent entity.
Indeed, at one point, be wondered
out loud whetherthe heirs of General
Zionism had become just another
wing of the Revisionist Movement.
Rimalt expected that other forces

would fill the vacuum in the centre of
the political stage as Herut proceed-
ed to gobble up the Liberal rem-
nants. While not saying it in so many
words. Dr. Rimalt implied that it all

came down to leadenhip, and thhl
much of the blame must he borne by
the party's leader, Finance Minister

Bhrticb.
Talking with some Liberal

politicians recently, I perceivedhow
for Rimalfa pessimism has spread.
They tend to make unfavourable
comparisons between the situation

when Dr. Rimalt enjoyed equal
status with Menahem Begin as co-

chairman of the Likud in opposition

and Ehrlich’s junior standing
alongside Premier Begin. They see
the present situation as a function of
his weak, performance as party
leader and as a minister.

In Liberal circles, one hears the

word crisis too often for comfort's

sake. They speak in terms of “a dual
crisis'* and of “the gravest crisis we
have ever faced-” The dual crisis Is

one of leadership and Ideology, and
both facets focus on Ehrlich. After

all, for years they claimed to have
the panaceas for Israel's ailments, if

only the doctrinaire socialists would
let them have part of the action.

Wen, they got their chance in May
1877. Premier Begin let them loose
on the economy, withEhrlich and bis

deputy, Yeheskel Flomin, putting

Liberal ideas into practice.

failure is being made that ot his par-
ty, a situation that no other party In

government has ever encountered
in this country.
The Liberals are miffed at finding

themselves such convenient whip-
ping boys for the government's
failures and are fully aware that at-

tacks are aimed at Ehrttch, by the

FT-: - A?

Yitzhak Modal (above) and Gi-

deon Patt. (AhsaAtMrhaeh)

To this his friends counter that it is

not Ehrlich's fault fha* Begin
turned out to be a strong national
leader and a weak prime minister
presiding over a cabinet of tough
baronial ministers. Ehrlich, they
say, has had to fight simultaneously
on 17 fronts against .that number of
ministers, with Begin only lately giv-
ing him the right kind ofhacking. He
has been made a- scapegoat, they
claim, and In particular they blame
the three toughest ministers— Welz-
man,Hammerand Bharon— for foil-

ing every Treasury effort to
streamline the state budget.

A nasty reception greeted Ehrlich
at the Herat* convention, and I

wondered whether he had second
thoughts about having held on for so
long as he stood red-faced with anger
and embarrassment, stumbling over
Ids words of greeting. Gat-calls and
boos rolled in from the auditorium.
His friend, Jewish Agency chairman.
Arye Dulzln, told a week-end Tel
Aviv meeting that he was convinced
that Ehrlich could have done ex-
tremely well in any other job.

RADICAL ECONOMIC moves were
closely followed by nagging doubts
as to their efficacy. Even leading
liberals are ready to concede that

the Ehrlich gamblewasa flop, main-
ly because be never followed it up
and that his will probably lacked the

necessary iron to do so.

Some Liberals are even ready to

place the blame an their ideology,
while others oounter that the trouble

is Ehrlich's leadenhip. What is un-
usual in their situation is the total

identification of the liberal Party
with Ehrlich's peformance: and his

EBatadrut for example, when the
target is really Begin. The labour
federation’s leaden have found that
Herut trade unionists will Join the
hunt as long as their beloved leader's

name is never mentioned.
Some Herut MKs who feel that the

Liberals have too big a chunk of the
power cake plus lots of juicy plum
jobs charge them with crying all the
way to the bank, so to speak, for the
Liberals individually have
benefitted most from the Likud’s
rise to power. Yet Herat’s partner
does say that this is largely because
they have the people -for the jobs,

whereas tbe others do not.

YETONE WONDERShow accurate
the predictions of Ehrlich's being
toppled may tarn out to be, given
Begin's firm support for his Liberal
colleague. They have a cosy
relationship built oh trust,
something which Begin has in short
supply as regards fats own party
colleagues, especially the two Stan
Welsman Bharon.

TEE LIBERALS are in the desultory
throes of internal elections, readying
themselves for their convention later
this year. It is Illuminating to learn
that party keymen still regard
Ehrlich as the arch-politician, in-

deed as their party strong man, with
the other three ministers hardly a
patch on him. He is a professional
and knows howto manipulate others'

weaknesses
When he entered the government,

he put Mbshe Nlssim, the hawkish
Minister-wtthout-Portfollo. in
charge of running the party. Few
were as surprised as Ehrlich that
Nlssim suddenly sprouted ambitions
for the No. l job; yet it is doubtful
whether the son of the former chief

rabbi could take over the leadership
of such anhistorically secular party.
Indeed, he is strongly for abolishing
the -abortion law,4 which sets him
apart from the rest of the Knesset
faction, especially as this issue has
become a Liberal corner-stone.
We have witnessed the see-saw

relationship between Ehrlich's
erstwhile protege Minister of In-

dustry Trade and Tourism Gideon
Patt .and Energy and Com-

READERS' LETTERS

EYE-WITNESS EVIDENCE ZOA HOUSE
To theEditorofThe Jerusalem Post
Sir, — Too often the ordinary

citizen knows only what he sees and,
more often than not. this is not
enough to draw a proper conclusion.
Mr. Nathan Ginsberg, in his letter

of June 12, criticizes the police tor
committing at least 10 traffic
violations and adds* that he could
have issued 10 citations to these of-

ficers.

This reminds me of the time I was
a police officer in Texas. I received a
radio can for a reported traffic acci-
dent with injuries on a side street
next to a McDonald restaurant. I
turned on my overhead emergency
lights and used my siren to clear in-
tersections of vehicles. I technically
committed five traffic violations to
arrive at the scene of the accident.
However, my promptness saved the
life of one of the drivers Involved.
I was later informed by the police

dispatcher that a concerned citizen,
who observed my actions, wanted to
complain that I had violated three
red lights, drove excessively over

the speed limit and made a
prohibited left turn in order to drive

into McDonald’s to drink coffee. The
concerned citizens said "he saw
me."

YJTZBAK BEN-AMI
Neve Eltan.

To theEditor ofThe Jerusalem Post

RARE BIRD
To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Being that rare bird, the
Alaskan Jew, I was very interested
to see Israel. One tends to idealize a
country and people when one is
located in a remote area with very
little Jewish life and culture. .

The country Is tremendous In the
full sense of the word. The
friendliness of the people is moat
pleasing and I am really enjoying
my stay here.
When I fly back over the North

Pole towards home. I will carry fond
memories of Israel and look forward
to my next trip.

ARLENE KUNZ
Herzliya.

Sir, — I recently attended & perfor-

mance of "The killing of Sister
George", at the ZOA House In Tel
Aviv and Iwas shockedby the condi-

tion of the big hall and the stage.
The actors put on a very good and

serious play notwithstanding loudly
creaking chairs and a very poor
loudspeaker system. The hall looks
neglected and I think it is a shame
that Israelis and tourists should he
subjected to such primitive con-
ditions.

BANNA ADtV
Yehud.

Great Views, Wonderful Air

base for Interesting Tours

ZOA House Replies:

We are, unfortunately, well aware
ot the poor, condition of our
auditorium and the remarks and
criticism of the writer are, to our
regret, basically justified.

As you know, ZQA House Is a non-
profit cultural institution, sponsored
toy the Zionist Organisation of
America and established 27 years
ago. From time to time; we renovate
«n(i remodel various rooms, as and

. when- we manage to get con-
tributions for.this purpose.

Since we are not in a position to

carry the burden and cover thegreat
expenditure involved In the renova-

tion of the auditorium, we have ap-

proached the original donor, in

whose name it Is dedicated, and
there are prospects that a farther
donation will be forthcoming for that
purpose in thehear future.W

A. BEICBMANr
Executive Director

Tel Aviv.
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L&'am's Ylgal Hurvitz, a Herut
favourite to judge by his warm 1

reception at the party convention. Is

available for the Treasury* but it is

highly doubtful whether Begin would
seek to upset the delicate internal

balance by dislodging Ehrlich.
The Finance Minister's friends say

he would love to step down, but that
would entail an admission of per-
sonal failure anddamage his party.
Bs critics argue that he could still

be dominant politically, and not in
the doldrums, if he had had the
perspicacity to walk out the first

time Ms cabinet colleagues threw
out his budget estimates entailing
expenditure cuts.
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munications Minister Yitzhak
Moda'l. Patt has emerged from
Ehrlich's shadow and is quite pop-

ular among the party rank-and-file.

EBa return to the ministry where he
served as the 'late Yosef Saphlr's

aide a decade earlier, is regarded as
a homecoming, and he is seen as

having made a promising start.
’ Moda'i’s campaign against
Ehrlich apparently has borne fruit;

he h«m attracted the disaffected and
. frustrated In the Liberal camp.
Interestingly, as one of the central

Liberal politicians explained to me,
Mod&'i has proven to be a major fac-

tor with whom they must reckon.
Ehrlich's decline in popularity has
raised that of Moda’l, and Ms
cautionary , If harshly put, words are
now being heeded. In Moda'i's
favour is Ms diligence as a minister

and his talent as a speaker, yet he
tends to balance them by a too

aggressive manner. He has an
abrasive way with party members
and his staff and tends to be rather
uppish towards others.

- Patt’s breezy style enhances his

popularity but there are those who.
. wonder whether he has the
necessary Iron for the leadership. Ah
indication of where- things are
heading, or rather a demonstration
of the sinking ship syndrome, is the

wholesale desertion by erstwhile
Ehrlich loyalists like MKs Yitzhak
Berman and Menahem Savidor. with
even an Ehrlich creation like Tel
Aviv Deputy Mayor David flhifman
already declaring for Moda’l.

. As to Deputy Finance Minister
Yehezkel Flomin, insiders say- he
demonstrated hdw to disappear
without & trace though staying visi-

ble all the time. If he had stayed an
MK out of government office, he
could have retained his reputation as
the Liberal's economic whiz-kid,
which he earnedIn the Finance Com-
mittee. Since he became Ehrlich's

deputy, Flomin has been completely
neutralized, it is said. There are
those doubting the wisdom of his

decision to break away from the cen-
tral bloc and run on Ms own list in
party elections with the controver-
sial PR agent David Admon, who is

active among the younger
leadership.

WHAT IS crystal clear is that
despite seasonal mtitterings from
some Liberal chieftains about going
it alone, or breaking away from
Ldkud moorings, they are not very
serious about such threats. The
dream fostered in some Labour,
Liberal and NRP hearts of reviving
the historic coalition of M&pai,
General 2flonlsts and Mizrahi, which
enabled Ben-Gurlon to steer the
Yiahuv to national independence and
which helped him rale from time to
time, can hardly become a reality
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First of all, the electorate hu^ ,c
changed, and the Idea of a centre
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